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ABSTRACT: 

The post-WWII advent of mass automobile ownership, and the suburbanization that came 

with it, has spurred the dispersion of the population of many city-regions.  Demographic 

shifts such as this led to metropolitan regions effectively encompassing multiple 

municipalities.  This created challenges to the coordination of public administration across 

the city-region; an example of sociological change bringing pressure on political 

institutions. 

In Greater Saint John, fragmentation of the metropolitan region has been a 

longstanding issue.  Upon the recommendations of the 1963 Goldenberg Report, which 

cited the “metropolitan problem” concerning a fragmented Greater Saint John, the City of 

Saint John was amalgamated with the City of Lancaster and a portion of the Parish of 

Simonds.  However, continued suburbanization in the Kennebecasis Valley in subsequent 

decades has again brought the problems of fragmentation to the fore, with the 

“metropolitan problem” once again a key issue. 

 This study engages with the Saint John “metropolitan problem” by drawing upon 

interviews with Saint John policy leaders, widespread document analysis (specifically 

reports on local government reform from the 1960s to the 2000s), and relevant legislation.  

By bringing together these different sources, an assessment of the state of local 

government in Greater Saint John is generated.  Particular emphasis is placed upon the 

administrative issues facing a suburbanizing region: namely, the challenges of 

fragmentation.   

The study considers in particular detail “regionalist” approaches to 

suburbanisation – of especial importance for New Brunswick because of the legacy of the 
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“Equal Opportunity reforms” that took place during the 1960s, as well as the 1967 regional 

amalgamation of Greater Saint John.  ‘Old regionalism’ promotes direct action by 

provincial/state governments to consolidate metropolitan regions.  ‘New regionalism’, by 

contrast, seeks a more consensual model, bringing together local stakeholders, usually 

stopping short of full metropolitan consolidation.  New Brunswick, during the 1960s, saw 

direct intervention by the provincial government to radically overhaul local government 

as part of the Equal Opportunity reforms and in amalgamating Greater Saint John.  In the 

2000s, however, the provincial government has taken a markedly less interventionist role, 

instead relying more on local initiative.  This raises concerns about the slow (for some, 

the stalled) pace of reform, especially where local consensus cannot be reached.  This 

study argues that regionalist thought can provide perspective on this change in the 

approach to local government reform in New Brunswick, as well as offering consideration 

for possible future avenues of action.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:  

1.1 Saint John and the Metropolitan Problem: 

The metropolitan problem encompasses the challenges of local public administration for 

urbanizing and suburbanizing city-regions.1  The challenges include the fragmentation of 

authority and a demand for greater policy coordination across multiple municipal units.  

These demands also include a desire for greater local authority.  Despite significant 

attention to this issue in provincial government sponsored reports in New Brunswick in 

the 1990s and 2000s, the problem has received little concrete action.  It is still largely 

unresolved.  Thus, further examination of the issue taking into account the features of the 

current situation is warranted. 

In 1963 the Report of the Royal Commission on Metropolitan Saint John, chaired 

by Carl Goldenberg, was released.  The release of this report coincided with the 

information gathering stage of the Byrne Report which would become the cornerstone of 

Louis Robichaud’s Equal Opportunity reforms.  Equal Opportunity represented a 

fundamental reorganization of local government in New Brunswick.  The Goldenberg 

Report identified what it termed “the metropolitan problem” in Greater Saint John.  This 

was a problem which “arises where the units of local government having jurisdiction 

within a metropolitan area are unable to satisfy the demands of their citizens because of 

insufficient powers, inadequate territorial limits, or a combination of both” (Goldenberg, 

1963, p. 1). 

                                                 
1 Urbanization refers to the growing importance of cities and city-regions, both economically and 

demographically (though the City of Saint John has experienced population decline). Suburbanization 

refers to the dispersion of population to increasingly far-flung suburbs. 
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In short, this metropolitan problem is one of public administration.  It is connected 

to urbanization and suburbanization, with cities growing beyond their boundaries and 

encompassing multiple local jurisdictions.  This raises issues of fragmented authority over 

the metropolitan region creating issues of coordination of services and consistency of 

revenue.  Growing urbanization and suburbanization can also create new demands on the 

range of services expected of local government authorities.  Sociological and demographic 

changes (the dispersion of population) thus create new demands on political institutions, 

in this case dealing with fragmented municipal authority across the metropolitan region.   

At the time of the Goldenberg Report’s release, Greater Saint John included the 

City of Saint John proper, the City of Lancaster (much of what is today Saint John’s West 

End) and a sizeable portion of the Parish of Simonds (See Appendix A).  Thus, the issues 

of urbanization and suburbanization and of administration across multiple jurisdictions 

were central concerns in the Goldenberg Report.  The Report recommended amalgamating 

these municipalities into one city, a recommendation that was followed through in 1967 

(Goldenberg, 1963; Betts, 1997).   

New Brunswick has been largely conceived of as a rural province.  The Equal 

Opportunity reforms of the Robichaud government were primarily aimed at rural poverty 

(Stanley, 1984).  However, urbanization and suburbanization were issues during this era 

and recognized as such with the appointment of the Royal Commission on Metropolitan 

Saint John (Goldenberg, 1963).  The Byrne Report (1963) also tackled the metropolitan 

problem, though in a general and broad sweeping manner, with the proposal of 

metropolitan councils to provide allocated regional services across multi-municipal 

regions.  The metropolitan council proposal was not implemented by the Robichaud 

government (Finn, 2008).   
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Since the 1960s Greater Saint John has expanded beyond Saint John County to 

neighbouring Kings County with the suburbanization of the Kennebecasis Valley and 

Grand Bay-Westfield (See Appendix I for population trends).  This suburbanization has 

again made municipal fragmentation a concern for public administration in Greater Saint 

John.  The challenges of urbanization and suburbanization have been the focus of 

subsequent government reports, in particular in the 1990s and 2000s (New Brunswick, 

1992; Cormier, 1997; Finn, 2008).  In addition to concerns about policy coordination and 

municipal fragmentation, another policy concern has been local control (in particular, the 

lack of authority of local government).  The centralizing Equal Opportunity reforms were 

based on a distrust of local governments.  This distrust was well-founded at the time with 

respect to rural and county governments, but seems less applicable to larger urban centres 

which face increasing demands for services and often have to go through the provincial 

government for basic local matters (Stanley, 1984; Bourgeois, 2005; Byrne, 1963).  This 

concern for local control was raised collectively by the mayors of New Brunswick’s three 

largest cities, Fredericton, Moncton, and Saint John (Foster, 2013; Chilibeck, 2013). 

 

1.2 Purpose of This Study: 

1.2.1 The Context of This Study: 

The purpose of this study is to provide an analysis of the metropolitan problem with 

reference to the case study of Greater Saint John.  This will be a contribution to political 

science and sociology literature, on the challenges of public administration for fragmented 

city regions.  Urban ecology theorists, whether of the Chicago School, the Los Angeles 

School, or other perspectives, were concerned with the growth and change of city-regions 

and the nature and composition of metropolitan regions (Park, 1936; Dear, 2002).  
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Perspectives rooted in political economy add to the discussion of economic inequality in 

the metropolitan region (Walton, 1993).   

There is a body of public policy and political science literature that more 

specifically highlights the problems of metropolitan administration.  This includes the 

different strains of regionalist thought considering approaches to public administration in 

metropolitan regions.  Old regionalists call for action (even if there is not a local 

consensus) to create a metropolitan level of government. By contrast, new regionalists call 

for a more consensual approach (involving local stakeholders) and often stop short of 

calling for a full metropolitan level of government (Tomàs, 2012). A consideration of 

these different strains of regionalism, in the context of metropolitan administration in 

Greater Saint John and the local government framework in New Brunswick overall, will 

be a primary focus on consideration in this study. 

 Across North America, governments are grappling with how to have political 

institutions that match the sociological and economic realities of spread out city-regions 

(Rusk, 2000; Sancton, 2005; Dreier et al, 2004).  This study will contribute to the 

discussion of this challenge.  The case study of Saint John ties into the broader discussion 

and struggles of fragmented city regions across North America as well as into the 

regionalist debate. 

 

1.2.2 Research Questions: 

The key research question is: how does New Brunswick’s framework of local government, 

resulting from the Equal Opportunity reforms, meet up to the challenges of the 

“metropolitan problem” in Greater Saint John?  Related subquestions will also be 

examined: What are the challenges identified in governing metropolitan Saint John?  Are 
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New Brunswick’s local governing institutions up to these challenges?  How have these 

problems been tackled, if at all?  What are possible solutions?  Along the themes of these 

sub-questions, the challenges of urbanization and suburbanization in a province frequently 

conceived of as largely rural will be considered.  The Equal Opportunity reforms and Saint 

John’s 1967 amalgamation, as well as government documents from the 1960s to the 2000s 

dealing with local government reform in New Brunswick and Greater Saint John, will be 

considered.  A particular lens of analysis will be the different strains of regionalist thought 

in considering approaches to local government reform (and proposals for reform) in 

Greater Saint John. 

Relevant issues are the municipality as a political, social, and economic space.  

The metropolitan region as a political, social, and economic space is also pertinent and the 

tensions this can create between the municipal and the metropolitan.2  Issues of scale will 

also be considered.  Scale refers to the strength of provincial oversight in New Brunswick 

including where provincial authority is most appropriate and where local (or regional) 

authority would be suitable. 

In answering this question, government documents and studies, academic analysis, 

and interview responses from policy-experts, will be analyzed and compared to consider 

the metropolitan problem.  This includes the perceived components of this problem and 

proposed solutions.  Key documents including the Byrne Report and the Goldenberg 

Report will be examined for how they proposed to deal with the metropolitan problem.  

Specific attention will be paid to how they deal with public administration in the context 

                                                 
2 This tension refers to a situation where there is a metropolitan region fragmented among multiple 

municipalities, where the perceived interests of municipalities (ie. By elected councils or their voting 

publics) clash with the perceived interests of the metropolitan region (ie. Building a common economic 

space, inequality in service provision, etc). 
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of urbanization and suburbanization.  Subsequent government policies and reports will be 

considered in this light with reference to qualitative interview analysis, document analysis, 

and the insights of academic research on local government. 

  

1.3 Outline of This Study: 

The next chapter, the second chapter, outlines the methodology used in this study.  This 

includes key research questions informing the study and qualitative methods employed in 

textual analysis and in interviews with policy experts.  Furthermore, the methods of 

triangulating the different sources of data are outlined. 

 The third chapter provides a conceptual framework for the study examining 

theoretical conceptualizations of metropolitan regions from the perspective of public 

administration and regionalist theories.  Theoretical perspectives considering the benefits 

of regionalization versus local autonomy are examined.  Issues such as the role of 

municipal boundaries are considered.   

 Chapters four through six outline the different eras of local government reform in 

New Brunswick (with particular attention on the metropolitan problem in Greater Saint 

John) and examines associated documents.  How these documents conform (or not) to 

different strains of regionalist thought will be a key part of the analysis.  Chapter four 

deals with the political and demographic factors in the lead up to the reforms of the 1960s, 

highlighting the confluence of sociology (a suburbanizing city-region) and political 

science (public administration pressures this brought).  Chapter five outlines both the 

Equal Opportunity reforms across New Brunswick and the 1967 amalgamation of Greater 

Saint John.  Chapter six considers the post-Equal Opportunity period and attempts (or lack 

thereof) to deal with the metropolitan problem as Greater Saint John continued to disperse, 
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growing beyond the borders of the 1967 amalgamated city.  In analyzing reforms (or lack 

thereof) regionalism will be a key lens of analysis, in providing a theoretical context for 

different approaches to local government administration and reform in Greater Saint John. 

 The seventh and eighth chapters provide an analysis of interviews.  The seventh 

chapter sets out an evaluation of local government structures in Greater Saint John while 

the eight chapter looks at socio-political factors influencing change.  Finally, the 

conclusion sets out the areas of future study and provides some concluding thoughts, 

including wider lessons on metropolitan administration that can be drawn from the Saint 

John experience. 

 Having provided an overview of the study, the next two subsections will turn to 

demographic characteristics of Greater Saint John and a historical overview of the city-

region.  This provides a background which helps give context to the analysis of local 

government in Greater Saint John.   

 

1.4 Demographic Characteristics of Greater Saint John: 

Greater Saint John is a metropolitan region characterized by growing suburban 

municipalities and a central city that has experienced significant population decline in past 

decades.  It is a jurisdictionally fragmented city-region.  As of the 2011 Canadian census, 

the City of Saint John had a population of 70,063 while the metropolitan population was 

127,761.  The metropolitan region consisted of 17 municipal units.  The central city, Saint 

John, constituted 54.84% of the population of the metropolitan region (Statistics Canada, 

Saint John, 2012). 

In recent censuses, the City of Saint John lost population, with the 1996 population 

standing at 72,494 and the 2001 population being 69,661 (Statistics Canada, 2007).  
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However, the suburbs of Saint John experienced significant population growth even while 

the inner-city was declining.  For example Quispamsis, in the suburban Kennebecasis 

Valley, had a population of 13,757 in 2001 and had grown to 15,239 by 2006 (Town of 

Quispamsis, 2008).  The 2011 census did show growth in Saint John for the first time in 

decades, though still a growth rate well below that of suburban municipalities such as 

Quispamsis.  The City of Saint John grew 3.0 percent between 2006 and 2011 to 70,063 

while, by contrast, Quispamsis grew by 17.4 percent to 17,886 (Statistics Canada, Saint 

John, 2012).  There are signs that the inner-city is becoming an attractive place to live 

again, even if suburban municipalities such as Quispamsis are growing faster.  However, 

problems of budgets, poverty, and infrastructure still remain serious issues for the City of 

Saint John.  

There are disparities between the City of Saint John and the suburbs on a range of 

factors.  Among other things, the City of Saint John was tied with Toronto for the highest 

rate of child poverty in Canada (“Saint John Tied With Toronto”, 2014).  The chart below, 

comparing Saint John with suburban Rothesay, provides some illustration of the socio-

economic disparities in the Saint John Region.  The numbers are from Statistics Canada’s 

2001 Community profiles. 
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Table I – Socio-Economic Indicators (%) – Greater Saint John 

 Saint John 

(City) 

Rothesay Difference 

(Percentage 

Points) 

Less than 

highschool (20-64) 

24.45 14.43 +10.02 

University degree 

(20-64) 

15.6 30.09 -15.3 

Median Total 

Income (15+) 

18,781 27,270 -31.12% 

Labour Force 

Participation 

60.2 67.9 -7.7 

Employment Rate  

 

54.0 64.1 -10.1 

             Source: Statistics Canada 2001 Community Profiles 

 

As seen with the above table, the disparities show higher levels of education, 

higher levels of income, and greater rates of labour force participation and employment in 

Rothesay as opposed to Saint John.  This points to disparities favouring Rothesay on these 

socio-economic indicators.   

 

1.5 History of Greater Saint John: 

Modern Saint John was founded in the 18th century by Loyalists in the aftermath of the 

American Revolution.  Historian T.W. Acheson (1985) writes that “the American 

Revolution and the Saint John River were the cardinal facts that led to the creation of the 

Port of Saint John” (p. 10).  Many Loyalists (ie. those from the American colonies who 

supported the British Crown during the American Revolution) fled to the remaining 

British territories in North America after the Revolution.  Saint John was founded as a 

Loyalist settlement in 1783.  In its early years, Saint John experienced modest prosperity 
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and slow steady growth, with a 1791 population of 3,500 growing to 4,500 by 1810 

(Acheson, 1985). 

 However, the economic fortunes of Saint John received a significant boost with 

the blockade of Britain by Napoleonic France.  This blockade cut Britain off from 

Scandinavian timber.  This revived Britain’s interest in North American timber, creating 

a scenario where the costs of transportation across the Atlantic were no longer so 

prohibitive.  British timber imports from British North America increased from 200,000 

loads in 1800 to 1,318,000 loads in 1944.  One-third of British North America’s timber 

resources came from New Brunswick.  Timber would be moved down the Saint John 

River to the Saint John area where most of the processing and exporting occurred 

(Acheson, 1985).  

 The growth of timber processing and exports in Saint John spurred another 

industry, shipbuilding.  After 1830 in particular, increased demand from Britain led to the 

growth of shipbuilding in Saint John.  By the mid-19th century shipbuilding accounted for 

20 percent of the value of goods produced in Saint John and adjacent Portland and 

employed 10-15 percent of the workforce.  Shipbuilding in turn fostered greater demand 

for local timber (Acheson, 1985).  Saint John developed a large and multi-skilled 

workforce which included the city becoming a hub for the artisan-oriented manufacturing 

industry (Muise, 1993; Acheson, 1985).  By the end of the 1850s Saint John was the 

biggest ship-building centre in the Maritimes and one of the leading ship-owning ports in 

the world.  In addition, Saint John had a thriving sector of artisan-oriented manufacturing 

industries (Robertson, 1994). 

 Following Saint John’s prosperity in timber and shipbuilding, financial institutions 

such as the Bank of New Brunswick were established in the city making Saint John an 
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important centre in its own right by the mid-19th century (Acheson, 1985).  By 1850, the 

population of Saint John and adjacent Portland was 31,174 making it the largest city on 

the Atlantic seaboard (larger than Halifax) and the third largest city in British North 

America.  Only Montreal and Quebec City were larger (Robertson, 1994). 

 The 1840s did see some ethnic tensions in Saint John with respect to Irish 

Catholics.  This decade saw increased Irish migration to the city because of the Irish potato 

famine.  There was an economic slow-down during this period, increased competition for 

jobs, and thus downward pressure on wages.  This exacerbated tensions between Irish 

Catholics and Irish Protestants in the city.  An Orange Order was established in Saint John 

to prevent a perceived Irish-Catholic takeover of the city.  These tensions erupted into the 

Great Saint John Riot of 1849 with Orangemen and Irish Catholics clashing, and the 

Loyalist minority hiding in their basements to avoid the violence (Acheson, 1994).  By 

the 1890s these tensions had significantly dissipated as English, Irish, and Scots freely 

mingled, even if some segregation of Irish Catholics remained.  During this period a small 

and separate area of poorer quality housing was occupied by blacks in the city though not 

to the degree it was in Halifax (McCann, 1993). 

 The end of the 1850s saw the beginning of long-term economic decline.  

Shipbuilding declined in Saint John where tonnage built in the latter half of the 1850s was 

21.1 percent less than that built in the first half of the decade.  The 1870s brought more 

substantial decline to Saint John with the collapse of the timber trade and of the market 

for wooden ships.  These problems were compounded with the Great Fire of 1877 where 

most of the city’s business district was destroyed and 15,000 people were left homeless.  

Attempts to tap into Canadian continental trade through the inter-continental railway 
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proved unsuccessful in reviving the city’s economy (Robertson, 1994; Goss, 2009; 

Buckner, 1993). 

 The 1880s saw decline in the population of Saint John that coincided with 

continued decline of shipbuilding and timber.  From 1881 to 1891, Saint John’s population 

declined from 41,000 to 39,000.  In the Atlantic region as a whole, population (especially 

youth) and capital (such as bank investments) left making the region less able to compete 

with Ontario (Fingard, 1993).  Fingard (1993) writes that “the exodus of the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century may have resulted in the decapitation of Maritime society” (p. 

97).  By the 1890s, the Maritimes had been economically eclipsed by central Canada.  

McCann (1993) writes that: 

 

There was no regional metropolis to unite the regional economy, only limited 

industrial and financial leadership by Halifax and Saint John.  Without shared 

strategies and metropolitan strength, regional industries in the 1890s fell prey – the 

cotton industry is a telling example – to territorial incursions and business takeovers 

by central Canadian enterprise (p. 123). 

 

In addition, the 1890s saw the demise of Saint John’s financial institutions, further 

extending Toronto’s hegemony (McCann, 1993).  With the industrial revolution coming 

to Canada, the cities of Halifax and Saint John emerged as important industrial centres 

and “leading Canadian cities” (McCann, 1993, p. 125).  However, the Maritime provinces 

were outpaced by central Canada.  Where in the Maritimes output was up by 4 percent, 

the increase was 21 percent in Ontario and 30 percent in Quebec.  Furthermore, Quebec 

and Ontario had ten times the population of the Maritimes and access to richer and more 

diversified markets in the central United States.  This also helped them outpace the 

Maritimes.  Saint John was hurt by a relatively remote location which meant less in the 

way of local and regional markets, as well as higher transportation costs (McCann, 1993).  
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McCann (1993) writes, “The Maritime cities [of Halifax and Saint John] lost out on two 

fronts: they failed to industrialize fully; and they failed to retain control of a once 

prominent banking and financial community” (p. 149).  The establishment of winter-port 

facilities in Saint John and Halifax also failed to help these cities regain status as major 

national centres.  Rather, these cities were seen as appendages of Montreal (McCann, 

1993). 

 While new industries were subsequently established in Saint John during the 20th 

century and the metropolitan region would experience population growth, it never again 

became the economic centre it was in the 19th century.  The 1930s saw a slowing of Saint 

John’s economy with the Great Depression but a revival in the 1940s (though the city 

would not gain the national importance it had in the mid-19th century).  This came from 

the construction of a government owned dry-dock, the arrival of military personnel related 

to the war effort, and the establishment of a sugar refinery in the city.  From 1941 to 1951, 

the metropolitan population of Saint John grew from 70,927 to 78,337.  Population 

increase, however, was mostly in the suburbs as the inner-city population declined by 

1,000 people.  The latter was in part because of urban renewal policies which cleared older 

and denser residential properties.  In this vein, the 1960s saw the disappearance of 

historical buildings in Saint John in the name of urban renewal (Miller, 1993; Goss, 2009).   

 The 1950s saw the beginning of larger scale industrialization in Atlantic Canada, 

a process which accelerated in the 1960s and brought with it urbanization of the region.  

From 1961 to 1971, the percentage of New Brunswick’s urban population increased from 

46.5 percent to 56.9 percent (Stanley, 1993).  In Saint John, the 1960s and 1970s saw the 

growth of the suburban Kennebecasis communities while the city of Saint John itself lost 

population.  As an example, the population of the Town of Quispamsis went from 1,556 
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in 1966 to 6,500 in 1982 to 8,446 in 1991 (Town of Quispamsis, 2008).  Saint John became 

beset with problems of inner-city decline.  Meanwhile, the suburbs were growing in 

population seemingly at the expense of the inner-city (See Appendix I for population 

changes and Appendix B for a current map of the metropolitan region).  Saint John 

remains today a major industrial centre in the province of New Brunswick even if now 

dwarfed on a national scale.   

 This historic and demographic background provides a context for the sociological 

forces affecting Greater Saint John.  This includes the drive towards suburbanization and 

the struggle of a central city that saw consistent population decline for several decades.  

This is the backdrop against which discussions of local government administration take 

place.  These are also the demographic factors that affect the debate on local 

administration in a fragmented city-region. In a more general sense, it is the context of the 

regionalist debate, in considering how to build political institutions that cope with the 

realities of spread-out city regions where jurisdictional authority can be divided among 

multiple municipal units. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY:  

2.1 Introduction: 

This project is a case study of local government in Greater Saint John.  While this study 

is based on a pre-existing understanding of the metropolitan problem there is an inductive 

quality where categories are derived from the data based on recurring themes and phrases 

from the interviews.  The overarching theme is the metropolitan problem, the pressures 

on local government from urbanization and suburbanization.  This includes greater 

demands for service provision from local government units and the pressures of 

coordination across a city region consisting of multiple municipal units.  This is a study 

not only consisting of interviews but also includes document analysis which, in addition 

to interviews, aims at providing a multi-faceted evaluation of Saint John’s local 

government institutions.  

  

2.2 Methods of Research – Qualitative: 

2.2.1 Interview questions and organization of data: 

Maxwell (2005) highlights how interview questions are distinct from the research 

questions.  He states that interview questions are ultimately about getting at the 

information to answer the research questions.  They are not a direct translation of the latter 

into the former.  As the interviews in this study are with policy experts, themes raised in 

the research questions are encompassed by the interview questions.  The interviewees in 

this research, as policy experts, are people who are knowledgeable in matters of local 

government and administration.  As such, there was no need to “translate” the language 

per se, rather questions could be asked more directly on the themes (or conceptual areas) 
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raised in the research questions (Berg, 2009; Maxwell, 2005).  The interview questions 

were aimed at facilitating discussion and providing information to better compare the 

jurisdictions and local government types being studied.    

 Similar interview questions were asked of respondents, touching on similar themes 

to facilitate comparability.  However, there was some tailoring of the questions based on 

area of expertise of the respondents and based on location (urban/suburban, activist or 

elected official).  Below, are examples of questions asked of the respondents: 

 

(1) Does New Brunswick’s current structure of local government (in particular the 

Equal Opportunity model of centralization) effectively address issues of inner-city 

poverty and population decline in Saint John?  

(2) What issues would you identify with regards to municipal service provision? 

(3) Is the jurisdictional separation between Saint John and the suburban Kennebecasis 

problematic? Why?  

(4) Regarding potential reforms (if you think they are necessary) what are the main 

sources of resistance you would anticipate? The general public (in Saint John or 

the suburbs)? Business interests? Provincial and municipal governments? 

 

Other questions dealt with the existence of disparities across the metropolitan 

region, whether there was a sense of common cause across the metropolitan region, and 

particular policy areas such as property tax collection and assessment.  Other questions 

focused on needed reforms as well as the feasibility of such reforms.  All interviews had 

a final catch-all question concerning issues not covered by the questions. 
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 In person and telephone interviews were recorded and then transcribed by the 

researcher.  E-mail questionnaires were already in printed form.  I read over the 

transcription notes multiple times, noting recurring themes and phrases.  Data was 

fractured and re-arranged along broader themes to facilitate comparison across interviews 

by topic area (Maxwell, 2005).  This re-arranging by theme, rather than strictly comparing 

question by question, allowed me to account for where interviewees drifted off the theme 

of the question.  It also allowed me to account for where they made statements that may 

have overlapped with other questions.  It also gave me the opportunity to see new themes 

that arose during the course of the interviews.   

Through ascertaining themes and sub-themes, patterns (looking for reoccurring 

phrases and themes) I was able to compare similarities and dissimilarities among 

respondents.  The findings emerged from this process, including differing attitudes to local 

government reform and disparities in urban and suburban viewpoints.  I was thus able to 

arrive at a solid qualitative analysis of local government in the Greater Saint John area 

(Berg, 2009). 

 

2.2.2 Elite Interviews: 

Fifteen individuals, technically sixteen as one interview was a joint questionnaire from 

two respondents, were interviewed as part of this research.  The interviews were 

conducted in two rounds, one in August and September 2011 (which included two trips to 

Saint John) and a second round in June and July 2015 (where interviews were conducted 

by phone with one conducted in person in Fredericton).  Eight respondents were from the 

City of Saint John while six were from suburban areas including the Kennebecasis 

municipalities and Grand Bay-Westfield.  One respondent was from Hampton but had 
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worked extensively in a public administration capacity in the Greater Saint John region 

(See Appendix H for a list of interviewees by type and location).   

The pool of potential interviewees was small, as the focus was on elites in a small 

city region, hence the relatively small amount of interviewees.  The treatment of sample 

size is different with qualitative research than with quantitative research.  With the latter, 

validity is dependent on a large sample size.  The larger the sample size, the greater the 

probability of accuracy.  This is seen, for example, in public opinion polling (Mandal and 

Bhattacharya, 2013).  By contrast, with qualitative interviews it is more about thematic 

understanding than about probability and sample size.  The goal is gaining an 

understanding of the phenomenon involved; validity does not rest on sample size the way 

it does in quantitative sampling.  Mandal and Bhattacharya (2013) write that, with 

qualitative sampling, a researcher can stop adding interviews when they achieve 

“saturation along the dimensional ranges” (p. 8).  That is, once the number of interviews 

is great enough to achieve an understanding of the different aspects of the phenomenon 

being studied. 

 In selecting interviewees “purposeful sampling” was employed.  That is, people 

with particular information, key informants, were contacted, which in this case was those 

with expertise on Saint John local government issues (Maxwell, 2005).  Those interviewed 

encompassed various areas of expertise, including community activists (active on issues 

such as poverty, urban planning, and local government) and current and former elected 

officials at the municipal level (one political respondent had never held municipal office 

but had been a provincial NDP candidate). 

To capture the range and variation among policy-experts, across the metropolitan 

regions of the cities in the study, diversity was a priority (Maxwell, 2005).  Thus 
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respondents were selected from different sectors (social activism and elected office) and 

from different regions (inner-city and suburban) to capture the heterogeneity of policy-

makers in the metropolitan region.  The basis of the selection of interviewees was those 

who had worked as a part of or closely with local governments.  An example of the former 

would be an elected municipal official while an example of the latter would be a 

community activist.  Thus their expertise was based on direct experience with local 

government.  The focus on selecting interviewees was furthermore on those who were 

currently (or recently) working in or with local governments.  A list of the types of 

interviewees is available in Appendix H. 

As the subjects were advocates and/or policy-experts, these were “elite 

interviews”, not representative of the general public per se.  However, respondents were 

people who lived in the metropolitan area and did bring personal experiences (Harvey, 

2011).  There is not a precise definition of “elite” with Harvey (2011) stating that such a 

definition often is shaped by the researcher to match the respondents.  Moore et al. (2005) 

take an “institutional approach” in defining elites as those who “occupy commanding 

positions” within influential institutions (p. 2).  The authors thus chose elites who held 

“top positions” in “important” institutions in the polity (Moore et al., 2005, p. 15).  The 

authors define these as including elected officials, media, union leaders, civil servants, 

and leaders of voluntary organizations (Moore et al., 2005).  Presthus (1973) highlights 

that elites include legislators, civil servants, and directors of interest groups. 

As highlighted earlier, in this study elites are defined as those who have worked 

directly with, or as a part of, local government institutions.  This includes current 

municipal politicians (or those who recently held such an elected office), those involved 

with civic organizations in the city, and community activists.  Moore et al. (2005) also 
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highlight that personal links were in part used to select interviewees given that it could 

often be hard to get elite interviewees.  Likewise in my recruitment of interviewees, as 

mentioned before, I relied in part on personal links. 

 Elite interviews overall are a relatively understudied area of research 

methodology.  This is an area that can warrant unique considerations in interviews 

(Harvey, 2011).  For myself, I was cognizant that many interviewees were people who 

had dealt extensively with the media, and may have concerns about questions deliberately 

designed to catch them in inconsistencies.  I assured my interviewees that my purpose was 

purely fact-finding.  For in person and phone interviews I would provide the questions in 

advance so interviewees had a chance to think about their responses beforehand.  I also 

ensured confidentiality where requested to encourage candid responses, especially where 

they may be concerned that being candid could compromise their positions. 

In most cases, interviewees were directly contacted by the interviewer.  In some 

cases interviewees were referred to by another source (in one case by an advocacy 

organization and in other instances by individuals or interviewees suggested by interview 

subjects).  Interviewees were not picked based on a particular viewpoint or affiliation.  

Rather, they were chosen for being important players in local government.  For example, 

on council websites for Saint John area municipalities, I would randomly select 

councillors to contact.  Some interviews were conducted in-person, others over the phone, 

and others through e-mail questionnaires.  There were follow-up questions for the e-mail 

questionnaires, where appropriate, for respondents to elaborate upon or clarify points they 

raised.  As the researcher, I made two trips to Saint John to conduct interviews.  Locations 

of interviews included workplaces and a mutually agreed location (one interview was 
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conducted at the UNBSJ campus and another at a local Tim Hortons).  In one case, the 

interview was conducted at the respondent’s home.   

I made sure to choose contacts not based on particular viewpoints or opinions, but 

based on involvement and interest in local government.  I was concerned about those who 

may feel my activism and writing was of a different view than theirs and may not want to 

do an interview with me.  However, I was able to find interviewees from a variety of 

political affiliations (or no political affiliation in some cases) and from different parts of 

the metropolitan region.  In reporting the findings, dissenting views are presented so the 

reader can see the range of opinions presented, including minority views (Berg, 2009).  

Due to name recognition from people who knew me as a newspaper columnist, and 

through political networks I was active in, it was relatively easy to get interviewees.   

 

2.2.3 Semi-structured interviews: 

Maxwell (2005) writes that a structured approach facilitates “comparability of data across 

individuals, times, settings, and researchers” and that an unstructured approach allows 

“focus on the particular phenomenon being studied, which may differ from others and 

require individually tailored methods” (p. 80).  Maxwell (2005) describes the trade-off as 

one between the generalizability and comparability of a structured approach versus the 

internal validity and contextual understanding of an unstructured approach. 

A semi-structured approach was employed, with similar questions encompassing 

various themes asked of different respondents to facilitate comparability.  At the same 

time, there was flexibility for interviewees to expand on points where they felt it was 

needed.  There were follow-up questions by the interviewer where appropriate.  This was 

a guided conversation where the general direction was established through the questions 
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and specific topics raised by the respondent were pursued with follow-up questions.  

Furthermore, in analysis of the transcripts, consideration was made of new themes outside 

the original set of questions that arose (Creswell, 2009).  Every interview included a final 

catch-all question for any additional themes the interviewee felt important to ensure issues 

of concern were not neglected in the interview process.  Over the course of the interviews, 

revisions were made to questions to account for new themes that arose.  On the whole, 

efforts were taken to both ensure comparability across respondents while also making the 

views and perspectives of the respondent primary.  This included expanding outside the 

original framework of the questions. 

 A semi-structured approach, which is employed in this study, is aimed at 

establishing findings comparable across interviewees.  At the time, it is aimed at allowing 

flexibility to account for new issues not originally anticipated and to ensure that the views 

and perspectives of the interviewee are central, that they can express their unique 

perspectives.  Overall, the aim is to capture the differences across jurisdictions and across 

different regions of the metropolitan area to facilitate a comparative analysis. 

 

2.2.4 Reflexivity – Role of the researcher: 

I am someone who is politically active in New Brunswick, involved in advocacy work on 

issues of environmental sustainability and urban planning.  I am also active in provincial 

politics.  I have written for the popular media in the province, having had a weekly column 

in the provincial paper of record which is based in Saint John, the Telegraph Journal.  As 

a columnist, I have written on political, economic, and social issues, including issues of 

urban development and poverty.  Due to my political activity and my name recognition as 

a columnist, I have developed a network of contacts (and knew the names of people active 
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on local government issues) across the province.  I was able to use this network to recruit 

interviewees, I recruited either by directly asking people or by asking for a referral.   

 The concept of reflexivity is one where the researcher considers their role and 

motivations in the research subject.  This includes motivations for selecting the research 

topic and underlying positions and assumptions that may influence the analysis (Berg, 

2009; Tracy, 2010).  Selecting the topic of local government in Greater Saint John relates 

to my interest in three particular areas: one is my interest in issues of inequality, the second 

is my interest in public administration, and the third is my interest in economic 

development in New Brunswick.  These are themes that have been prevalent in my popular 

media writing, in my academic work, and in my political activism.  I published a paper 

with the Canadian-American Center at the University of Maine on charting a future course 

for economic development in New Brunswick.  I gave public talks on this theme in several 

public forums.   

As Saint John is an important economic engine in the province, and as urbanization 

and suburbanization are trends in the Province of New Brunswick, this topic was a natural 

fit for me as Saint John is a sizeable urban centre with sprawling suburban regions.  As 

my background is in political science and law, and my doctoral studies are in sociology, 

the issue of urban growth and change and its interaction with local government institutions 

seemed a fit that would allow me to employ these different aspects of my academic 

background. 

 I was conscious that my interest in issues of poverty and in urban issues could give 

me a bias towards the City of Saint John.  Thus, for me I emphasized the interviews as 

fact-finding and aimed to listen to the respondent and not influence the responses.  
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Furthermore, I aimed to present both sides in my interview chapters, including concerns 

suburban respondents had about public administration in the City of Saint John. 

 The interviews were about hearing the perspectives of the respondents and not 

advocacy per se, even though I am someone who is politically active.  During the 

interviews, the focus was on providing an environment where respondents could 

comfortably share their views.  I made it a point to not be too reactive to responses, to 

keep a neutral expression, and avoid smiling or nodding in agreement with respondents.  

This was something I told respondents beforehand.  As the interviewer, I did not want to 

appear to be rendering judgement.  Rather, I wanted to be a facilitator to provide an 

environment where respondents could share their views comfortably and openly. 

 

2.2.5 Ethics and oversight: 

Interviewees had the following options regarding disclosure of identity: high 

confidentiality with only a general identifier (ie. one of the interviewees), medium 

confidentiality with an identifier attributing the respondent’s relationship to their 

organization and/or area of expertise (ie. a former Saint John city councillor), and no 

confidentiality where name and position could be revealed (ie. John Smith, a senior 

planner with the City of Saint John).  Respondents signed a consent form which indicated 

their preference on level of anonymity.  Furthermore, interviewees from phone and in-

person interviews were informed beforehand that their interview was being recorded, with 

consent obtained before recording started (See Appendix G). 

Application was sought, and approval obtained, for the research from the 

University of New Brunswick’s Research Ethics Board.  Regular updates on the research 

were submitted to the university’s Research Ethics Board.  This project is on file at the 
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University of New Brunswick under UNBF REB #2011-051.  Data will be stored in a 

secure location for three years after the completion of the study and then destroyed 

(Creswell, 2009).   

 

2.3 Case Study:  

Berg (2009) writes that a case study “entails using a variety of lines of action in its data 

gathering segments and can meaningfully make use of and contribute to the application of 

theory” (pp. 317-318).  In this study, interview and document analysis are employed to 

shape a framework for considering local government administration across a fragmented 

city-region.  This case study seeks to provide a contribution to urban sociology literature 

through a focus on public administration.  The case study has deep roots in urban 

sociology with forerunners of the sub-discipline, the Chicago School, employing case 

studies to explain challenges around urbanization and immigration (Hamel et al, 1993).   

Berg (2009) continues, highlighting the value of case studies, stating that “case 

studies can provide a kind of deep understanding of phenomenon, events, people or 

organizations” (p. 319).  Soy (1997) echoes this point stating that case studies are detailed 

examinations of a limited range of events and/or conditions.  The author continues that, 

given the in-depth nature of case studies, they involve multiple methods of data collection 

and triangulation among multiple methods.  This use of multiple methods and 

triangulation, Soy (1997) writes, allows researchers “to strengthen the research findings 

and conclusions.”  Keddie (2006) and Hamel et al (1993) also cite the in-depth and multi-

method nature of case studies.  Hamel et al (1993) echoes the point that the variety of 

material and sources employed in a case study contributes to its depth.   
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The examination of local government in Greater Saint John in this study is one 

that draws on multiple methods.  This includes qualitative interviews and document 

analysis with the aim of providing an in-depth examination of the challenges of 

metropolitan government facing this city region.  This in-depth study provides a means to 

examine regionalist perspectives on local government in considering the prospects and 

challenges for Greater Saint John as a politically fragmented entity. 

 Several authors state that case studies are particularly useful in policy research 

(Keddie, 2006; Hamel et al, 1993; Soy, 1997).  Keddie (2006) writes that case studies “are 

frequently undertaken to provide examples of good practice in the delivery of a specific 

policy or programme, or they may be undertaken as part of an evaluation project providing 

examples of the impact of a policy” (p. 21).  Yin (2004, 2009) writes that case studies 

offer in-depth examinations of policy interventions in their real-life context.  Keddie 

(2006) states that case studies provide an application of sociological methodology in the 

context of policy studies.  In this study, an evaluation of New Brunswick’s local 

government regime in the context of metropolitanization is provided with respect to 

Greater Saint John.   

 Keddie (2006) also writes that case studies provide a means to examine the 

“operation of the policy in a range of settings” (p. 21).  In this study of Greater Saint John, 

New Brunswick’s local government structures are considered in an urban and suburban 

context.  This is part of considering these local government structures with respect to 

metropolitan administration. 

 A criticism of the case study method is they are not sufficiently representative of 

the wider topic.  Another criticism is bias from intense exposure to one or a limited set of 

cases.  These raise issues about the lack of generalizability of a case study (Soy, 1997; 
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Keddie, 2006).  However, Keddie (2006) states that in policy research, these are not 

concerns as “in policy research it may not be necessary to have numerous cases in order 

to identify the negative impact of a phenomenon, policy or programme” (p. 21).   

 The case study here entails an in-depth examination of local government 

institutions in Greater Saint John, the unit of analysis, to inform conceptualizations of the 

metropolitan problem.  This is essentially a case study of a set of organizations concerned 

with local government administration (Berg, 2009).  This can open up the possibility of 

future research on other cities, along similar lines of inquiry, to consider the challenges 

and prospects of metropolitan administration. 

 

2.4 Conclusion: Coordinating the Findings: 

To construct a complete picture of the functioning of the challenges and opportunities 

facing local government in Greater Saint John, multiple sources of data are used.  These 

include analysis of academic/theoretical literature, policy documents, and relevant 

legislative frameworks.  This was in addition to interviews with policy-experts.  Maxwell 

(2005) writes that multiple sources (different methods of data collection) add credibility 

and give more strength to assertions in the research.   

Common themes from the transcripts of interviews (including key words) were 

ascertained, looking for themes that most commonly occurred (Creswell, 2009).  This was 

tied into analysis of policy and legal documents as well as examination of academic 

studies to arrive at a detailed picture of local government in Greater Saint John.  This was 

the means to construct a complete picture.  Berg (2009) highlights the strengths of using 

multiple methods of inquiry in arriving at a complete picture of the subject of study. 

“Every method is a different line of sight directed towards the same point, observing social 
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and symbolic reality.  By combining several lines of sight, researchers obtain a better, 

more substantive picture of reality” (p. 5). 

In this case study, there is an interaction between interview analysis, document 

analysis, and wider conceptual frameworks on metropolitan government that shapes the 

basis of the inquiry.  This forms the basis of a back-and-forth between the qualitative data 

and the literature on local government to arrive at a picture of local government in Greater 

Saint John.  Themes are determined from the data with the conceptualization influenced 

by the literature.  The interview and document analysis is employed to identify 

characteristics of key importance to the topic of local government in Greater Saint John, 

a fragmented metropolitan region.  This includes the challenges of local administration, 

fragmentation, metropolitanization, and suburbanization in a public administration 

context. The chapters presenting the interview analysis will include references to the 

theoretical, conceptual and policy literature alongside the interview analysis.  These will 

highlight, in a transparent manner, this interaction.  

The conceptual literature includes discussion of the role of municipal boundaries, 

as well as sociological and other conceptual literature on metropolitan politics and 

administration.  Literature on local government administration and reform in Canada is 

also included.  These concepts are the subject of the next chapter. 
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3.0 PERSPECTIVES ON THE METROPOLITAN PROBLEM:  

3.1 Introduction – The Metropolitan Problem: 

Cities throughout North America have been grappling with the metropolitan problem, of 

devising governing arrangements as metropolitan regions assume greater prominence.  

There has been an explosive growth of North American suburbs, especially after WWII, 

with cities growing beyond their initial boundaries and encompassing numerous 

municipal units.  This creates competing pressures.  On the one hand, there is the perceived 

need for metropolitan government, the need for a unified administration for the 

metropolitan region to better coordinate and provide services.  Such a metropolitan entity 

would provide a unified voice for the region in dealing with higher levels of government 

and in marketing and attracting investment on the global stage.  It could provide for 

coordinated responses to issues such as poverty and fairness in areas such as tax collection.  

On the other hand, many local residents, especially in suburban areas, want to maintain 

existing boundaries and autonomy.  They see their local municipal unit as reflecting a 

unique set of preferences including in taxation, level of public service provision, and in 

density/housing type (Popenoe and Michelson, 2002; Savitch et al, 1993; Rusk, 2003). 

 The subnational gains particular attention with a global economy where nation 

states assume less importance on the global stage, at least in the economic sense.  This is 

especially the case where cities and city regions are seen as important nodes in the global 

economy.  Furthermore, the neoconservative push by federal and provincial governments 

towards providing fewer services and downloading services brings greater focus on the 

local. Thus, there exists several factors that, in combination, are bringing new attention to 
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the issue of local government in municipalities and metropolitan regions (Savitch et al, 

1993). 

 In considering the metropolitan problem, an important concern is whether 

suburbanization is fragmenting jurisdictional authority and bringing disparities in taxation 

and service provision.  This is pertinent when some municipalities contain an affluent tax 

base and can provide good quality services at a relatively low rate of taxation while less 

affluent municipalities face higher taxes with poorer quality services.  Other concerns 

include a lack of coordination of services and land use planning due to the lack of a 

regional framework (Dreier et al, 2004; Frisken and Norris, 2001; Alexander, 2011).  

Another concern is local control and policy-making power.  This is particularly a concern 

in Canada where provincial governments have traditionally exercised significant 

discretion and municipalities have had a limited role (Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 2004). 

 This chapter will examine theoretical perspectives concerning metropolitan 

administration.  To begin, there will be a discussion of scale and the importance of 

subnational political units, with a particular focus on city-regions and the municipalities 

which constitute them.  Then there will be a discussion of regionalist perspectives:  First 

“old regionalism” where metropolitan administration is mandated in a top-down manner 

and, second, “new regionalism” where metropolitan cooperation is achieved through 

collaboration with stakeholders.  Then applications of old and new regionalism will be 

considered in the Canadian and New Brunswick context.  New regionalism occurred in 

reaction to the failure, in the early 20th century, of top-down old regionalist reforms to 

take hold in the United States.  The situation is different in Canada where there is a 

tradition of greater provincial control and oversight.  Public choice theory, which entails 

a preference for fragmented metropolitan regions, will also be discussed in this chapter.  
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Finally, the convergence of sociology and political science in the study of metropolitan 

administration will be examined. 

These concepts are important in assessing the challenges facing local government 

in Greater Saint John.  This includes the pressures to preserve local municipal units versus 

amalgamation or greater regionalization.  There are also the policy implications of Saint 

John as a city region in an urbanizing and suburbanizing province.  However, before 

examining these issues, there will first be an examination of the significance of 

subnational governments and a discussion of their importance as a subject of study. 

 

3.2 Scale – The Local and the Regional: 

A useful concept to consider is scale, especially the concept of a multi-scalar world where 

there are multiple levels of government authority.  This “multi-scalar approach” involves 

moving beyond Westphalian notions which conceive of nation-states as the only relevant 

geographic political unit (Mahon and Keil, 2009, p. 10).  Nation-states are not irrelevant 

but they cannot be considered as the sole government actors.  Subnational units such as 

provincial, state, and municipal governments must be examined as well (Mahon and Keil, 

2009).  As subnational units of governments are an important subject of study, it is also 

relevant to consider the interests at play at these levels, influencing and lobbying for policy 

change.  These interest groups may be different than at the national level (Werkle, 

Sandberg, and Gilbert, 2009).  Pierson (1995) also highlights the importance of 

subnational units.  He states that “the constituent units are autonomous sites of political 

authority, with the capacity to pursue (at least some) policy options of their own” (p. 455).  

Thus subnational governments are important actors in a multi-scalar world.  
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3.2.1 Globalization and the Ascendency of the City Region:   

Rodriguez-Pose (2008) writes that globalization has brought the decline of the nation-state 

and the ascendency of subnational actors such as city-regions.  The author writes on the 

implications of this stating that “new cooperative structures involving local and/or 

regional authorities play a more permanent role in this multi-scalar context and have thrust 

themselves into policymaking with gusto” (p. 1026).  This is a similar point emphasized 

by Frisken and Norris (2001) and Hamel (2013). 

 There is a “scalar shift from the nation-state to regions and localities” (Rodriguez-

Pose, 2008, p. 1026) with these levels of government becoming important spaces for 

policy-making (Nelles, 2013).  Nelles (2013) emphasizes the economic importance of 

city-regions where “the complex forces of globalization have catalyzed the ascendance of 

city regions as the basic motors of the global economy” (p. 1349). 

 University of Chicago sociologist Terry Clark (2000) states it is not the region but 

the local unit of government that is given more prominence in light of globalization.  

Smaller local units of government offer a stronger connection to citizens, where “larger 

and higher” levels are more removed from citizens and are more prone to the influence of 

special interest groups.  This leads to citizen alienation.  Clark (2000) further writes that 

“the loss of national distinctiveness with globalization similarly undercuts both national 

and metropolitan systems of city models” (p. 30).  This favours local governments as a 

counterbalance to the forces of globalization (Clark, 2000). 

 Could a combination of both these be possible?  With globalization and the 

diminishing of the nation-state, the local assumes importance because of its connection to 

citizens.  At the same time however, the metropolitan is an important demographic and 

economic unit.  With lowered trade barriers and information-technologies enabling greater 
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communication across national boundaries, cities and city-regions become important 

actors as economic nodes.  The tension between the local municipality and the greater 

metropolitan unit can be seen in this regard, in considering the political organization (or 

needed reorganization) of these economic nodes in the global economy.   

 

3.2.2 Limits of the Local and the regional: 

One cannot take for granted that the local or regional level is necessarily the best unit for 

governing, especially in the context of calls for decentralization.  Dreier et al (2004) 

highlight these limits in the context of poverty, stating that “even the most well-managed 

and progressive cities failed to lift the incomes of their poorest residents or substantially 

reduce class separation” (p. 214).  Dreier et al (2004) go on to state that the limits of the 

central city is lack of authority in autonomous suburban municipalities.  For example, a 

central city cannot build affordable housing in the suburbs for central city homeless.  One 

cannot therefore ignore the important roles of provincial/state and federal governments. 

The Byrne Report and the Equal Opportunity reforms which followed were based 

on a premise of the weakness of local governments, and the need for radical centralization 

at the provincial level to compensate for this.  While one can dispute the necessity of this 

degree of centralization, especially in the 21st century where larger cities in the province 

can be seen as having more capacity, it highlights that higher levels of government have 

a role to play (Young, 1987; Byrne, 1963).  Issues like poverty, for example, extend 

beyond municipal boundaries.  Limited revenue-raising abilities at the local level can also 

justify intervention of higher levels of government.  

 Rodriguez-Pose (2008) raises issues about the political ascent of the city-region.  

The author sees the emphasis on the city-region as competitive in a global economy 
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representing an ascendency of efficiency over equity.  They contrast the focus on 

metropolitan authority with traditional social programs provided by federal and/or 

provincial/state governments, stating that: 

 

Whereas traditional top-down sectoral policies were almost always conceived with 

an implicit balance between economic efficiency and territorial equity in mind, the 

ascent of the city-region development strategies has clearly tilted that balance 

towards efficiency (Rodriguez-Pose, 2008, p. 1033). 

 

As a result a fragmented metropolitan region which emphasizes the local over the 

metropolitan and lacks provincial oversight could exacerbate concerns around inequality.  

This is most likely to occur where the concern is for the city-region to the exclusion of 

rural areas or smaller towns and communities outside the metropolitan orbit (Rodriguez-

Pose, 2008). 

 While the growing importance of municipalities and city-regions may be driven 

by the global economy, the focus on the city-region can also include an emphasis on 

equity.  An example of this is promoting equitable service provision across wealthier and 

less affluent areas of a metropolitan region.  This was the motivation behind Winnipeg’s 

regional amalgamation (Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983).  However, a remaining valid 

concern is recognizing the importance of areas beyond the metropolitan region which is 

where provincial and federal governments play an important role.   

 Rodriguez-Pose (2008) also highlight that city-regions lack the skilled-

bureaucracies and capacities of higher levels of government.  They further note that 

smaller cities have less access to global financial markets and have less capacity than 

larger and more influential city-regions.  In short, while local and regional empowerment 

are important to consider, one cannot automatically assume that local or regional levels of 
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government are the best.  Furthermore, one cannot forget the strengths of higher levels of 

government. 

 

3.2.3 Municipal Boundaries – Defining Political Space: 

In the post-WWII era, transportation and communications technologies have enabled 

greater dispersion of population across the metropolitan region.  This includes the 

spreading out of industry, commerce, and residents to dispersed suburbs where different 

groups can pick a suburban community that conforms to their preferences.  This has 

enabled greater dispersion into “specialized” municipalities.  In the political realm, 

especially where jurisdictional authority is decentralized to fragmented municipal units, 

there are usually divergent policy outcomes.  This is due to differing tax-bases (to give 

one example) which reinforce spatial disparities in quality of public service and 

infrastructure between affluent and deprived municipalities.   

There are several dimensions in considering the ecological differentiation among 

suburbs as individual suburban municipalities can differ in architecture/housing-type, 

density, and population composition (ethnicity, social class, age, lifestyle), as a few 

examples.  People can choose to live in a particular suburban municipality based on factors 

such as life-style, age, socio-economic status, and desired housing type, as noted by 

sociologists David Popenoe and William Michelson (2002).  While the traditional (pre-

car) city could also have this differentiation, the specialized communities would be in 

closer proximity.   

Regardless, it is worth considering if there is “hyper-differentiation” among 

suburban municipalities (Popenoe and Michelson, 2002, p. 157).  Overall, given the 

above, residential choice is about more than just choosing between city and suburb, it is 
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also about choosing among different suburbs based on factors such as lifestyle and income 

(Popenoe and Michelson, 2002; Gans, 1970; Gans, 1968).  Thus many suburban 

municipalities “have homogeneous populations, [and] potential residents are drawn to a 

municipality by their image of who lives there, further reinforcing the special 

characteristics of the municipality both socially and in terms of policy directions” 

(Popenoe and Michelson, 2002, p. 149).   

Potential migrants choose to live in a municipality based on factors such as social 

class, lifestyle preference, ethnicity, and characteristics of residents.  Other criteria include 

housing quality, service provision, fees and taxes, amenities, security, and quality of life.  

This differentiation based on the mentioned criteria conforms to the “moral regions” cited 

by R.E. Park, a Chicago School urban sociologist (1925, p. 43).  Moral regions refer to 

the tendency of urban populations to segregate themselves into neighbourhoods based on 

“tastes” or “temperaments” (Park, 1925, p. 43).  Another Chicago School sociologist, 

H.W. Zorbaugh (1926), echoed this theme stating that “natural areas” develop, with such 

a natural area being “a geographical area characterised by a physical individuality and by 

cultural characteristics of the people who live in it” (p. 82).  Thus, based on this premise 

of “moral” and “natural” areas, one can construct a framework to explain why urban 

residents often live in neighbourhoods with people of similar income level and ethnicity.  

By extension, one can see people as also picking neighbourhoods based on housing stock 

and architectural tastes, for example people who prefer older historic homes in the inner-

city versus those who prefer newer suburban developments.  Thus preferences can 

encompass social class and ethnicity of neighbours, or tastes and temperaments such as 

architectural preferences.  These themes feature prominently in this study, especially in 
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considering the role of municipal boundaries in reinforcing differences and preferences 

(Popenoe and Michelson, 2002). 

Municipal boundaries are often set at critical junctures and can constrain 

subsequent policy and local actors by creating a path dependency (Levin-Waldmann, 

2009).  These boundaries serve as cues for people to identify a locality with desired 

qualities.  The policies of municipal governments can reinforce these characteristics 

(Popenoe and Michelson, 2002).  Therefore a municipality that pursues minimal projects 

and keeps property tax rates low becomes the place to go for low property tax rates.  

Likewise, a community that favours building arenas and other public works projects may 

have higher tax rates, but become known as a recreational centre.  This also comes into 

play regarding factors such as design of residential suburbs, degree to which developments 

are automobile or pedestrian oriented, etc.  This framework can make departure by 

subsequent policy actors more difficult. 

 The above can create a situation where municipal politicians appeal to relatively 

homogeneous constituencies, leading local governments to conform to residents’ 

neighbourhood-based conception of their city-region.  This can lead to a focus on the 

locality rather than on the metropolitan region as a whole (Form, 1971).  This can also 

lead suburban politicians and residents to guard their independence from initiatives such 

as regionalization or amalgamation.    

 A key issue with regards to governing cities is the original city outgrowing its 

boundaries.  In Canada, there is a tradition of the provincial government taking a proactive 

role on local government reorganization, including mandating amalgamations.  However, 

in the United States the tradition is one of decentralization and autonomy in many states.  

This makes coordination across metropolitan regions harder, especially on policies such 
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as amalgamation and the formation of new municipalities.  The municipalities themselves, 

rather than the higher level of government as in Canada, are expected to take the initiative 

(Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 2004).   

 The issue of cities outgrowing their boundaries is not a recent one, as it was raised 

by Louis Wirth (1938) of the Chicago School of urban sociology.  More recently, Dear 

and Dahmann (2008) have written that the city surpassing its municipal boundaries creates 

a situation where “geography has trumped government” (p. 272).  This is an issue they 

see afflicting cities such as Los Angeles.  This situation, for Dear and Dahmann (2008), 

corrodes democratic representation with fragmented municipal jurisdictions. For one, 

public service provision is inefficient with overlap and diseconomies of scale.  

Furthermore, it becomes harder to pursue policies that address the metropolitan region 

with lack of cooperation at this scale.  There is also the lack of a political unit to effectively 

represent and administer the region.  In addition, business interests can gain greater sway 

across the metropolitan region with the lack of a unified political counter-balance.  With 

conflicting demands expressed in fragmented municipalities expressing narrow localized 

interests, it is hard to arrive at a unified policy for the metropolitan region.  Popenoe and 

Michelson (2002) write that “what is congruent for each group… may not add up to a 

metropolitan environment that is in the best interests of the civic body as a whole” (p. 

157). 

 These points, informed by Chicago School urban sociologists and LA School 

theorists, about metropolitan differentiation, and the challenges of governing (in particular 

raised by the latter) relate directly to the metropolitan problem.  In short, these theorists 

illustrate the differentiation that occurs across a metropolitan region, how this can be 
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reinforced by municipal boundaries, and how this in turn can make metropolitan decision-

making and cooperation difficult.  

 

3.3 Regionalism: 

Regionalism represents a perspective where fragmentation of metropolitan regions is seen 

as a problem.  From this perspective, unchecked fragmentation is considered detrimental 

to service provision, equity, and a hindrance in promoting the city-region on the global 

economic stage.  Some, often in line with “older”, perspectives on regionalism such as 

Rusk (2003) advocate for top-down forms of mandated municipal reorganization.  This 

reorganization would be done either through regional amalgamation or through the 

creation of a metropolitan tier of government.  New regionalists share common ground 

with “old” regionalists in seeing municipal fragmentation as a problem.  However, the 

new regionalist approach emphasizes a voluntary and collaborative framework, bringing 

stakeholders together (Dreier et al, 2004; Nelles, 2013).  New regionalism was the result 

of the failure of amalgamations and metropolitan levels of government to take hold in the 

United States. 

 Chapters four, five, and six of this study will consider regionalist debates in the 

context of New Brunswick, especially where old and new regionalist perspectives are 

evident.  These perspectives will be considered in the context of 1960s municipal reform 

in New Brunswick, with reference to the Goldenberg and Byrne reports in chapter four 

and the implementation of Equal Opportunity and amalgamation reforms in chapter five.  

In chapter six, the withdrawal of the province from top-down municipal reorganizations 

from the 2000s onwards will be analyzed through a regionalist lens (Bourgeois, 2005).  

Where the McKenna government carried out direct regional amalgamations, the Lord and 
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Alward governments have relied on local initiative and referendums (“4 LSDs to vote”, 

2014).  There has not been serious discussion by the provincial government of top-down 

amalgamations from the 2000s onwards.  This subsection will provide a conceptual 

background on the regionalist debate which will frame discussions in subsequent chapters. 

 

3.3.1 Rusk’s Elastic Cities: 

David Rusk (2003), an economist and the former mayor of Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 

his book Cities Without Suburbs, emphasized the need to “reunify” the city and suburbs 

through “a metropolitan or quasi-metropolitan government” (p. 89).  For Rusk (2003), 

fragmentation of metropolitan regions was a problem.  Fragmentation, in his view, 

promoted inequality between municipalities with different tax bases and hindered 

economic development. 

 Rusk’s (2003) book sets out the preferred solution as annexation, either through 

the central city steadily annexing new territory based on growth or consolidation of city 

and county governments (p. 89).  Pearce et al (1993) highlighted how counties could serve 

as metropolitan governments and Dodge (1989) writes that “If counties had not existed at 

the beginning of the decade, something like them would probably have been invented by 

the end of it” (p. 319).  Rusk (2003) referred to the ability to absorb surrounding areas as 

“elasticity” of a city and advocated policies such as annexation that would best achieve 

elasticity.  If such policies were not possible, then policies that promoted common 

metropolitan interests, “elasticity mimics,” were to be implemented (p. 89). 

 Rusk (2003) writes that special purpose agencies are not a true “metropolitan 

government.”  For Rusk, “a true metropolitan government” must be distinct from a special 

purpose entity, it “must be a general purpose local government.  It must have all of the 
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powers of a municipality under applicable state law.  Moreover it must exercise exclusive 

powers over its responsibilities within its jurisdiction” (p. 91).  Areas of authority which 

Rusk (2003) sees as crucial for a metropolitan government include key planning and 

zoning powers and housing.  Rusk also recommends tax-base sharing.  Key concerns that 

would be addressed by a metropolitan authority include sprawl and inequality. 

 One of the criteria Rusk (2003) sets for a meaningful metropolitan government is 

that it controls at least 50% of the metropolitan area and contains sizeable area that is 

undeveloped.3  Rusk (2003) writes that state governments have a crucial role to play vis a 

vis local governments and should exercise that role.  The author notes state governments 

set “the rules of the game” and how until the 1970s state governments played an active 

role in merging municipalities without the requirement to consult.  Rusk writes that state 

governments should encourage and facilitate mergers of municipalities.  For his part, 

political scientist Andrew Sancton (2001) notes the active role played by Canadian 

provincial governments vis a vis municipal governments.   

 Rusk (2003) further writes that “governors and state legislators can and do act as 

metrowide policymakers” (p. 98).  He highlights that this mandating of area-wide 

cooperation includes transportation planning, sewage treatment, air quality sensors and, 

                                                 
3 It is interesting to note that the City of Saint John does contain a sizeable amount of undeveloped land 

and, according to the 2011 Canadian census, contains 54.84% of the Census Metropolitan Area population 

(Statistics Canada, Saint John, 2012).  It would thus technically meet Rusk’s definition.  However, there is 

sizeable suburban development outside Saint John.  It is noteworthy that Quispamsis is one of the fastest 

growing municipalities in the province of New Brunswick (Statistics Canada, 2011).  As well, among 

Canadian cities where amalgamation is a common policy option (Ottawa, Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg 

being a few examples) Saint John can be considered a fragmented city-region, even if not necessarily as 

fragmented as many American cities. 

Saint John’s greater fragmentation vis a vis other Canadian cities is seen in the population 

percentage of the central city vis a vis the CMA. In Saint John the central city constitutes 54.84% of the 

CMA’s population. In Edmonton it is 70.3%, for Winnipeg it is 90.90%, and for Calgary it is 90.29%. For 

Ottawa, this percentage is 71.45% for the whole CMA and 95.83% for the Ontario portion of the CMA 

(Statistics Canada, Winnipeg, 2012; Statistics Canada, 2014; Statistics Canada, Edmonton, 2012; Statistics 

Canada, Calgary, 2012; Statistics Canada, Ottawa, 2012). 
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in rare instances such as Minneapolis-St. Paul, tax-base sharing.  As well, state 

governments play a role in state aid and revenue sharing (Rusk, 2003).  In Rusk’s view, 

state governments have a role to play to facilitate metropolitan administration in city-

regions.  Rusk (2003) continues, “Unifying local government in metro areas is primarily 

a task for state government.  There are too many obstacles at the local level, including 

entrenched office holders, to rely on local initiative” (pp. 107-108).  Thus in the task of 

achieving meaningful metropolitan administration, the state level plays a crucial role.  

This would be consistent with tradition throughout Canada of provincial governments 

acting on boundary changes, mergers, and creating metropolitan authorities without 

necessarily the consent of the municipalities or a vote of the public (Makuch, Craik, and 

Leisk, 2004). 

 Andrew Sancton (2005) raises the point that elasticity of a city’s boundaries is not 

always a neat process.  In Calgary, which would be an example of an elastic city as it has 

annexed land as it has grown, the annexation process has not been a neat one. Sancton 

(2005) writes that “Annexation battles (even in Calgary) are often slow, messy, unpopular 

and expensive” (p. 320). 

 Blair et al (1996) offer a series of critiques of Rusk’s position asking whether a 

unified metropolitan government is needed.  The author asks if such a unified metropolitan 

government could preclude alternatives that would encourage cooperation without 

changing basic governmental structures.  Blair et al (1996) raise questions about the 

empirical basis of Rusk’s (2003) argument that elastic cities perform better in economic 

growth and other socio-economic indicators.  The authors claim this could be because of 

indicators unrelated to local government.  Rather it could be a case of more wealthy 

suburbs being absorbed rather than a fundamental change in indicators per se.   
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 Blair et al (1996) also take issue with the theoretical justifications offered by Rusk 

on the ability of the central city to establish policies that benefit the entire metropolitan 

region.  These mechanisms include various forms of metropolitan cooperation and 

collaboration including tax-base sharing and joint provision of services, among other 

options.  As Blair et al (1996) write, “Other techniques for interjurisdictional cooperation 

may offer many of the same benefits as elasticity while preserving the autonomy of 

suburban jurisdictions” (p. 351).   

  

3.3.2 New Regionalism: 

In the United States there is a tradition of local government autonomy, especially in the 

north and northeast of the country.  Unlike Canada, in the United States regional 

amalgamation and the creation of substantive metropolitan authorities have been a 

challenge, if not impossible, in many states.  It was this context which gave rise to new 

regionalist thinking.  This perspective recognizes the problems of jurisdictional 

fragmentation of metropolitan regions and the need for greater metropolitan coordination.  

However, the new regionalist perspective is distinctive as it emphasizes bringing together 

stakeholders across the metropolitan region.  Reforms are not to be top-down but carried 

out collaboratively, with an aim of reaching consensus among urban and suburban 

stakeholders (Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 2004; Nelles, 2013; Dreier et al, 2004).  In 

defining the parameters of new regionalism, Guay and Hamel (2014) write that:  

 

In a very schematic way, we can say that new regionalists have proposed to establish 

a dialogue at a regional level between central cities and suburbs, in the spirit of 

governance, in order to support cooperative mechanisms able to force urban issues 

defined at a metro or regional scale (pp. 123-124). 
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New regionalism is about involving stakeholders across the metropolitan region to 

work towards a unified governing mechanism for the city-region.  The aims are to address 

metropolitan issues, including concerns about inequality in taxation and service provision.  

Another goal is to provide a unified voice for the metropolitan region on the global 

economic stage.  New regionalists also seek coordinated policy mechanisms in areas such 

as land use planning (Guay and Hamel, 2014; Nelles, 2013; Alexander, 2011).  Alexander 

(2011) highlights the importance of the region as a political space stating that the “new 

regionalist approaches recognize regions as key sites for the resolution of contemporary, 

interrelated problems that transcend local government and state boundaries” (p. 632). 

Nelles (2013) sets out in more detail the parameters of a successful new regionalist 

government.  The author states that there needs to be a space for metropolitan-wide 

authorities.  A key indicator is the ability of the metropolitan region to make policy and 

build partnerships on particular issues.  Nelles (2013) sets out the capacities of a 

metropolitan authority which include “horizontal” capacity in acting and functioning 

collectively and being able to implement substantive metropolitan policies.  There also is 

“vertical” capacity in being able to partner with higher levels of government as well as 

with non-governmental actors (p. 1353).  Pearce et al (1993) highlight these horizontal 

functions, citing the need for a structure for regional planning and decision-making in 

addition to vertical functions of bargaining with federal and state governments.   

On the ability of a well-functioning metropolitan authority to create policy, Nelles 

(2013) defines this as “decision-making capacity and the ability to define a legitimate 

metropolitan interest” (p. 1354).  This includes being able to draw together stakeholders 

across the metropolitan region to reach consensus (Nelles, 2013).  Pearce et al (1993) 

highlight several policy areas where there should be effective decision-making at the 
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metropolitan level, including economic development, conservation and land-use, 

education, and job training.  This framework though is more in tune with the United States 

where there is more local authority as, in New Brunswick, education and job training are 

provincial responsibilities (Stanley, 1984; Finn, 2008). 

On the need for effective metropolitan authority in the new regionalist framework, 

Pearce et al (1993) state that single purpose agencies4 lack accountability and do not 

promote citizen involvement.  The authors continue that such agencies and authorities are 

unable to provide governance which “ties the problem together, sets priorities, and comes 

up with coherent solutions on the level that counts – the citistate [metropolitan region]” 

(p. 320).   

Voluntary agreements between municipalities are subject to being blocked by 

recalcitrant local politicians and lack consistency.  This point could be seen as leaning 

away from the new regionalist perspective as it sees a shortcoming to voluntary and 

limited means of cooperation between municipalities.  However, Pearce et al (1993) 

highlight that the establishment of metropolitan administration must be done in 

consultation with stakeholders by building a region-wide coalition.  It must not be a top-

down process.  Pearce et al (1993) write that “in the end, we need metropolitan-wide 

accords in which everyone, from proud inner-city political organizations to the thornily 

independent residents of far out suburbs, give up a little” (p. 320).  Such a metropolitan 

agreement must be achieved through discussion and consensus among stakeholders.  It 

must also be substantive.  It does not amount to an unlimited preservation of sub-regional 

interests.  Subsequent chapters will consider the metropolitan-wide dynamics of 

                                                 
4 Regional agencies that serve a single purpose, ie a regional solid waste authority. 
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stakeholders in Greater Saint John.  There will be consideration of points of relative 

region-wide agreement as well as where differences could potentially inhibit metropolitan 

cooperation. 

Pearce et al (1993) emphasize that “halfway steps” do not constitute “clear and 

shared governance” of a metropolitan region.  In their view, there needs to be “some form 

of umbrella regional governance structure” (p. 319).  Pearce et al (1993) state that, at the 

very least, the metropolitan authority needs to have the ability to resolve disputes between 

local governments in the metropolitan region.  At most, the authors recommend that the 

metropolitan authority be able to take direct control of key metropolitan services, 

including air quality and transit.  This metropolitan authority should also be 

democratically accountable.  Sancton (2001) views Pearce et al (1993) as strong advocates 

for two-tier municipal-metropolitan government. 

A key premise of the new regionalist, and old regionalist perspective for that 

matter, is the interdependency of the different components of the metropolitan area.  

Savitch et al (1993) write that the central city and suburbs are economically 

interdependent where their successes and failures are tied together, especially as the 

central city is often the hub of employment.   

On this theme, Savitch et al (1993) write, in relation to one American city, that 

“not only are the best jobs in the Baltimore area around in the central city, but their wages 

grow faster than for other jobs in the region” (p. 345).  The authors cite statistical evidence 

showing the economic interdependence of central cities in suburbs across the United 

States.  This includes a statistical correlation, of 0.86, between office space rental costs in 

downtown and the suburbs.  That the value of office space rentals in the city and suburbs 

are correlated shows, in the view of the authors, that there is a connection between the 
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fates of the different components of the metropolitan region (Satvich et al, 1993, p. 346).  

Qualitatively, one can consider factors such as reputation of the central city and how that 

can affect attitudes of global investors towards the city-region.  This is highlighted by 

Alexander (2011) who writes that “the health of central cities tends to influence citizens’ 

perceptions of the region as a whole and somewhat determines the region’s ability to 

attract jobs, tourists, and other drivers of economic growth” (p. 640).  Pearce et al (1993) 

also cite the problems in a global economy of a fragmented city-region having the image 

of dysfunction. 

Given the interdependency of cities and suburbs, Satvich et al (1993) write that 

“the mark of a healthy suburb is not self-sufficiency, but interaction with a high density, 

prosperous, urban core” (p. 346).  Further emphasizing this interdependency, and 

highlighting the importance of the central city, Dreier et al (2004) write that “central cities 

continue to perform functions and provide services that are critical to regional growth” (p. 

224).   

These views, on the importance of the central city and the interdependency of city-

regions, are both consistent with “old” regionalist perspectives.  However the distinction, 

touched on at the beginning of this subsection, is that metropolitan cooperation need not 

entail institutional change.  Rather, it would involve the creation of “voluntary networks” 

of stakeholders across the city-region (Nelles, 2013, p. 1353) though this still involves the 

creation of a distinctive and substantive space for metropolitan decision-making, one 

where there is “autonomy from other formal levels of government” (Nelles, 2013, p. 

1351). 

 New regionalists see fragmentation as presenting challenges inhibiting a well-

functioning metropolitan region.  Frisken and Norris (2001) write that it is essential for 
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city-regions to “overcome the internal divisions that characterize policy-making that are 

fragmented into numerous general purpose and special purpose administrative units” (pp. 

467-468).  The authors state that in a global economy it is an economic imperative for the 

city-region to be able to act and function as a unified entity.  Alexander (2011) highlights 

social equity concerns, writing that fragmentation “leads to fragmented local land use 

decisions, systemic exclusion, and distributional inequities” (p. 638).   Like other new 

regionalists, they see bringing together stakeholders as key.  They further state that this 

form of regional government, with greater emphasis on the local and the regional, is 

characteristic of an economic framework where economic growth rather than equity 

receive greater emphasis (Frisken and Norris, 2001).   

 Dreier et al (2004) provide an equity argument for new regional governance.  They 

state that a coordinated metropolitan authority is needed to overcome inequities in taxation 

and service provision across the metropolitan region.  These inequities, they write, are 

where “residents of better off suburbs can enjoy the benefits of strong metropolitan 

economies driven by vigorous central cities while they avoid paying taxes for central city 

services, especially for the central city poor” (Dreier et al, 2004, p. 276).  The importance 

of equity to new regionalist goals is affirmed by Alexander (2011) who also adds 

promotion of democratic participation and efficient and accountable government.  

Wheeler (2002) also sees new regionalism as combating social inequality in additional to 

concerns about global economic competitiveness. 

Given the collaborative basis of new regionalist thought and the emphasis on 

winning over stakeholders and citizens, building a sense of regional identity and 

citizenship is key (Pearce et al, 1993; Frisken and Norris, 2001).  Pearce et al (1993) 

emphasize the need to “build a sense of regional citizenship” (pp. 322-323).  In this 
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context, Nelles (2013) highlights the concept of civic capital in promoting the 

“metropolitan idea” to build the “political will to cooperation” (pp. 1359-1360).  Civic 

capital, Nelles (2013) continues, “contributes to the development of a common sense of 

community based on a shared identity, set of goals and expectations” (p. 1360).  Building 

this metropolitan political will and sense of shared purpose would be crucial to 

establishing the kind of collaborative efforts new regionalists see as central.  In the 

interview analysis in later chapters of this study, a sense of common metropolitan purpose 

is one of the key issues tackled with interviewees. 

 Pearce et al (1993) see the region as a natural point of identity for suburban 

residents as “suburbanites in particular tend to live, work, and go to school or college in 

different municipalities” (p. 306).  This inter-municipal lifestyle of suburbanites, in the 

view of Pearce et al (1993), makes the region a natural point of reference and identity for 

suburban residents.   

 Dreier et al (2004) emphasize the importance of identifying common interests 

between city and suburbs in establishing a basis for metropolitan cooperation where 

stakeholders can come together.  The basis of this common cause, in the view of the 

authors, is the suburban economic interest in jobs in the central city as well as attachment 

to cultural institutions in the central city.  These interests can be the components of 

building a region-wide policy framework (Pearce et al, 1993). 

 A criticism of new regionalist writing is that it is primarily focused on the United 

States attuned to stages of local government reform there, in particular the north and 

northeastern states where a top-down reformist agenda of amalgamation and/or two-tiered 

municipal governments proved challenging to implement.  Such reforms were difficult (if 
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not impossible) because of entrenched traditions of local control and autonomy (Frisken 

and Norris, 2001).   

The next subsection will consider new regionalism in the Canadian and New 

Brunswick context.  An important point to note is that new regionalism emerged in 

reaction to the failure of old regionalist solutions to take hold in much of the United States.  

Where mandated regionalization and amalgamation failed (old regionalism) a more 

collaborative and consensus-based model (new regionalism) was sought.  However, 

consensus is not always possible and an advantage in Canada is the ability of provinces to 

act decisively on local government reform when consensus cannot be reached among 

municipalities and stakeholders.  

  

3.3.3 Applications of Regionalism to Canada:  

On the American context of new regionalism, Wheeler (2002) writes that:  

 

Following decades of disappointing attempts to develop comprehensive regional 

institutions, political scientists catalogued a range of flexible regional governance 

strategies that could take the place of large, top-down regional institutions, which 

were not seen as politically feasible in most places (p. 270). 

 

 On the applicability of this perspective to Canada, new regionalists who have 

studied Canada have noted the greater success in the country in establishing regional 

governments, whether two-tiered or region-wide amalgamation.  The greater role of 

provincial oversight in Canada versus the United States is key. 

With Canada’s tradition of greater provincial involvement in local affairs, there 

have been fewer challenges in establishing regional governing structures.  Frisken and 

Norris (2001) note the series of two-tier reforms in the 1950s and 1960s in Toronto, 
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Winnipeg, and Montreal, which were done without consulting electorates.  This speaks to 

the strength of provincial governments.  The authors also note that Calgary and Edmonton 

grew by annexation, something that would conform to Rusk’s (2003) notion of an elastic 

city (Frisken and Norris, 2001).  Frisken and Norris (2001) note that “Canadian provincial 

governments have been more willing than American state governments to exercise their 

authority over municipal affairs in matters of region-wide importance” (p. 467).  This is a 

point echoed by Kipfer (2004) noting there are fewer impediments for provinces to act on 

local government reorganization, including regionalization of metropolitan areas.  

Sancton (2001) writes that: 

 

The new regionalism in the United States emerged because the old regionalism 

proved politically impossible to implement.  For Canadian cities, however, 

provincial legislatures frequently impose various institutional reforms of the type 

favoured by the old regionalists (p. 543). 

 

  There is another aspect to Canada’s greater tradition of provincial control.  

Lightbody (1997) argues, given the limited authority of municipal governments in 

Canada, the establishment of regional governments is not a concern.  Deferring to the 

province is best on regional issues.   

Sancton (2005) highlights how the province is heavily involved in regional 

government, giving the example of the Golden Horseshoe region.  Here the Ontario 

provincial government has played an active role in the absence of a metropolitan authority 

for the region (Greater Toronto and the western shores of Lake Ontario).  An example of 

this is the Ontario Greenbelt which is an initiative of the Ontario provincial government 

aimed at metropolitan governance.  The Greenbelt is a conservation area designed to 
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contain sprawl from the Greater Toronto and Golden Horseshoe region and preserve 

forests and farmland (Macdonald and Keil, 2011). 

 Sancton (1992) cites increased interest by provincial governments as a factor 

potentially making metropolitan governments unnecessary.  He emphasizes a less 

overarching model of regional government where working with provincial governments 

and linking together provincial government programs are key aims.  This reflects a view 

of the importance of provincial oversight in Canada.  However, Sancton’s (1992) 

statement that “the era of traditional metropolitan and regional reform is over” was 

premature, given significant regional amalgamations in many Canadian cities later in the 

1990s and 2000s including Halifax, Toronto, Ottawa, and Miramichi, among others (p. 

298).   

The purpose of this study is to consider the history of, as well as potential options 

for, municipal reform.  Earlier in this chapter the point was raised that one cannot 

automatically assume the municipal level of government is the most capable, 

acknowledging the important role of federal and provincial governments.  Likewise, one 

cannot assume one particular reform is the only or even best option.   

 

3.3.4 Public Choice: 

While there are variations in regionalist perspectives, there is a general trend of seeing 

unchecked fragmentation of metropolitan regions as a problem.  Whether it is Rusk’s 

(2003) elastic cities or the two-tiered model of Pearce et al (1993), whether there is more 

or less an emphasis on voluntary cooperation by stakeholders, the goal is to attain greater 

regional cooperation.  By extension this would mitigate what are seen as negative effect 

of untrammeled municipal fragmentation. 
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 Public choice, by contrast, is a defence of metropolitan fragmentation, seeing it as 

the best way to effectively allocate resources in the metropolitan region.  A notable author 

on public choice and local government is Charles Tiebout.  His influential 1956 journal 

article, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, played an important role setting out the 

parameters of public choice theory as applied to local government.  Tiebout (1956) writes 

that fragmentation creates the most efficient outcomes by promoting choice.  That is, 

people can choose the municipality which best fits their preference in a fragmented 

metropolitan landscape. 

 Tiebout (1956) sees the metropolitan landscape as a marketplace with “consumer 

voters” looking for public services and amenities such as parks.  This depends on factors 

such as whether they have children.  Tiebout (1956) writes that “the consumer-voter may 

be viewed as picking that community which best satisfies his preference pattern for public 

goods” (p. 418).  Thus more municipal units with more variance would allow the 

consumer voter to come closer to satisfying their preferences. 

 On the efficiency gains from this competitive environment, Tiebout (1956) writes 

that “it is assumed that communities are forced to keep production costs at a minimum 

either through the efficiency of city managers or through competition from other 

communities” (p. 422).  For Tiebout (1956) promotion of residential mobility and an 

increase in knowledge of the consumer-voter are important steps to improve the efficient 

allocation of resources. 

 Tiebout (1956) does not rule out cooperative arrangements between 

municipalities.  However, he sees this as most likely among municipalities with similar 

socio-economic preferences, where it is in their economic interest to do so.  Tiebout (1956) 

writes that “the general disdain with which proposals to integrate municipalities are met 
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seems to reflect, in part, the fear that local revenue-expenditure patterns will be lost as 

communities are merged into a metropolitan area” (p. 423).  Williams et al (1965) write 

that social rank is a key indicator of the possibility of inter-municipal cooperation with a 

secondary consideration being equality of tax resources. 

One need not see fragmentation as excluding equalization but rather that 

equalization is not likely through a metropolitan government as this is beyond the realm 

of municipal government.  Equalization could be handled by other levels of government 

such as the provincial level.  On the role of municipal boundaries, Popenoe and Michelson 

(2002) highlight how they serve to define a political space based on a range of preferences 

including housing type, taxation levels, and services.  Williams et al (1965) also highlight 

how residents choose communities based on lifestyle preferences.  Thus municipal 

boundaries can be powerful mechanisms to define and identify a political space based on 

policy preferences, service and taxation levels, and other factors.   

Pearce et al (1993) raise concerns with the public choice perspective, that it 

promotes racial and economic segregation.  Furthermore, the model of fragmentation and 

choice encourages governments which reflect and enforce these values of separation by 

race and income.  Frisken and Norris (2001) raise concerns that the public choice 

perspective does little to address the issue of declining tax bases in inner-cities.  They raise 

concern that there is a need to coordinate capacity and infrastructure across the 

metropolitan region. 

 

3.3.5 Conceptualization of the Old and New Regionalism: 

Distinguishing different traditions of thought on local government reform can be difficult, 

especially as terms and definitions can vary.  For example, Sancton (2001) cites Rusk 
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(2003) as a new regionalist (chronologically Rusk wrote in the 1990s at the same time as 

many new regionalist writers).  However, at the same time, Sancton cites Rusk’s emphasis 

on amalgamation and regional government as placing him with the old regionalist group.   

There is also a variation in terminology.  Tomàs (2012) terms old regionalism as 

being of the “reform” perspective (p. 555).  Tomàs (2012) defines the reform approach 

(old regionalism) as constituting “metropolitan government with legal and financial 

autonomy, covering the functional territory and with directly elected members (one-tier 

or two-tier)” (p. 555).  In the Canadian context, one can associate this with a top-down 

approach by provincial governments.  Consent of municipalities or approval by popular 

referendum is not a necessity.  Public choice is defined by the author as “local autonomy 

and institutional fragmentation [with] voluntary cooperation if necessary” (Tomàs, 2012, 

p. 555). 

 A notable distinction drawn by Tomàs (2012) is between new regionalism and a 

more recent rescaling/re-territorialisation perspective.  New regionalism is defined by 

Tomàs (2012) as “flexible and horizontal relations among public and private regional 

actors” (p. 555).  By contrast, rescaling/reterritorialization is the “strengthening of the   

metropolitan scale or city regional scale” (p. 555).  It is worth noting that new regionalist 

authors, while emphasizing metropolitan cooperation, often see the need for some form 

of metropolitan decision-making (Pearce et al, 1993; Dreier et al, 2004; Frisken and 

Norris, 2001).  One could imply (or at times it is explicit) that this constitutes a form of 

metropolitan decision-making structure or policy-making body that is not a distinct level 

of government.  British Columbia’s Regional Districts are an example of this (Sancton, 

2001). 
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For the purposes of this study, both “new regionalism” and “rescaling/re-

territorialisation” discussed above will be considered under the new regionalist rubric.  

New regionalism will be considered as an attempt to create a substantive forum/body for 

metropolitan decision-making involving participation and consent of constituent 

municipalities.  This metropolitan forum would not be an independent level of government 

but a means to facilitate cooperation, decision-making, and recognize a common 

metropolitan political and economic space.  The term “old regionalism” will be employed 

to refer to the creation of either a unitary regional entity or an upper-tier metropolitan 

government by mandate of the provincial government.  This is a mandate that does not 

necessarily involve the consent of local municipalities.  Public choice will refer to the 

protection and emphasis on local autonomy, the view that fragmentation is beneficial to 

metropolitan regions. 

 

3.4 Local Government Reform – The Canadian Context: 

3.4.1 Canada – An Urban and Suburban Country: 

Canadian sociologists Louis Guay and Pierre Hamel (2014) highlight the importance of 

the metropolitan region, how this is an important political, economic, and sociological 

space, and how this is a reality Canadian policy-makers need to be cognizant of.  These 

are challenges which, in their view, government and public administration need to meet.  

On the global stage, the metropolitan region is an important unit alongside the nation state.  

At the local level, they write that “urban multi-faceted problems can no longer be defined 

exclusively at a neighbourhood or city level; they are increasingly metropolitan in their 

scope and consequences” (Guay and Hamel, 2014, p. 130).  The authors state that 
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Canadian public administration needs to be cognizant of the importance of the 

metropolitan region (Guay and Hamel, 2014). 

 The authors highlight issues of metropolitan concern including regional 

infrastructure such as transit, urban inequalities (“spatial justice”), and global marketing 

(Guay and Hamel, 2014).  Another important issue is the metropolitan region as a political 

space.  In this respect, Guay and Hamel (2014) highlight the importance of promoting 

public participation at the regional level, something they acknowledge is a challenge.  In 

this context, they criticize the top down approaches to amalgamation in Toronto and 

Montreal.  This emphasis on engaging the public and stakeholders reflects a new 

regionalist emphasis on achieving metropolitan solutions by bringing together regional 

actors (Dreier et al, 2004). 

 TJ Plunkett (1980) highlights the problem of fragmented city-regions, with the city 

having a fragmented relation with its suburbs.  He also highlights the lack of revenue 

raising ability of municipalities.  Like Guay and Hamel (2014), Plunkett (1980) discusses 

the need for Canadian policy-makers to come to terms with urban and suburban realities 

in the country. 

 A feature on CBC’s The National (2014) outlined the lack of fiscal capacity and 

policy-making authority of Canadian cities.  This feature also highlighted how Canada is 

an urban country despite the rural/hinterland image of the country.  This CBC feature also 

emphasized that cities were economic engines and that local governments had to catch up 

to this reality.  Calgary mayor Naheed Nenshi was featured in this piece, lamenting he had 

to go “cap in hand” to other levels of government for investments in infrastructure, 

transportation, and housing. 
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3.4.2 Municipalities: Service Delivery versus Political Entity: 

In considering the responsibilities to grant to municipalities, it is useful to consider how 

municipal governments are conceptualized as agencies to deliver a set of services versus 

municipal governments as substantive political and policy-making entities (the latter 

being a broader mandate).  Tindal and Tindal (1995) criticize New Brunswick’s Equal 

Opportunity reforms as overemphasizing a limited service delivery mandate for 

municipalities and neglecting their political role.  The lack of a policy-making role for 

municipalities in the province is a criticism cited by the authors. 

 This is an issue not confined to New Brunswick but prevalent across Canada as 

policy-makers grapple with determining the optimal role of municipalities.  Tindal and 

Tindal (1995) write that the democratic mandate of municipalities, as expressions of the 

communities they represent, was never recognized in Canada where their scope has been 

limited.  The authors write that “as a result, municipal governments have been increasingly 

regarded as the provider of a series of separate services mandated by provincial legislation 

not as the political voice of their local communities” (Tindal and Tindal, 1995, p. 325). 

 Tindal and Tindal (1995) write that municipalities need a greater policy-making 

and decision-making role.  They state that municipalities cannot be seen as only service 

delivery agencies with highly constrained powers.  In explaining the role municipalities 

should be mandated with, Tindal and Tindal (1995) write that “the municipal council must 

be recognized as a political mechanism for expressing and responding to the collective 

concerns of members of the community” (p. 334).  The authors recommend that 

legitimacy derive directly from the community, as an expression of the community, rather 

than from delegated powers.  Of course one has to be careful to define what this 

“community” is, whether for example it is the neighbourhood or the metropolitan region.  
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If it is the former, one has to be cautious of fragmentation leading to bickering and lack 

of cooperation across the metropolitan region. 

Of course an actual shift away from municipalities as creatures of the province, 

with delegated authority, would involve significant change to the Canadian constitution.  

It is not clear if this is what the authors are calling for, but nonetheless municipalities can 

be reconceptualised in terms of their role.  The governing legislation in provinces can be 

redrafted to recognize a more expansive decision-making role for municipal governments.  

The need for greater flexibility in local policy-making was an issue dealt with by the 

Municipalities Act Review Advisory Committee (MARAC, 1997).   

 Plunkett (1980) writes that local government structures in Canada are outdated, 

that they are organized for a “pre-urban” era of towns, villages, and rural areas where the 

concern was “administration” rather than “policy formulation” (pp. 87-88).  On this 

system, Plunkett (1980) writes it “was based on a non-political view of local government 

which was entrusted with essentially a caretaker or custodial role” (p. 88) echoing points 

similar to Tindal and Tindal (1995).  Also like the latter, Plunkett calls for a greater policy-

making role for cities to move beyond the “service delivery” model” (Plunkett, 1980, p. 

89). 

Plunkett (1980) writes that before WWII, Canada’s economy was primarily based 

on agriculture, fishery, and forestry.  Local government structures were designed for a 

more rural country where “its purpose was to meet the needs of relatively stable 

communities whose population growth was accommodated at a slow pace over time with 

few disrupting effects” (Plunkett, 1980, p. 94).  This structure, the author states, is 

inadequate to the demands of an urban era where there are a multiplicity of smaller units 

as well as regional boards and commissions.  There is also a constricted non-political role 
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for local governments based on service delivery.  This model of local government was 

based on the views of 19th century reformers who distrusted politicians and had a non-

political view of the municipality.  This led to city-councils focused on technical and 

administrative matters rather than substantive “issues” per se (Plunkett, 1980). 

 Plunkett (1980) writes that Canada has not come to terms with urban realities 

which require a greater policy-making role at the municipal level.  One could extend this 

to New Brunswick where, in the 2011 census, the most notable population increases were 

in the three largest cities, Fredericton, Moncton, Saint John, and surrounding suburban 

areas while many rural areas of the province experienced decline.  Saint John experienced 

population increase for the first time in four decades and suburban Quispamsis was among 

the faster growing municipalities in the province.  Between 2006 and 2011, Saint John 

saw its population grow from 68,043 to 70,063 and Quispamsis grew from 15,239 to 

17,886 (Statistics Canada, Saint John, 2012; “New Brunswick’s population jumps”, 2012; 

“Population trends”, 2012).  With a province urbanizing and suburbanizing, one can say, 

as Plunkett (1980) says for Canada, that local government institutions need to come to 

terms with this reality.  For Greater Saint John, this means coming to terms with a 

metropolitan reality, with an urban and suburban divide, and with a city that is an 

important economic hub. 

 Plunkett (1980) notes the distrust of local politicians and governments in the 19th 

century.  This was an attitude expressed in the Byrne Report, which later informed the 

Equal Opportunity reforms (Byrne, 1963).  The reforms limited the role of municipalities 

to service-delivery with tightly constricted authority.  As mentioned in the previous 

chapter, Byrne did not differentiate greatly between larger and smaller municipal units or, 

it seems, consider differing capacity of different municipal units.  From this perspective, 
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one could see the Byrne Report and Equal Opportunity reforms as being in a similar vein 

to 19th century Canadian reformers, and being more attuned to a primarily rural scenario 

(Martin, 2007; Byrne, 1963; Plunkett, 1980).   

It is worth noting that this broad-based distrust of local government was not 

evident in the Goldenberg Report.  This report focused more specifically on urbanization 

and suburbanization as pertaining to public administration in Greater Saint John 

(Goldenberg, 1963).  The fact that the Robichaud government did partially implement the 

recommendations of the Goldenberg Report, in amalgamating what was then considered 

Greater Saint John, shows that urban and suburban issues were on the agenda (Betts, 

1997).   

Nonetheless, applying Plunkett’s (1980) perspective, one could see Equal 

Opportunity as primarily tackling the problems of rural poverty.  The need to give more 

authority to at least some municipalities (ie. larger cities) could be in order given the 

greater capacity of these units, their role as economic drivers, and the greater demands on 

them as regional hubs.  Recognition is needed of a policy-making role for cities, while 

also acknowledging the importance of the provincial government in equalization in areas 

such as education and health care.  At the same time, it is important to not ignore rural 

New Brunswick.  It is not about unconditional decentralization, but recognizing what units 

(scales) of government perform which functions best.  The spatial and sociological 

realities of greater urbanization and suburbanization in New Brunswick necessitates a re-

examination of governing structures.  The political must be in tune with the sociological 

and spatial. 

In many provinces there is special legislation for the largest cities.  This is the case, 

for example, with Winnipeg where there is a specific act for the city and general legislation 
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for the rest of the municipalities in the province.  This is a recognition of the size and role 

of Manitoba’s largest city.  As Carter (2009) writes, “Winnipeg clearly has more authority 

than other municipalities in the province, as well as more responsibilities” (p. 255).  There 

used to be special legislation for specific municipalities in New Brunswick but this was 

abolished with the Equal Opportunity reforms on the recommendations of the Byrne 

Commission.  However, maybe this special legislation needs to be brought back, in 

particular with regards to the province’s three largest cities including Saint John.  There 

could be a special recognition for the role (for example as economic drivers) and policy 

capacity of larger cities in the province (Byrne, 1963; Plunkett, 1980).   

 

3.5 Local Government: The Convergence of Sociology and Political Science: 

Williams et al (1965) highlight the convergence of political science and sociology in the 

study of cities and local government especially in considering the spatial (urban ecology) 

and its implications for governing.  Williams et al (1965) provide a good discussion of the 

convergence of political science and sociology in the context of metropolitan regions.  The 

authors highlight the pressures of fragmentation and coordination in metropolitan regions, 

the political implications of ecological/sociological arrangements.  Williams et al (1965) 

highlight this tension in the following passage: 

 

The central proposition of this study is that differentiation and specialization in 

metropolitan areas result not only in interdependence among local units of 

government, and consequently in pressures for governmental integration, but also 

in divergent local interests and policies that perpetuate demands for autonomy (p. 

17). 
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These topics, of urban growth and change, and the policy implications of this, are 

of interest to sociologists and political scientists.  In particular, the sociological 

phenomenon of the emergence of economically and socially distinct units in the 

metropolitan region and the political implications of these units being encompassed in 

their own administrative entities.  This is an example of a sociological phenomenon 

leading to a political challenge, this challenge being political coordination and integration 

across a socially and economically differentiated metropolitan region (Williams et al, 

1965).  Regionalist perspectives attempt to tackle this challenge (Rusk, 2003; Pearce et al, 

1993). 

 

3.5.1 Social Class and Municipal Politics: 

In the sphere of local government, middle-class homeowners are an influential group.  

This is especially true in many suburban municipalities.  They are a group which 

fundamentally influences the shape of metropolitan politics including debates over 

regionalization and local control.   

In considering the abilities of residents of different socio-economic backgrounds 

to affect policy, the concept of community capacity is instructive.  Community capacity 

refers to the ability of actors to produce an outcome drawing on resources they command.  

These resources include a sense of community among members, commitment to the 

community, the ability to set and identify objectives and the ability to utilize political, 

economic, and human resources (Wachowski, 2008; Joseph et al, 2007).  These resources 

would include knowledge of and connections to the political system, financial resources, 
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and a sense of community and leadership.  These resources generally are more accessible 

to the middle and upper class than they are to the poor (Joseph et al, 2007). 

One can ascertain the potential for governments to resist or bypass capitalist 

demands, even if to a limited degree (Miliband, 1977).  An example of how local political 

dynamics can potentially obstruct the will of global capitalists is seen in the case of the 

San Fernando Valley secessionist debate in Los Angeles.  This movement was driven by 

affluent suburban residents and contradicted the aims of big business in Los Angeles to 

have a more unified metropolitan entity.  Business leaders saw the latter as more effective 

in interacting with the global economy (Keil, 2000).  Overall, middle-class homeowners 

are an influential group in affecting local government policies.  This includes land use 

(including NIMBYism), determining which areas are considered desirable to live in versus 

those that are not, and protection of municipal boundaries against policies such as 

amalgamation (Sugrue, 1996; Urbaniak, 2009; Boudreau, 2002).   

In an environment of fragmented and relatively homogeneous municipalities, 

those municipalities with more affluent residents would be able to better guard their 

independence and tax base from amalgamation into a larger metropolitan unit.  

Meanwhile, poorer municipalities would be deprived of both an adequate tax base and 

community capacity.  “The absence of residents who can advocate effectively on behalf 

of the community, demand high-quality goods and services, and influence public policy” 

write Joseph et al (2007) “is a serious detriment” (p. 392).  Spatial disparities in public 

service provision can be exacerbated by this.  A rationale for promoting mixed-income 

neighbourhoods is that all residents, including the less affluent, will benefit from the 

lobbying power of more affluent residents.  This stronger lobbying power can bring better 

quality public services and more attention by public officials (Joseph et al, 2007).   
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One could extend this argument to include mixed-income municipalities where all 

residents would benefit not only from a greater tax-base but also from greater community 

capacity in dealing with state or provincial governments.  Conversely, in an environment 

of fragmented and relatively homogeneous municipalities, those municipalities with more 

affluent residents would be able to better guard their independence and tax base from 

amalgamation into a larger metropolitan unit.  In such an environment, less affluent 

municipalities would be deprived of an adequate tax base and community capacity.  

 It is useful to provide a concrete example of the effects of differing political power 

among different localities based on the socio-economic status of their residents.  An 

example in the United States, related to land use planning, is the location of polluting sites 

such as toxic dumps.  A particular issue is that the wealthy disproportionately consume 

energy through larger homes, more consumption of goods, and greater automobile use.  

This creates waste which the poor and ethnic minorities are disproportionately saddled 

with (Flanagan, 2000; Been, 1994; Martinez-Alier, 2003).  Field (1997) writes that “dirty 

air, dirty water and dirty industries are invariably located in poor neighbourhoods far 

removed from middle class suburbs” (p. 69).  The poor are therefore at more risk of 

breathing polluted air and/or drinking contaminated water (Field, 1997).  Two factors can 

be considered to be behind this.  First, wealthier residents are more able to move away 

from sites of undesirable land use.  Second, they can lobby municipal and state 

governments more effectively to keep polluting land-uses away from their homes. 

 Been (1994) terms land uses such as toxic dumps as locally undesirable land uses 

(LULUs).  Been cites multiple studies showing that these LULUs are disproportionately 

located in poorer neighbourhoods that have greater populations of minorities such as 

African-Americans.  Two factors Been cites in analyzing the location of LULUs are siting 
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and market-dynamics.  Siting refers to the initial decision about the location of LULUs 

while market dynamics refers to the subsequent effects of this siting (ie. who subsequently 

leaves the neighbourhood and who stays).  Another relevant factor is who moves to the 

neighbourhood, presumably to seek lower housing costs because of the location of a toxic 

dump or polluting facility in the area.  Siting and market dynamics are important causal 

factors.  Are LULU facilities established in neighbourhoods because they are deprived, or 

do neighbourhoods subsequently become deprived because of the location of LULUs?  

Either way, this speaks to differential mobility and differential economic power. 

 Been (1994) states that most studies are not clear on whether the location of 

LULUs in deprived minority neighbourhoods is due to siting or market dynamics.  One 

study that considers this has a relatively small sample size, but determines that it is both 

siting and market dynamics.  Another study, with a smaller sample, finds a correlation for 

siting but not for market dynamics.  The theoretical frameworks considered with regards 

to LULUs here are taken to assume that both siting and market dynamics are relevant, but 

with more emphasis on the former. 

 Faber (1998) writes that corporations take “the path of least political resistance” 

regarding environmental exploitation (p. 4).  Poor and minority neighbourhoods generally 

have fewer political resources with lower rates of education, less knowledge of the 

political system, and less access to public officials, among other things (Faber, 1998).  By 

contrast in middle class and affluent neighbourhoods, residents have more of these 

political resources (community capacity) to resist the location of a toxic dump or other 

such facility.  These points recall Lindblom’s (1977) critique of pluralist theory where he 

stated that those with more financial resources were more effective in influencing political 

decision-making. 
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 As discussed earlier, those with greater financial resources are able to more readily 

leave a neighbourhood that becomes an undesirable place to live, eg. because of the 

location of a polluting or toxic facility.  This is an option less available to poorer residents 

who may find other parts of the city too expensive (Been, 1994).  Overall, in the siting of 

LULUs, community capacity is an important element.  Uneven political and economic 

resources lead to differential outcomes based on socio-economic status. 

 

3.6 Conclusion: 

While this study of Greater Saint John is not an urban ecology study, it touches on 

ecological issues concerning an increasingly dispersed city-region.  An important theme 

is the implications for local government of a city-region that has grown to encompass 

multiple municipal entities.  The metropolitan problem is about trying to find the best 

ways to govern a fragmented metropolitan region.   

 Revisiting themes from the research questions, this study examines whether New 

Brunswick’s framework of local government, the result of Louis Robichaud’s Equal 

Opportunity reforms, is adequate to the demands of governing metropolitan Saint John.  

Does this framework address the “metropolitan problem?”  The research sub-questions 

deal with this confluence of the spatial and the political, tackling challenges in governing 

metropolitan Saint John.  There is also an examination of local government institutions 

and how the problems of the spatial growth of metropolitan Saint John have been tackled, 

if at all.  Potential solutions are considered in addressing the concern of having political 

institutions that match the spatial realities of Greater Saint John.  The province of New 

Brunswick can be conceived of as a largely rural province and the Equal Opportunity 
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reforms can be seen as having addressed problems of rural poverty.  However, it is 

important to politically tackle the spatial challenges of an urban and suburban region. 

When a city grows beyond its boundaries, and becomes politically fragmented, 

there are increased pressures on local government.  This is particularly noteworthy in New 

Brunswick where, in a province that can be considered largely rural, the public 

administration pressures of urbanization and suburbanization are very real in the Greater 

Saint John area.  These are issues which were addressed directly by the Goldenberg Report 

in 1963 and the Cormier Report in 1997 (Goldenberg, 1963; Cormier, 1997).  Where local 

government administers sizeable populations, both in the city and the suburbs, this would 

appear to force a reconsideration of the capabilities of local government and a 

reconsideration of at least some of the centralizing Equal Opportunity reforms (Betts, 

1997; Bourgeois, 2005). 

 Political sociologist John Mollenkopf (2008) notes that even with suburbanization 

and dispersion of metropolitan populations, in many urban regions the city centre still 

retains importance.  While the Saint John region has suburbanized, the city centre remains 

an important economic and cultural hub.  Cultural institutions like the Imperial Theatre 

retain importance and major employers, notably the Irving group of companies, are 

located in the city of Saint John.  The port is also in the city.  The Finn Report makes note 

of daytime and nighttime population disparities, noting the working population that 

commutes to the city (Finn, 2008).  A commuting population puts pressure on city 

facilities such as roads, and can raise questions about suburban residents not having a 

democratic say in a city that holds great significance in their economic and social lives.   

 Popenoe and Michelson’s (2002) emphasis on the defining power of municipal 

boundaries is worth considering in examining the roots of municipal fragmentation.  It is 
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important in understanding the emergence of municipalities encompassing distinct 

preferences.  It is also important in considering those who would defend these boundaries 

and local autonomy from amalgamation or regionalization (Keil, 2000; Boudreau, 2002).  

This is the core of the challenge that regionalists seek to address. 

 This study is not one to determine the exact shape or form of Greater Saint John, 

but is based on the reality that the Saint John region is encompassed by multiple 

municipalities.  This is a reality which brings political and administrative challenges.  As 

shown in the conceptual discussions above, this can lead to a variety of competing 

conclusions and recommendations.  One is based on a defence of the existing fragmented 

framework as promoting public choice and efficiency (Tiebout, 1956).  Others call for 

some form of regionalization, either through a multiple-tier entity, a single-tiered 

amalgamated entity, or some form of cooperative arrangement (Rusk, 2003; Pearce et al, 

1993; Sancton, 2001; Dreier et al, 2004).  This challenge of accounting for the means of 

fairly administering governance is the broader focus of this study and of the subsequent 

research questions which centre on this metropolitan problem.  This includes the 

challenges of governing a city-region composed of multiple municipalities.   

 For Saint John, the decades since WWII have seen dispersal and suburbanization 

of the city’s population, something that has led to a jurisdictionally fragmented city-

region.  This fragmentation has led to calls for reform, in particular consolidation and 

amalgamation.  This is a call that was heeded in 1967 but became a more controversial 

proposal in subsequent decades as the city-region’s population continued to disperse.  The 

Cormier Report’s recommendations of amalgamation in the 1990s faced stiff suburban 

resistance (Betts, 1997).  A history of Saint John’s growth and dispersal, and the 
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challenges this created for local government, is illustrative in considering the urban and 

suburban challenges for New Brunswick’s structure of local government. 
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4.0 The Metropolitan Problem and the Road to Equal Opportunity:  

4.1 Introduction: 

4.1.1 The Periods of Regional Administration: 

Chapters Four, Five, and Six cover three distinct periods of local government reform in 

New Brunswick.  These chapters provide a historical overview, analyze relevant 

documents, and consider the theoretical implications from a regionalist perspective.  

Through this, local government reform with a focus on the metropolitan problem in 

Greater Saint John is considered. 

The first of these three periods is the 1950s and 1960s which is the subject of this 

chapter.  This is the pre-Equal Opportunity period where the advent of post-WWII 

suburbanization led to concerns about municipal fragmentation in Greater Saint John.  

Both the Byrne Report (which was the foundation for the Equal Opportunity reforms) and 

the Goldenberg Report (which was the foundation of the 1967 amalgamation of Greater 

Saint John) presented attempts to deal with multi-municipal metropolitan regions (Byrne, 

1963; Goldenberg, 1963).  The theoretical basis of these proposals will be considered in 

this chapter.  The political concern with the “metropolitan problem” represents a 

confluence of sociology and political science, where demographic changes fuelled a re-

evaluation of political institutions. 

 The second period, during the 1960s, saw the implementation of the Equal 

Opportunity reforms as well as the amalgamation of Greater Saint John.  The latter in 

particular saw a political response to changing demographic realities (McKim et al., 1969; 

Betts, 1997).  This is the subject of Chapter Five. 
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 The sixth chapter deals with the post-1960s period.  This period saw the continued 

growth of Greater Saint John beyond the boundaries of the 1967 amalgamation.  This led 

to renewed calls for local government reform to deal with a fragmenting metropolitan 

region.  Like in the 1960s, calls for political reform stemmed from demographic changes, 

a confluence of the political and the sociological.  The 1990s and 2000s saw a series of 

studies on reforming local government institutions to cope with urbanization and 

suburbanization in the province, though little action (Betts, 1997; Bourgeois, 2005). 

 With this overview in mind we now turn to the topic of this chapter, the first period 

of local government reform, the lead up to Equal Opportunity and the 1967 reforms. 

 

4.1.2 The Road to Equal Opportunity: 

This chapter provides an analysis of local government reform proposals in New 

Brunswick in the 1960s, leading up to the Equal Opportunity reforms.  There will be a 

particular focus on the metropolitan problem, on governing multi-municipal city-regions.  

The regionalist perspectives from the previous chapter will be informative in considering 

the approaches of different reforms and proposals for reform.   

 Two reports that will be examined are the Byrne Report, which formed the basis 

of Equal Opportunity, and the Goldenberg Report, which was the basis of the 1967 

amalgamation of Saint John, Lancaster, and a portion of Simonds into one city (Betts, 

1997; Stanley, 1984).  Both these reports were released in the same year, 1963, and 

represent contrasting approaches to dealing with metropolitan government.  Where the 

Goldenberg Report recommended direct amalgamation, the Byrne Report, while not 

ruling out amalgamation, did not see it as necessary.  The former could be seen as old 

regionalist where the latter could be seen as including new regionalist elements.  As part 
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of this analysis, the actual reforms implemented in the 1960s, which took from both 

reports, will be considered (Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963). 

 This analysis will tackle the primary research question, how the Equal Opportunity 

reforms meet up to the challenges of the metropolitan problem.  More specifically, by 

looking at the roots of the Equal Opportunity reforms, the actual reforms and associated 

documents, one can ascertain how the metropolitan problem was dealt with at the time.  It 

can also be considered whether reformers of this era adequately recognized the challenges 

of urbanizing and suburbanizing city-regions.  This analysis will relate closely to one of 

the sub-questions, how the metropolitan problem has been tackled in New Brunswick.  

This will form the basis of the analysis in Chapter Five which deals with the Equal 

Opportunity and amalgamation reforms.  It also forms the basis of analysis in Chapter Six 

which will focus on post-Equal Opportunity treatments of the metropolitan problem with 

a particular focus on Greater Saint John. 

 

4.2 Suburbanization and Fragmentation, Demographics in the 1950s and 1960s: 

The 1950s and 1960s saw the growth of suburbs in Greater Saint John and concerns about 

decline of the central city.  During this period, the city experienced population decline.  

While there was growth in the City Saint of John from 50,779 in 1951 to 55,153 in 1961, 

the population declined to 51,567 by 1966.  Meanwhile, suburban Lancaster grew from 

12,320 in 1951 to 15,836 in 1966.  Simonds saw its population double over this period, 

from 10,005 in 1951 to 20,434 in 1966 (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1953; Dominion 

Bureau of Statistics, 1967). 
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Table II – Population Change in Greater Saint John (1951-1966): 

 1951 1956 1961 1966 

Saint John 50,779 52,491 55,153 51,567 

Lancaster 12,320 12,371 13,848 15,836 

Simonds 10,005 12,698 15,897 20,434 

Source: (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1953, 1957, 1962, 1967) 

 

 Marquis (2010) writes that during the 1960s there were concerns in Saint John 

about decline of the city centre with the advent of suburban shopping centres, including a 

K-Mart department store in Lancaster.  Marquis (2010) writes that “during the 1960s the 

Baby Boom fostered growth in the western, eastern, and northern areas of the 

amalgamated city.  Between 1961 and 1971, the population of the South End declined by 

20% and middle-class families became a rarity” 

(https://journals.lib.unb.ca/index.php/JNBS/article/view/18194).   

It was this environment of suburbanization, dispersion, and the resulting 

fragmentation of the metropolitan region which fuelled calls for local government reform.  

There were concerns about inequities in taxation between municipalities and 

municipalities competing for industrial investment (McKim et al., 1969; Marquis, 2010).  

A planning document from after the amalgamation raised concerns of sprawl not being 

addressed by the fragmented pre-amalgamation municipal structure (Planning 

Commission, 1968).  Demographic changes (suburbanization and dispersion of 

population) drove demands for political reform, an example of the interaction of the 

sociological and the political. 
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4.3 The Royal Commission on Finance and Municipal Taxation (Byrne Report): 

While the Robichaud government did not follow all the recommendations of the Byrne 

Report, this report was the foundation for the Equal Opportunity reforms that would 

radically overhaul local government in the province (Stanley, 1984).  The Byrne Report 

and the Program of Equal Opportunity could be seen as geared primarily towards rural 

poverty in the province, and this was a dominant focus.  However, it would be a mistake 

to say that issues of metropolitan government, in general and concerning Saint John, were 

not mentioned.  They were.   

This subsection will examine the Byrne Report’s approach to governing multi-

municipal regions including Saint John.  Relevant to urbanization and suburbanization 

and local control, the Byrne Report’s approach to the powers of local government and the 

role of cities (vis a vis other municipal entities) will be considered.  In this context, issues 

examined will include the Byrne Report’s approach to the metropolitan problem, 

including its approach to municipal fragmentation and local control.  A further 

consideration will be the role Byrne envisioned for cities like Saint John. 

 

4.3.1 Background – Byrne Report: 

Premier Louis Robichaud’s reforms of the 1960s aimed to deal with inequalities in service 

provision across different regions of the province.  Before Equal Opportunity, New 

Brunswick’s structure of local government was marked by fragmentation, overlapping 

layers of authority, and decentralization.  There were competing and overlapping 

municipal and county governments in New Brunswick.  They provided services in 

education, health, and social welfare, as well as property tax assessment and collection.  
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This created a situation where poorer New Brunswick municipalities and counties had to 

charge higher taxes for poorer quality services (Stanley, 1984; Cyr, 2000). 

 Thus the beginning of the 1960s saw poorer municipalities and counties under 

severe financial stress from rising demand for services.  This was due to the growing 

role/expectations of government in social service provision during this period.  By 1960, 

the counties of Kent, Gloucester, Northumberland, Restigouche, and Queens were unable 

to meet their expenses, while Kent and Madawaska were teetering towards bankruptcy.  

In addition, population migration to financially stable counties brought greater demands 

for their services.  Overall, inequities existed in provision of healthcare, education, and 

social welfare, which were under the jurisdiction of local governments.  Fragmented and 

overlapping levels of local authority meant duplication of services and a complicated 

structure that made it hard to allocate federal and provincial funds (Stanley, 1984). 

 Writing on disparities in taxation, Della Stanley (1984) states “In Gloucester 

County, for instance, in 1961, the actual tax rate on real property was 4.06, while in York 

County it was only 1.30” (p. 128).  There also existed taxation of personal property such 

as cattle and machinery which created a particular burden for farmers.  There also was tax 

concessions by local governments to attract industries though often these industries 

proved short-lived (Stanley, 1984). 

 In 1962, the Robichaud government established the Royal Commission on Finance 

and Municipal Taxation (the Byrne Commission) to examine concerns about inequities 

with respect to local government and recommend reforms.  The commission was chaired 

by Bathurst lawyer Edward Byrne.  The resulting Byrne Report would form the basis of 

the Equal Opportunity program (Stanley, 1984; Young, 2000).   
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 The Byrne Report contained sweeping recommendations which included dramatic 

centralization taking authority away from county councils (effectively abolishing them).  

The report called for the province to assume financial responsibility for education, public 

health, hospital care, social welfare, and justice.  It also recommended reducing the 

number of school districts from 422 to 60 (Stanley, 1984; Byrne, 1963).  On taxation, the 

report recommended property tax assessment and collection be centralized at the 

provincial level.  It also recommended the removal of poll and personal property taxes, 

and uniform assessment by a central and professional agency (Stanley, 1984; Byrne, 

1963).  These recommendations were implemented as part of Equal Opportunity.  

However, a major recommendation which the province declined to implement was for the 

formation of administrative commissions to devise and execute programs in health, 

education, welfare, and provincial-municipal relations, with the province instead opting 

for direct centralization (Stanley, 1984; Young, 2000). 

 Support for the Byrne Report was strong in rural areas, especially in counties like 

Gloucester which were under serious financial pressure.  Support was low in Saint John 

where it was feared that urban areas like Saint John would pay the largest portion of the 

tax load (Stanley, 1984).  Even today, with population decline, Saint John still gains 

significant tax revenues from substantive industrial and commercial properties in the city. 

 

4.3.2 Metropolitan Government: 

The Byrne Report did discuss issues of urbanization and suburbanization, including the 

growth of city regions encompassing multiple municipalities.  This was a concern 

recognized and addressed by the Report.  As written in one passage, “Urban expansion is 

inevitable in a dynamic society… failure to integrate the development of contiguous urban 
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areas inevitably results in fragmented often chaotic and always costly consequences” 

(Byrne, 1963, p. 188).  These consequences, highlighted in the report, include duplication 

of services, challenges of road building across multiple jurisdictions, decline of the city 

core, sprawl, zoning issues, and poverty at the edge of the metropolitan region (Byrne, 

1963).  Thus the Byrne Report did recognize the existence of a metropolitan problem, at 

least insofar as the issue of fragmented jurisdictions across a metropolitan region was 

concerned. 

 The solution proposed in the Byrne Report was the creation of metropolitan 

councils.  This was a broad-based solution to be applied across the province in regions 

with multiple bordering municipalities.  It was not a solution applied specifically to any 

one city-region (Byrne, 1963).  The report describes the recommendation for the 

metropolitan councils as follows: 

 

For metropolitan areas containing different but contiguous municipalities, we 

recommend that combined councils be established to administer these services 

which are jointly required.  This system of metropolitan government will allow the 

constituent municipalities to retain their individual identity and to exercise sole 

authority over the services which are not of common concern (Byrne, 1963, p. 4). 

 

It is worth noting here that the Byrne Report recognized the metropolitan problem, 

the challenges of governing fragmented regions, and proposed a solution.  The Byrne 

Report also saw an importance to local autonomy, even if over a relatively limited range 

of issues, and sought to preserve municipalities (Byrne, 1963). 

 The metropolitan councils were to provide a select group of services to all regions 

of multiple and contiguous municipalities; the joint provision of these services would be 

mandatory.  These services were water, fire, police, and most sanitary and sewage 
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services.  The metropolitan councils would consist of councillors from constituent 

municipalities.  When a contiguous community grew and demanded one of the five 

services, it would come under mandatory joint provision of the metropolitan council.  This 

was how the Byrne Commission envisioned dealing with the growth of suburbs, outside 

the boundaries of the central municipality, demanding additional service (Byrne, 1963). 

 From a regionalist perspective, the Byrne Commission’s proposal of mandatory 

metropolitan councils is worth noting.  There are nods to perspectives that can be 

considered new regionalist.  One is the respect for local autonomy and second is the 

recommendation of a cooperative arrangement that does not amount to amalgamation or 

even a fully separate metropolitan tier of government.  However, where many new 

regionalist writers emphasize cooperative and consensus based arrangements among 

stakeholders, the metropolitan councils were to be imposed by the province (Dreier et al, 

2004; Nelles, 2013; Byrne, 1963).  This takes advantage of the Canadian tradition of 

greater provincial involvement and oversight, vis a vis local governments, without the 

need for referendums or consensus at the local level (Byrne, 1963; Makuch, Craik, and 

Leisk, 2004; Sancton, 2001; Sancton, 2005). 

 While these metropolitan councils were mandatory, the Byrne Report did see them 

as a less contentious option than regional amalgamation and a means to stave off inter-

municipal conflict.  The report states that: 

 

We are convinced that, once the basis is laid for a harmonious cooperation in the 

five matters of common concern which we have mentioned, contiguous towns and 

cities will experience less difficulty in finding a basis for cooperation in such other 

matters as the joint provision of recreational and cultural amenities which serve the 

entire community (Byrne, 1963, p. 18). 
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 Amalgamations were not ruled out, but the report saw forcing them as 

unnecessary.  This is in contrast to the Goldenberg Report on Metropolitan Saint John 

which saw amalgamation, at least for Greater Saint John, as necessary due to inefficiencies 

and conflicts among smaller municipal units.  The Byrne Report, which was released after 

the Goldenberg Report, stated that mandatory amalgamation was unnecessary (Byrne, 

1963; Goldenberg, 1963).   

While metropolitan councils were top-down, they were aimed at fostering inter-

municipal consensus.  The report saw these councils as bringing about “harmonious 

cooperation” in the five designated areas and potentially facilitating areas of further 

cooperation in spheres such as recreation and culture (Byrne, 1963, p. 18).  One could see 

it as a top-down means to foster consensus as opposed to the more bottom-up approaches 

of new regionalists like Dreier et al (2004).  The predictions of ending inter-municipal 

conflict sound naïve and overbroad though.  Nonetheless the aim was achieving a more 

consensual basis of metropolitan administration (Byrne, 1963). 

The Byrne Report saw a virtue in local autonomy even if municipal responsibility 

was constricted.  As written in the report, “We see no reason why municipalities need 

always surrender their historic identities nor lose their feeling of community by being 

swallowed by a larger whole” (Byrne, 1963, p. 18).  This is a noteworthy perspective 

given the widespread distrust of local governments expressed in the Byrne Report. It did 

see a limited role for them, in fostering and fulfilling local choices and preferences (Byrne, 

1963).  Matters of “neighbourhood interest”, it is written in the report, are best decided 

“by a council to which the residents of the particular neighbourhood have the most ready 

access” (Byrne, 1963, p. 18). 
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 The Byrne Report even sees a virtue to inter-municipal competition, at least in 

certain spheres.  This can be seen as a contrast to the Goldenberg Report which saw inter-

municipal competition, at least in Greater Saint John, as detrimental (Byrne, 1963; 

Goldenberg, 1963).  As stated in the Byrne Report, “We see a virtue in neighbourhoods 

vying with one another in the harmonious layout of new residential areas, the efficiency 

of their purely local services, and the pleasant appearance of their community” (Byrne, 

1963, p. 18).  Where the proposal for a metropolitan council sounds some new 

regionalist tones, the discussion on local government sounds, at least in some limited 

spheres, similar to public choice arguments.  In the report, there is a virtue expressed for 

smaller municipal units in fostering choice and preference.  The report also expresses the 

benefits of inter-municipal competition (Tiebout, 1956; Byrne, 1963).  However, maybe 

this different attitude in the Byrne Report was because the Goldenberg Report saw more 

at stake with municipalities having significant responsibility as opposed to Byrne where 

such responsibilities were proposed to be very limited. 

There are a few other items worth noting regarding the Byrne Report on issues of 

suburbanization and metropolitan administration. For one, issues of urbanization and 

suburbanization were on the agenda in the 1960s and noted by the Byrne Report.  The 

Report brings up the issue of the growth of subdivisions outside municipal boundaries and 

the pressures on the provincial government in providing services for these unincorporated 

areas.  The recommendation in the Byrne Report was for services to be mandatory under 

the metropolitan council when edge settlements demanded such services (Byrne, 1963).  

The Goldenberg Report also discussed this same problem, in particular with regards to 

suburbanizing areas of Simonds parish, but recommended amalgamation and provisions 

for expansion of municipal boundaries to account for growth (Goldenberg, 1963).   
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The Byrne Report saw a strong role for provincial oversight as well in suburban 

development.  On sprawl, concern was expressed over a “helter skelter pattern” of 

development.  The report called for a strong role for provincial oversight, calling on the 

provincial government to take a role “controlling subdivisions in areas outside municipal 

jurisdiction, as part of its community planning program” (Byrne, 1963, p. 189). 

The Byrne Report saw the provincial government taking on a greater role in 

eliminating inter-municipal conflict.  As stated in the Byrne Report, “we are concerned 

that these bitter conflicts of local interests be obviated and, at the same time, that all 

essential services be provided efficiently and at the least attainable costs” (Byrne, 1963, 

p. 17).  In the report it is stated that by removing services such as education from the local 

level, a source of inter-municipal conflict is removed.  Further removing inter-municipal 

conflict is the equalization of tax revenues through the unconditional grant.  The report 

saw this as something that would facilitate cost-sharing (Byrne, 1963).  As stated in the 

report, “Besides ensuring an equitable distribution of tax burdens, these equalizing grants 

would remove most of the conflicts of interests which are revealed whenever it is proposed 

that a service such as fire protection or water be provided jointly by two municipalities” 

(Byrne, 1963, p. 17).  However, as will be seen in later chapters, post-1960s changes to 

the unconditional grant program have renewed concerns over municipal financing.  A 

further source of friction is concerns over costs of police and fire services in the City of 

Saint John and cost-sharing by suburban commuters who use amenities in the city (Finn, 

2008; Martin 2007). 

While claims in Byrne (1963) of eliminating inter-municipal conflict are 

overstated, one can posit that with greater provincial oversight, less is at stake with inter-

municipal competitions.  In short, inter-municipal conflict is lessened in a context of 
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greater provincial government oversight.  It could also lessen the need for reforms such as 

amalgamation and regionalization, especially where the province can perform functions 

of a metropolitan government such as equalization.  In considering applications of 

regionalization in Canada, this is a point raised by several authors, that greater provincial 

oversight in Canada vis a vis the United States lessens, and maybe even cancels out, the 

need for metropolitan governments (Lightbody, 1997; Sancton, 1992). 

 

4.3.3 The role and capability of municipal governments: 

While the Byrne Report makes some statements on the strength of retaining local 

autonomy, it is a centralizing document which contains a distrust of municipal 

governments.  This distrust was evident in the restrictions on municipalities put in place 

with the Equal Opportunity reforms.  Young (1987) writes that “the commission found, 

basically, that the municipalities had inadequate resources and expertise to carry out their 

responsibilities” (p. 93).  The determination was that on a broad range of issues the 

provincial level was most competent. 

 The distrust of municipal governments in the Byrne Report was a broad sweeping 

one, with the following statement being a clear example: “the brute fact is that few 

municipalities in North America operate efficiently and with probity and economy” 

(Byrne, 1963, p. 177).  In the context of New Brunswick, the report raised concerns about 

the extravagance of municipal governments, seeing the need for “controls” on municipal 

operations and restraints on spending and borrowing (Byrne, 1963, p. 177).   

 Concern about the incapability of municipal governments was a central theme in 

the Byrne Report, with the “administrative competence of their [municipal] appointed 

officials” being a concern stated early on (Byrne, 1963, p. 2).  The recommendations of 
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the Byrne Report were highly constraining to local governments, with only enumerated 

activities within their jurisdiction and no residual (ie. non-enumerated) powers.  This 

recommendation was implemented by the provincial government (Byrne, 1963; MARAC, 

1997).   

The Byrne Report also raised the issue of overlapping jurisdictions creating a 

situation where “what is everyone’s concern is no one’s concern” (Byrne, 1963, p. 2).  

Counties were the focus of this latter statement and a central focus was worries about 

administrative competence.  There were concerns about the ability of county governments 

to meet the increasing demands for service provision, which was definitely true in many 

parts of the province where some counties struggled with taxation and service provision 

(Byrne, 1963; Stanley, 1984).   

There was also concern about administrative competence of counties, with the 

report stating that counties were too small “to engage professionals in this age of 

specialization” (Byrne, 1963, p. 25).  The lack of a real policy making role for counties 

was another issue raised.  The provincial government was seen as a more effective agency 

for rural New Brunswick (Byrne, 1963). 

While the Byrne Report recommended significant centralization to the provincial 

level, and seriously criticized the competency of municipal governments, it did not see 

these changes as disempowering municipalities.  As stated in the report, “Our 

recommendations would place them [municipalities] in a position of greater financial 

autonomy and accountability than prevails in any province in Canada” (Byrne, 1963, p. 

17).  A distinction was raised between “general services of province-wide importance” 

and “services of a local nature only” (Byrne, 1963, p. 170).   
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4.3.4 Role of cities: 

The Byrne Report did not see a special role for the province’s larger cities.  While there 

was acknowledgement of unique problems of certain localities, for example “the very real 

and important particular problems in the Metropolitan Saint John area,” the legislative 

approach was one of uniformity (Byrne, 1963, p. 192).  The report recommended 

abolishing special legislation for particular municipalities in favour of one municipal act.  

This is in contrast to other jurisdictions, such as Manitoba, where special legislation, 

distinct from the legislation governing municipalities in general, recognizes the unique 

status of the province’s largest city, Winnipeg (Byrne, 1963; The City of Winnipeg 

Charter Act, 2002).  It is noteworthy that the Byrne Report recommended against 

implementation of the Goldenberg Report citing it as a departure from the 

recommendation of standardizing administrative structures within one Municipalities Act 

(Byrne, 1963). 

 The report recommended ending the distinction between cities and towns.  This 

was motivated by the fact that towns were aspiring to city status to improve fundraising 

as cities got larger per capita payment amounts from the province than towns, $20.72 

versus $12.70 in 1961 (Byrne, 1963).  Furthermore, the functions of these municipal units 

“would be confined to the provision of those services which are mainly local interest” 

(Byrne, 1963, p. 26). 

 These recommendations raise questions about whether the three largest cities, 

Fredericton, Moncton, and Saint John which have larger populations and administrations, 

be given special legislative recognition.  Should the Goldenberg Report, which focused 

particularly on Saint John, have been given more heed?  What about the economic role of 

these three larger cities?  With New Brunswick’s urbanization and suburbanization in 
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subsequent decades concentrated in and around these three cities, these questions came 

more to the forefront in reports in the 1990s and 2000s (Byrne, 1963; New Brunswick, 

1992).  

 

4.4 The Royal Commission on Metropolitan Saint John: 

4.4.1 Background: 

The ideas presented in the Goldenberg Report conform closely to Rusk’s (2003) ideal of 

the elastic city, an amalgamated entity that can grow to encompass emerging suburbs.  

This is a contrast to the Byrne Report’s aversion to mandating amalgamations.  The 

Goldenberg Report was focused on the metropolitan problem, the problem of 

fragmentation and lack of authority in an increasingly spread out city region, which were 

issues raised by Rusk.  Urbanization and suburbanization was a central focus of 

Goldenberg, thus one cannot say these were not concerns of policy-makers in New 

Brunswick during the 1960s.  It was a concern of the Robichaud government which would 

act on these recommendations in amalgamating the City of Saint John with the City of 

Lancaster and suburban portions of the Parish of Simonds in 1967 (Byrne, 1963; 

Goldenberg, 1963; Betts, 1997). 

 Goldenberg was not the first report to recommend amalgamation of Greater Saint 

John.  Reports in 1943 and 1955 made similar recommendations.  This makes it all the 

more notable that the Robichaud government acted on this.  The Byrne Report recognized 

the growing trend of suburbanization, but recommended metropolitan councils rather than 

mandating amalgamation.  Suburbanization and metropolitanization were thus concerns 

of the government and policy-makers of the day (Goldenberg, 1963; Betts, 1997; Byrne, 

1963). 
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 The Goldenberg Report saw Metropolitan Saint John as contained in Saint John 

County.  The parameters of Goldenberg (1963) are an “inquiry concerning… the form, 

method and manner of municipal government now existing in any of the units located in 

the County of Saint John” (p. vii).  In subsequent decades, suburbanization would take off 

in neighbouring Kings County with the growth of the Kennebecasis Valley and Grand 

Bay-Westfield. 

 Another important item in the report is that it included a discussion of county 

government.  The report envisioned a merger of the governments of Saint John County 

with an amalgamated City of Saint John.  Where the Robichaud government abolished 

county governments outright on the recommendation of the Byrne Report, Goldenberg 

still retained a role for the county, albeit a reduced one (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963; 

Stanley, 1984). 

 

4.4.2 The Metropolitan problem: 

The stated focus of the Goldenberg Report was the “metropolitan problem” which was 

defined as fragmentation of authority across the metropolitan region and lack of local 

power.  This was a problem that “arises where the units of local government having 

jurisdiction within a metropolitan area are unable to satisfy the demands of their citizens 

because of insufficient powers, inadequate territorial limits, or a combination of both” 

(Goldenberg, 1963, p. 1).  It is a problem that arises from suburbanization and the 

geographic dispersion of cities beyond their initial boundaries, a problem that was seen as 

afflicting metropolitan Saint John.  It is noteworthy that the Goldenberg Report saw the 

importance of local power in the context of the city and the metropolitan region.  This can 
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be seen as a contrast to the centralizing drive, and distrust of local authorities, in the Byrne 

Report (Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963). 

 Several problems are identified in the Goldenberg Report in connection to the 

metropolitan problem.  One of these is the failure to adjust to the advent of suburbanization 

in areas that were rural and/or sparsely populated.  There is also the challenge of “small 

competitive units” and “ad hoc authorities” creating fragmented authority across the 

metropolitan region.  Another challenge is unregulated sprawl, the consequences of an 

“unplanned growth pattern” (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 1).  These challenges create concerns 

in service provision, traffic congestion, disparities in local taxation, and recreational 

facilities for the region (Goldenberg, 1963). 

 That this report was commissioned shows that while rural poverty was a central 

concern of the Robichaud government, issues of urbanization and suburbanization were 

on the agenda.  In the 1960s, there were concerns about sprawl, fragmented authority, and 

governing metropolitan Saint John.  It is noteworthy that the Byrne Report also addressed 

issues of metropolitan fragmentation, including in Greater Saint John, by proposing 

metropolitan commissions.  While this was a general proposal rather than one tailored to 

specific city regions, it nevertheless was an attempt to deal with fragmentation (Stanley, 

1984; Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963).  Byrne can be considered as having new 

regionalist leanings, with its emphasis on maintaining municipal units and not mandating 

amalgamation.  By contrast, Goldenberg falls more clearly in the old regionalist camp 

with its call for direct amalgamation of what was then metropolitan Saint John (Byrne, 

1963; Goldenberg, 1963; Nelles, 2013; Sancton, 2001). 
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4.4.3 The detriment of fragmentation: 

Where the Byrne Report saw virtue to (limited) local autonomy, the Goldenberg Report 

saw fragmentation as detrimental, at least in the context of Metropolitan Saint John.  The 

Goldenberg Report described Greater Saint John as composed of four municipal units: the 

City of Lancaster, the City of Saint John, the County of Saint John, and the suburbanized 

portion of Simonds Parish (Goldenberg, 1963).  This was seen as an excessive amount of 

governmental organizations.  The report described local government in the Greater Saint 

John area as constituting “four separate civic governments, each with its own internal 

organization of boards, commissions and committees” and concluded that “the area is 

certainly not undergoverned” (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 6). 

 This “fragmentation of responsibility” in Metropolitan Saint John was seen as a 

problem by the Goldenberg Report.  The report stated that this fragmentation “has 

produced inequality in municipal services, disputes between municipal units and some ad 

hoc co-operative arrangements” (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 10).  The report describes 

metropolitan Saint John as a “single urban community” where fragmentation of municipal 

authority was detrimental to the “welfare and progress” of the region (Goldenberg, 1963, 

pp. 11-12).  The report cites issues of taxation and service provision being hindered with 

a jurisdictionally fragmented metropolitan region (Goldenberg, 1963). 

 Commenting on the detriments of fragmentation of Metropolitan Saint John, 

Goldenberg (1963) writes that this fragmentation of local authority “has led to petty 

bickering, friction and tensions which do harm to the image of the community and have 

interfered with its development” (p. 12).  The report continues that organized interests and 

individuals have played on “jealous local pride” to “create suspicions, fears, petty 

irritations and bickering” (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 14).  Lancaster’s city status was seen as 
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detrimental to effective government in the Saint John region.  The Goldenberg inquiry 

itself took place in the context of Saint John wanting to annex portions of Simonds while 

Simonds was seeking city status.  The report highlighted city-suburban tensions as being 

a problem in the region, giving the example of visible tensions in county council meetings 

(Goldenberg, 1963). 

The Goldenberg Report did not see a virtue to maintaining local municipal 

boundaries or autonomy, even in a limited sense.  This is a contrast to public choice theory 

that sees virtue to multiple municipal units and a contrast to the Byrne Report’s sympathy 

for local municipal boundaries and limited local authority (Byrne, 1963; Tiebout, 1956).  

The Goldenberg Report emphasized that, given metropolitan Saint John’s small size, these 

multiple local units were especially unnecessary (Goldenberg, 1963).   

Unlike Byrne (1963), Goldenberg (1963) did not contain a broad-based distrust of 

local government.  However it did see metropolitan fragmentation, at least for Saint John, 

as detrimental.  It did not give any deference to choice or competition arguments for 

multiple local units.  This is in contrast to Byrne which, while recommending radical 

centralization, did give some deference to local choice.  This is not necessarily a 

contradiction in Byrne, as while it did recommend significant centralization, it did see a 

sphere for local government, even if a limited one.  In that sphere local choice was a virtue.  

There are some recommendations of centralization at the provincial level in Goldenberg, 

but in general there was not the broad-based distrust of local governments, just of 

fragmentation in the context of Greater Saint John (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963). 
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4.4.4 Solution – Amalgamation: 

The report continues stating that “drastic metropolitan reorganization” (amalgamation) 

was needed (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 12).  This can be seen as consistent with old regionalist 

thinking and with Rusk’s (2003) elastic cities where there is reunification of city and 

suburbs.  While there was a consultation process with the Goldenberg Report it was not a 

solution based on achieving consensus (a new regionalist principle) but rather one 

imposed by provincial government (Dreier et al, 2004; Goldenberg, 1963).  Achieving 

consensus was not the aim but effective government through regional amalgamation was.  

It is important to note that the focus of the Goldenberg Report was Metropolitan Saint 

John and mention is made of Saint John’s smaller size as a metropolitan region.  The 

report was not aiming at a universal theory of cities but proposing a solution seen as best 

for Greater Saint John.  Nonetheless, one could consider this an approach in line with old 

regionalism (Goldenberg, 1963).   

The report refers to Saint John, the urbanized (suburbanized) portion of Simonds, 

and the City of Lancaster as constituting “a natural geographic and economic unit” 

(Goldenberg, 1963, p. 14).  The report cites the benefits of amalgamation as bringing cost-

effectiveness to administration (though does not offer any direct proof of this).  

Furthermore, given Saint John’s smaller size, the report saw amalgamation as bringing 

size and prestige to the city.  Other cited benefits of amalgamation were attracting 

investment and uniform taxation (Goldenberg, 1963).  The emphasis on equalization and 

economic development is consistent with the goals and aims of the Equal Opportunity 

program (Young, 1987). 

The proposal contained in the Goldenberg Report was the amalgamation of Saint 

John, Lancaster, and urbanized Simonds into an enlarged City of Saint John.  In addition, 
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the report recommended the consolidation of the administration of the new City of Saint 

John with the County of Saint John.  The proposal included an elected common council 

which would be responsible for both the city and the county.  Meetings would specify if 

the issue being discussed was city or council.  There would be “aldermen” for the city, in 

addition to the city’s mayor, and “councillors” for the rest of the county.  The latter would 

not be able to vote on issues designated as city issues (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 22).  The 

voting arrangement is described as follows in the report: “the notice of each meeting of 

the Council shall specify whether County business and/or City business is to be 

considered, and the councillors shall not be entitled to vote on city business” (Goldenberg, 

p. 22).  By contrast, the Byrne report recommended the outright abolition of county 

governments (Byrne, 1963). 

Seeing the value of an “elastic” city where city and suburbs are united in one 

political entity, the report includes the facilitation for boundary change to accommodate 

the city’s growth.  This facilitation of re-determining boundaries would avoid the 

necessity of having to include a large amount of rural area within city boundaries 

(Goldenberg, 1963).  On this topic the report states that, “I recommend, with respect to 

future annexations, that the Common Council, under the heading of County business, be 

given the statutory authority to annex territory to the City of Saint John by ordinary bylaw 

after due notice” (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 38).   

It is noteworthy that this power of annexation is a locally designated one of the 

city and the county with the scope being Saint John County.  In subsequent decades 

Greater Saint John region would grow beyond Saint John County to include Kings County.  

Under this proposal the city and the county would not have the power to annex land (in 

Kings County) outside their jurisdiction.   
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The Goldenberg Report also addressed special purpose bodies conceiving of their 

abolition under the city-county authority (Goldenberg, 1963).  Goldenberg (1963) writes, 

“I suggest that the new Common Council should review the role of all special purpose 

bodies with the object of abolishing those whose services could better be performed under 

direct departmental auspices” (p. 26). 

The proposal for an amalgamated city in the Goldenberg Report made allowance 

for differences in service delivery in urban and suburban portions of the amalgamated city.  

Uniform assessment of taxes across the amalgamated city would provide for equalization.  

At the same time, there would be allowance for differences in the property tax rate based 

on levels of service (Goldenberg, 1963).  In practice, the same rate of taxation ended up 

being charged across the City of Saint John regardless of level of services.  This became 

a source of grievance in subsequent decades and was an issue tackled in the 1997 Cormier 

Report (Cormier, 1997).   

In the Goldenberg Report the city-region was conceived of as an economic unit 

and a unit to promote equalization of service provision and taxation.  The metropolitan 

problem was not ignored in the 1960s, even if rural poverty was a key driver of the Equal 

Opportunity reforms. 

The following quote in the conclusion of the report highlights the importance of 

the metropolitan entity, the need for a united front, and the need to put aside inter-

municipal divisions.  Goldenberg (1963) states that “I am confident… that the citizens of 

Greater Saint John will no longer allow unreasonable suspicions, fears and bickering to 

continue to frustrate the orderly progress of their community” (p. 39). 
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4.4.5 Metropolitan Government Pre-Equal Opportunity: 

The Goldenberg Report states that the county had been acting as a form of metropolitan 

government for Greater Saint John.  Essentially, the county had stepped in where city 

boundaries had failed to expand to accommodate growth.  As stated in the report, “when 

the city failed to enlarge its boundaries to meet the needs for urban services in the outer 

areas, such services were developed by the County on an ad hoc basis” (Goldenberg, 1963, 

p. 18).  However, by implication in the report, the county was an inadequate metropolitan 

form of government, even if better than nothing, given the “drastic metropolitan 

reorganization” the report proposed (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 12).  Ultimately, for 

Goldenberg (1963), regional amalgamation of the suburbs and city into one municipal 

entity was needed.   

The city-region was seen as an important political, social, and economic space by 

the Goldenberg Report.  By contrast the Byrne Report, while proposing metropolitan 

councils, saw the province as the key political, social, and economic unit.  In the sphere 

of economic development and equalization, the focus of the Goldenberg Report was 

Metropolitan Saint John where for Byrne it was the province.  It is also noteworthy that 

Byrne gave greater deference to the existence of local municipal units where Goldenberg, 

at least in the context of Greater Saint John, saw these units as detrimental (Goldenberg, 

1963; Byrne, 1963). 

Like Byrne, inequality in taxation was a concern for Goldenberg.  The Goldenberg 

Report raised concerns about separate assessment legislation for Saint John and Lancaster 

leading to lack of uniformity in assessment methods.  It also raised concern about variation 

in tax structures and types of taxation among municipalities and the lack of centralized tax 

collection.  The cities of Saint John and Lancaster, and the Parish of Simonds, collected 
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their own taxes (Goldenberg, 1963).  This situation, Goldenberg (1963) writes, created 

inequalities in taxation and “unfair competition for industry among the municipal units” 

(p. 11). 

Goldenberg (1963) gave deference to the Byrne Commission on taxation, 

acknowledging this inquiry was going on at the time.  However, the report did provide 

recommendations that focused on the amalgamated city and county levels.  The 

Goldenberg Report saw the county as playing an important role in areas Byrne would 

ultimately recommend be centralized at the provincial level.  It was the recommendations 

of Byrne which were carried out by the provincial government, in centralizing much 

property taxation authority at the provincial level (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963; 

Stanley, 1984).  As per Goldenberg (1963), assessments and tax collection would be 

handled at the county level.   

There were other areas where Goldenberg (1963) saw the county as playing a role.  

This included the public library, which was recommended to be the responsibility of the 

county rather than the city where it had been.  For school purposes, it was recommended 

the county operate as one unit to provide resources to rural areas of the county lacking in 

resources.  The juvenile court was to be available to the county but responsibility and 

operating expense was recommended to be in the jurisdiction of the Attorney General.  

There were several areas the report recommended transferring power from the county to 

the city, including port development and industrial promotion, community planning, and 

other specified areas.  Emergency housing was to be allocated from the county to the city 

as well.  Thus there was to be a reduction of the county’s authority in several areas, and 

greater importance placed on the city-region unit, amalgamated Saint John (Goldenberg, 

1963). 
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The Report saw an important role for the province and recommended a degree of 

centralization at the provincial level.  There was a continuing role for the county as well.  

The city-region, in a unified political unit, was of key importance.  It is noteworthy that 

the Goldenberg Report did not see the possibility of keeping existing municipal 

boundaries and enhancing the county as a metropolitan authority in the form of a two-

tiered municipality.  This report took a very strict and old regionalist perspective, in seeing 

amalgamation as the only viable solution, at least for a smaller city region like Saint John 

(Goldenberg, 1963).   

 Goldenberg (1963) saw an equalization function of the county, and saw a value to 

maintaining it as a political unit.  Ultimately the provincial government, on the 

recommendations of Byrne (1963), would abolish county governments with equalization 

functions largely transferred to the provincial level (Stanley, 1984; Young, 1987).  

However, much administrative responsibility was to be allocated to the amalgamated city, 

as per Goldenberg (1963), which was seen as a key economic, social and political unit. 

 

4.5 Goldenberg and Byrne – A Comparison: 

The Byrne Report had a broad vision recommending bold change in calling for an 

overhaul of New Brunswick’s local government institutions, including radical 

centralization and abolition of county governments.  It presented a broad vision for 

change, to move towards a more equitable province, one more conducive to economic 

prosperity (Byrne, 1963).  As stated in the Byrne Report, “The recommended changes, 

admittedly, are sweeping and startling.  We, however, must accept that we occupy a 

position in a fast changing society.  The past has been inherited but we are not committed 

to its retention in the present nor the future.” (Byrne, 1963, p. ix). 
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 The Goldenberg Report recommended “drastic metropolitan reorganization” but 

the language can be considered modest compared to Byrne as it preserved the county and 

a more significant role (taxation and schools for example) of local government 

(Goldenberg, 1963).  Where Byrne (1963) wanted “sweeping and startling” changes (p. 

ix), Goldenberg (1963) recommended changes, “intended both to preserve the stability of 

established institutions – the City and the County – and to revitalize them in response to 

the requirements of today and the foreseeable future” (p. 39).  

As per Goldenberg (1963), equalization functions such as assessment and 

collection of taxes were to be carried out at the county level.  School organization 

functions were also allocated at the county level to promote equalization between the city 

and the county.  The amalgamated city of Saint John was seen as an important unit to 

promote economic development and service provision.  Port development and industrial 

promotion were seen as areas of jurisdiction for the city, further emphasizing the 

importance Goldenberg placed on the amalgamated city as an economic unit.  Where 

Byrne contained a widespread distrust of the effectiveness of local governments, 

Goldenberg’s distrust was of a fragmented metropolitan unit, not of local governments 

(Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963).   

One can argue the Byrne Report, with its broader vision and mandate, is also more 

general and may not have captured unique local situations in different parts of the 

province.  The lengthy report includes discussions of specific regions, including Saint 

John, but the solutions still tend to be general.  This includes collapsing the distinction 

between cities and towns, and metropolitan councils with five mandatory services for any 

region with adjoining municipalities.  Overall it is a more broad-based approach (Byrne, 

1963). 
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The Goldenberg Report was focused on Greater Saint John.  This report was 

addressed in the Byrne Report which recommended against its implementation in light of 

its own recommendations.  For example, metropolitan councils were seen as adequate and 

mandatory amalgamation as not needed (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963).    

Post-Byrne, there was greater attempt in provincial reports to focus on the specific 

needs and solutions of particular city regions.  The 1992 Report on urban centered regions 

was followed up with reports on several city-regions around the province, including the 

Cormier Report on Greater Saint John.  The Finn Report did not propose one overarching 

solution for all New Brunswick municipalities, as Byrne did, but particular solutions 

depending on different city regions.  For example, there was the recommendation of 

regional amalgamation for Fredericton but not for Saint John.  This was likely a result of 

the controversy surrounding the earlier Cormier Report which proposed regional 

amalgamation.  Thus, since Byrne there has been a greater recognition of local 

particularities and less inclination to propose a broad-sweeping recommendation, at least 

concerning New Brunswick’s three largest city-regions, Fredericton, Moncton, and Saint 

John (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963; New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; Betts, 

1997).   

This is an overall criticism of the Byrne Report’s province-wide focus.  By the 

1960s there were deep inequalities in service provision among counties in New Brunswick 

with vastly differing abilities to raise taxes and fund public services.  Rural areas, 

including the north, were particularly disadvantaged and thus rightly priorities of Equal 

Opportunity.  Furthermore, many towns, villages, and counties were struggling to meet 

service demands.  There was a basis for Byrne’s distrust of local government (Byrne, 

1963; Stanley, 1984). 
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However, one can question if the Byrne Report gave adequate attention to the 

unique role of larger cities in the province, like Saint John, and their role as economic 

engines.  While suburbanization and metropolitanization were addressed in the Byrne 

Report, a general solution of metropolitan councils was proposed rather than solutions 

tailored to particular city-regions (Byrne, 1963).  The Equal Opportunity reforms, as 

implemented, ultimately reflected this rural focus.  However, it is noteworthy that, while 

county governments were abolished, the Robichaud government did follow Goldenberg’s 

recommendation in amalgamating Saint John, Lancaster, and the urbanized portion of 

Simonds into one municipality.  The government did not implement the proposal in Byrne 

for metropolitan councils.  There would be subsequent amalgamations in the Fredericton 

and Moncton areas in the early 1970s (Stanley, 1984; Betts, 1997; Byrne, 1963; 

Goldenberg, 1963). 

However, the centralizing reforms of the Robichaud government, on the 

recommendations of Byrne, could be seen as following the report’s distrust of local 

governments.  Special acts were abolished and all municipalities in the province came 

under one piece of legislation.  This distrust, in Byrne and in the actual reforms, did not 

see a unique role for cities or the metropolitan areas of the larger cities.  Considering the 

growth of cities since Equal Opportunity, with these municipalities gaining significant 

population and capacity, it is worth reconsidering the competence of municipalities.  

When it comes to villages, towns, and rural counties during the 1960s, this distrust and 

concern about capacity was likely well-founded.  However, it neglected the greater 

capacity (expertise from city administrations for example) of some larger municipal units, 

a difference that became more noticeable in the following decades (Finn, 2008; Byrne, 

1963; Stanley, 1984; Betts, 1997; Bourgeois and Strain, 2009). 
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The Goldenberg Report did recognize the role of Saint John as an economic 

engine.  In support of amalgamation it cited the benefits of having a larger united 

economic unit.  The report also emphasized greater economic development authority at 

the level of the amalgamated city in the form of “port development and industrial 

promotion” allocated to the city (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 29).  Although focused only on 

Saint John, one could infer from the Goldenberg Report a greater recognition of the role 

and capacity of cities in the province than was found in Byrne.  Like Byrne, the 

Goldenberg Report recognized the importance of both economic development and 

equalization of service provision and taxation (Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963). 

In this light, the role and capacity of larger municipalities warrants greater 

attention.  This includes cities’ greater capacity than towns, villages, and rural counties in 

the 1960s, as well as their role in economic development and promoting the city and city-

region on the global stage.  It is also worth considering which policy areas are best dealt 

with at the municipal level in larger municipalities.  Another consideration is where 

provincial red tape can be reduced, concerns raised by the mayors of Fredericton, Saint 

John, and Moncton (Foster, 2013; Chilibeck, 2013).  The desires of many of these 

municipalities for greater local control needs to be considered.  It is important to appreciate 

the accomplishments of Equal Opportunity, of equalization of services across the province 

and helping rural areas, while also recognizing urban and suburban realities.  These are 

issues dealt with in reports in the 1990s and 2000s.   

While amalgamation is an option, it is important to consider all sides of the issue.  

While the Robichaud government did follow the recommendations of the Goldenberg 

Report in amalgamating Greater Saint John, the metropolitan area continued to grow 

beyond those boundaries in subsequent decades.  The growth of the Kennebecasis Valley 
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and Grand Bay-Westfield again brought jurisdictional division in the metropolitan region 

to the forefront of policy debates.  The issue of suburbs being separated from their city 

again emerged (Goldenberg, 1963; Finn, 2008; Betts, 1997; Cormier, 1997). 

While the Goldenberg Report did make provision for expansion of boundaries to 

coincide with growth, this was envisioned as within the authority of the City and County 

of Saint John.  This would not have covered the growth of the metropolitan region beyond 

Saint John County.  There has been no serious move to de-amalgamate Lancaster or 

Simonds since 1967 which could reflect at least a tolerance for the current situation 

(Goldenberg, 1963). 

 

4.6 Conclusion: 

The Goldenberg Report was a direct attempt to reform administrative institutions to 

account for the spatial and sociological realities of a suburbanizing city.  It was an attempt 

to deal with the question of Greater Saint John spreading out, encompassing multiple 

municipalities.  This included considering the challenges and proposing solutions.  In the 

case of Goldenberg, the solution was regional amalgamation, something that can be 

considered an old regionalist approach (Goldenberg, 1963; Nelles, 2013; Sancton, 2001).  

Politics and public administration cannot be considered in isolation from spatial and 

sociological realities, hence the confluence of sociology and political science.  

Suburbanization and dispersion of city-region populations create new administrative 

pressures that force a re-examination of political institutions (Williams et al, 1965). 

 Where Goldenberg (1963) was specifically focused on the issues of urbanization 

and suburbanization, as it affected Greater Saint John, Byrne’s (1963) focus was more 

general and province-wide.  However, it would be a mistake to say the Byrne Report did 
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not recognize the pressures of urbanization and suburbanization.  These were addressed 

in the report and the proposal for metropolitan councils though Byrne did not particularly 

single out the role of New Brunswick’s larger cities.  It proposed a general solution of 

metropolitan councils rather than a particularized solution for different city-regions.  

These are issues which were addressed in subsequent government studies (Byrne, 1963; 

New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997). 

 The focus of the Byrne Report on rural poverty should not be disparaged as it was 

a serious concern at the time.  Where the province’s larger cities were comparatively 

privileged, rural New Brunswick faced crushing poverty and inadequate public services 

with high rates of taxation.  Many rural counties struggled to meet demands for services.  

The framework of centralization and equalization across the province was meant to 

provide equitable services, equitable rates of taxation, and to promote economic 

development in all parts of the province (Government of New Brunswick, 1965; Stanley, 

1984; Young, 1987). 

Given these subsequent inquiries, and the growth of these three centres, a real 

question arises.  Were the Byrne Report’s recommendations and the Equal Opportunity 

reforms overbroad on standardization of legislation and status?  Were the unique 

capabilities and needs of certain municipalities and regions ignored in the drive to 

standardization?  These questions will inform the inquiry in subsequent chapters 

examining 1990s and 2000s era reviews of local government in the province and in the 

interview analysis. 

 The Robichaud government would partially implement the Goldenberg Report on 

Metropolitan Saint John, in particular the amalgamation of Lancaster, Saint John, and the 

urbanized portion of Simonds.  One cannot say issues of urbanization and suburbanization 
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were not on the agenda of the Robichaud government, even if the more pressing issue may 

have been rural poverty (Goldenberg, 1963; Betts, 1997; New Brunswick, 1967; Stanley, 

1984). 
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5.0 Equal Opportunity and the Amalgamation of Greater Saint John:  

5.1 Introduction: 

The Byrne and Goldenberg Reports were the foundation for two significant local 

government reforms in the 1960s, the Equal Opportunity Program and the 1967 

amalgamation of Saint John with Lancaster and Simonds.  Both these reforms represented 

bold provincial government action and the principle of the provincial government taking 

action even if local consensus was not reached.  This is evident in the controversy 

surrounding the Equal Opportunity reforms in the 1960s.  It is also evident in the principle 

behind the 1967 amalgamation, of provincial government action when local consensus 

was not reached.  This is a contrast to the new regionalist approach where widespread 

agreement among stakeholders is sought (Dreier et al, 2004; McKim et al., 1969; Stanley, 

1984). 

 The focus of this chapter will be on the era of local government reform in the 1960s 

following the Goldenberg and Byrne Reports.  The Saint John amalgamation was a 

response to demographic changes of suburbanization of the city’s population and 

fragmentation of the metropolitan region.  The direct provincial government action of both 

Equal Opportunity and Saint John’s amalgamation is consistent with Canadian traditions 

of provincial intervention at the local level and a clear contrast to many American states 

where there is an approach focused on local autonomy (Sancton, 2001; Frisken and Norris, 

2001).   
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5.2 Local Government Reform in Canada During the 1960s and 1970s: 

5.2.1 Amalgamation in Canada: 

Amalgamations have been widely carried out in Canada, evidence of provincial 

governments taking a strong role reorganizing municipal boundaries and units.  Notable 

regional amalgamations in recent years include Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Halifax, and 

Miramichi.  One of the earlier amalgamations was that of Greater Winnipeg in 1971 by 

the province’s NDP government (It is worth noting that the regional amalgamation of 

Saint John was four years earlier in 1967).  Promoting equity in taxation and service 

provision was a key aim of the centre-left government in promoting Greater Winnipeg’s 

amalgamation.  Other aims included overcoming fragmentation and promoting regional 

planning and economic development.  There has been debate on this amalgamation, its 

benefits and shortcomings (Carter, 2009; Sancton, 2003).   

 The debate over the benefits and downsides of Winnipeg’s amalgamation have 

revolved, in part, over the role of suburban interests.  Critics claim that suburban interests 

predominated on a city council where inner-city councillors were outnumbered.  They saw 

amalgamation as facilitating sprawl.  Supporters of Winnipeg’s amalgamation saw it as 

promoting inner-city investment (Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983; Sancton, 2001; Bish, 

1996).   

Andrew Sancton (2001) cites the successes of uni-city as including equalization of 

property tax levels and service provision across metropolitan Winnipeg.  Sancton (2001) 

continues that “at a minimum, it would appear that Uni-city facilitated suburban growth 

by spreading the costs throughout the new city rather than by concentrating them on new 

residents or their immediate neighbours within the old small suburban municipalities” (pp. 

545-546).  Bish (1996) states that because of commercial properties located in the city 
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core, it was suburbs which benefited in property tax revenues rather than the inner-city.  

This is a particular concern as, with amalgamation, suburban councillors have 

outnumbered central city councillors (Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983).  Furthermore, 

Sancton (2001) discusses problems of the growth of suburbs outside uni-city boundaries.  

In 1971, 99.1 percent of Winnipeg’s CMA was within uni-city limits.  By 1996 this figure 

had declined to 92.7 percent.  Sancton notes the goal was not saving money but facilitating 

economic growth and equality, “Unlike many other advocates of municipal amalgamation, 

neither the Manitoba’s [sic] NDP government of the 1970s, nor Rusk in the 1990s, 

believed that municipal amalgamation would save much, or any, money” (Sancton, 2001, 

p. 545). Sancton (2001) contends that amalgamation did eliminate differentials in property 

tax rate.  However on economic growth there is no evidence.   

 Brownstone and Plunkett (1983) contend that uni-city, at least from the time of 

their writing in the early 1980s, benefited Winnipeg’s inner-city.  Despite the suburban 

majority on council, they contend that uni-city did focus on downtown commercial 

business development and revitalization of older inner-city neighbourhoods.  The authors 

cite the example of the Trizec Project which was a $20 million private investment in 

redevelopment in the downtown area.  For them this was an example of council not having 

a purely suburban bias.  When economic decline adversely affected Winnipeg’s city core 

in the 1970s, Brownstone and Plunkett (1983) wrote that “the local business and 

commercial community’s demands for public action became too persistent for local 

politicians to ignore” especially as downtown is the focal point of the city (p. 169).  

Furthermore, the authors cite the fact that property tax revenues from a developed city 

core benefit taxpayers regardless of where they live (Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983).  
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One can see, from this perspective, that amalgamation is fostering a greater sense of 

metropolitan purpose.  Suburban residents see an interest in a healthy and vital downtown. 

 Brownstone and Plunkett (1983) further state that uni-city had been good for 

metropolitan harmony and cooperation, writing that “centre-suburban tensions have been 

reduced by the tax-base unification, eliminating former disparities in the distribution of 

the tax burdens among municipalities, and sharing costs of services more equitably” (p. 

180).  They also state that uni-city eliminated inter-municipal competition for industries.  

It is worth noting that Equal Opportunity in New Brunswick had this aim (on a province-

wide basis) but achieved it primarily through centralization rather than amalgamation 

(Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983). 

 Lloyd Axworthy, who would become a federal Liberal cabinet minister, was less 

optimistic about the benefits of uni-city for central Winnipeg’s neighbourhoods.  

Axworthy and Cassidy (1974) state that the suburban majority on council was problematic 

for inner-city development.  This is a contrast to assertions by Brownstone and Plunkett 

(1983) who stated this was not a problem.  Axworthy and Cassidy (1974) claim a key 

shortcoming of amalgamation is that Winnipeg’s problems were viewed as structural (that 

is related to the structure of local government) while not accounting for the political 

dynamics of previously independent municipalities now lumped into uni-city.  This is a 

point echoed by Sancton (2005) who noted suburban domination in decision-making and 

that the inner-city remained troubled.  Decisions on infrastructure investment depended 

on “where the votes were” (p. 322).  Thus, in contrast to the view above from Brownstone 

and Plunkett (1983), amalgamation does not necessarily eliminate different interests 

within the metropolitan region in this case city-suburban.  Even without firm municipal 

boundaries, different interests remain. 
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 Another amalgamation to examine is the Halifax Regional Municipality.  One 

issue raised in discussions around Halifax’s amalgamation was large municipalities 

becoming detached from constituents (Sancton, 1996).  There was an attempt to 

compensate for this with six community councils to provide a localized vehicle where 

community interests could be expressed.  These community councils consist of councillors 

representing those communities who advise regional council, monitor the provision of 

services, and make recommendations (Cameron & Hobson, 2009).  Cameron and Hobson 

(2009) note that in practice the scope of these community councils is limited; they are 

basically subcommittees of the regional council.  However, they at least offer a chance for 

councillors to press certain issues that may be harder to do in the larger regional council. 

 On amalgamations in general, Sancton (1992, 1996) takes issue with arguments 

that amalgamation promotes efficiency in government and financial savings.  He writes 

that reducing the number of municipal units does not necessarily mean less government, 

citing multiple studies in this regard.  Sancton (1996) writes “the real debate on this issue 

is not about cost savings; it is about the nature of local territorially based communities and 

about their potential for democratic self-governance within the complex political and 

economic environment in which we find ourselves” (p. 286). 

 On cost-savings claims of amalgamation, Sancton (1996) writes that studies on 

amalgamation made no mention of savings in Moncton and only “cursory and vague” 

references regarding Miramichi.  Sancton cites a report from Harry Kitchen that, since the 

1995 amalgamation of Miramichi, annual operating costs for the city had gone up by $1.5 

million annually.  The purpose of this study is not to provide a cost-benefit analysis of 

amalgamations in Canada or to consider this in the context of Greater Saint John.  

However, it can be stated that the financial benefits of amalgamation are not a given.  Any 
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claims by proponents of amalgamation to cost savings should be substantively backed up.  

These proponents should also be able to show that amalgamation is the best means to 

achieve such cost savings. 

 Amalgamation can serve an important purpose in providing a unified forum for 

decision-making for the metropolitan region.  In areas such as land use planning and 

economic development, a unified entity making decisions, rather than multiple and 

antagonistic entities, can be an advantage.  Whether it actually promotes a common 

interest is debateable, as seen in the debates over Winnipeg’s amalgamation.  Brownstone 

and Plunkett (1983) argue that “unicity” saw investment in the city centre where other 

authors claim it provided more benefits to the suburban majority on council (Carter, 2009).  

Nonetheless, having a unified entity making decisions for the region can be of benefit in 

areas such as planning and transit, attracting investment, and presenting the city-region on 

the global stage. 

 Amalgamation can serve an equalizing function for property tax collection and 

service provision across a metropolitan region.  In a more fragmented environment, 

municipalities with lesser tax bases (areas of high levels of poverty and unemployment 

for example) can struggle to maintain services with tax rates higher than that of more 

affluent municipalities.  However, amalgamation is not the only means to achieve this 

equalization.  New Brunswick’s Equal Opportunity program centralized taxation and 

service functions at the provincial level and included transfer payments to provide a more 

level playing field (Stanley, 1984).  This is particularly worth noting in Canada where 

there is a tradition of strong provincial oversight vis à vis local governments. 

 The discussion about the Halifax Regional Municipality identifies another 

challenge with amalgamated entities, that as larger entities they can be seen as impersonal 
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and unconnected to neighbourhoods (Cameron & Hobson, 2009).  However, in this 

context, it is worth noting that Saint John is one of the smaller CMAs in the country, with 

a metropolitan population of 127,900 as per a 2013 estimate of Statistics Canada (Statistics 

Canada, 2014).  An amalgamated Greater Saint John entity would not be that large and it 

would be hard to say it would be so large that it would be an impersonal entity based on 

size alone.  The Goldenberg Report particularly honed in on Saint John’s smaller size as 

a rationale for amalgamation.  The report stated that for a metropolitan entity that small, 

multiple municipal entities were not justified (Goldenberg, 1963).  Admittedly Greater 

Saint John was smaller in the 1960s than it is today, but it still is not a large entity 

compared to other CMAs. 

 One could argue, however, that an amalgamated Saint John would not capture the 

unique demands of distinct neighbourhoods.  In particular the suburban Kennebecasis 

Valley and Grand Bay-Westfield which, with their predominance of single-detached 

homes, are distinct from the more urban and densely populated city (though the City of 

Saint John itself contains forms that would be considered urban, suburban, and rural).  

Suburban respondents providing input into the deliberations of the Cormier Report stated 

they were satisfied with their municipal governments which were close to and reflected 

the demands of their communities (Cormier, 1997).  Tiebout’s (1956) thesis is based on a 

multiplicity of municipal units (reflecting local neighbourhood preferences) being 

beneficial to the metropolitan region.  These are elements to consider in the analysis in 

this chapter and in the interviews.  In considering municipal reforms, there needs to be 

full stock of the benefits and shortcomings, a clear delineation of the problem being dealt 

with, and the options to deal with that problem.   
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For example, the cost-savings benefits of amalgamation are difficult to prove as 

seen in the discussions from Cameron and Hobson (2009) and Sancton (1996).  

Furthermore, while amalgamation can serve as a tool to equalize services and taxation 

across the metropolitan region, it is not the only means, especially in Canada where there 

is strong provincial oversight.  Amalgamation though can be a means to provide a unified 

forum for decision making, a unified voice in lobbying provincial and federal 

governments, and can promote a unified economic entity on the global stage.  In all this, 

Saint John’s relatively small size is worth considering. 

 It is important to note that amalgamation is not the only form of regionalization.  

Amalgamation can be seen as an “old regionalist” approach, analogous to Rusk’s (2003) 

elastic cities.  However, new regionalist approaches do not necessarily entail full 

amalgamation and are based on more consensual patterns of achieving metropolitan 

cooperation (Dreier et al, 2004).  In addition to amalgamation, there are other forms of 

regionalization such as two-tiered entities with an upper metropolitan tier and lower 

municipal tiers.  There are also forms of regionalization that provide a forum for municipal 

entities to share services and discuss matters of common concern but that do not constitute 

a separate metropolitan tier of government.  

 

5.2.2 Other reform initiatives in Canada: 

The 1950s and 1960s was a time of major local government reform in Canada.  In addition 

to the Equal Opportunity reforms in New Brunswick, this era saw the creation of two-tier 

municipalities, including for Winnipeg and Toronto.  Both these two-tiered structures 

ultimately ended up becoming amalgamated cities (Tindal and Tindal, 1995; Sancton, 

2005).  In the case of Winnipeg, tensions between the upper and lower tier were evident.  
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Politicians from the lower-level municipalities would frequently attack the metropolitan 

government.  It was this dysfunction which led in part to Winnipeg’s 1971 amalgamation 

(Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983). 

 British Columbia, which was part of the wave of local government reform in the 

mid-20th century, offers an interesting case.  Sancton (2005) writes that the success of 

British Columbia’s “upper-tier” is that it was never treated or acknowledged as another 

level of government.  It was not two-tier in the true sense of the term.  However, they 

replaced existing single-purpose regional bodies.  These regional districts function 

essentially as forums to facilitate inter-municipal cooperation.  In the province, there is a 

network of regional districts, including the Greater Vancouver Regional District (Sancton, 

2005; Finn, 2008). 

 British Columbia’s regional districts are governed by a board of directors 

consisting of elected members of municipal councils.  Municipalities on the border of a 

regional district can opt out of a regional district’s services.  They can then opt into those 

of a neighbouring regional district (Sancton, 2005; Finn, 2008).       

 The Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) consists of twenty-one 

municipalities which speaks to a fragmented entity.  However, “the GVRD acts to provide 

services such as public transit, water and sewage services, garbage disposal, and regional 

parks” (Sancton, 2005, p. 325).  Sancton (2005) comments that this seems to be a well-

functioning entity.  Frisken and Norris (2001) write that regional districts in British 

Columbia (including the GVRD) constitute a middle ground between old and new 

regionalism.  With their scope for municipal choice the authors write that the regional 

district “combines characteristics of an authoritative upper-tier metropolitan government 

with those of more consensual models” (Frisken and Norris, 2001, p. 475).   
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Regional Service Commissions (RSCs) in New Brunswick, implemented on the 

recommendations of the Finn Report, are based on British Columbia’s regional districts.  

However, where there seems a general acceptance of regional districts in British 

Columbia, both the mayors of Saint John and Rothesay have expressed concerns about 

RSCs stating they are ineffective, with the Rothesay mayor calling them a “waste of time.”  

An editorial in the Telegraph Journal stated that the Saint John region RSC had failed to 

achieve consensus on regional policing and recycling (“Big money waste”, 2015).  This 

criticism could be considered a failure of the RSC to achieve a metropolitan consensus; it 

can even point to the weakness of this emphasis on new regionalist models (Dreier et al, 

2004).  It can show the necessity of top-down actions by the provincial government, that 

consensus is not always possible and attempts to reach it can sometimes result in gridlock 

rather than action.   

In addition to issues of metropolitan government structures, it is also important to 

examine which level of government (provincial or municipal) is best suited for 

metropolitan governing.  An important question of scale, which is the best level of 

government, is raised by Andrew Sancton (1992).  Like the authors above, Sancton 

highlights that Canada is a highly urbanized country and this is a reality policy-makers 

need to realize.  In particular, they need to recognize this reality in considering the 

structure and functions of local governments as well as the role of other levels of 

government.  Sancton (1992) raises questions though if metropolitan authorities live up to 

their promise, including on economies of scale, regional planning, and equity.  He raises 

doubts about whether such authorities have fulfilled their promise in these areas. 

In a later article, Sancton (2001) highlights that provincial governments have 

emerged as urban policy-makers in light of the failure of local governments to modernize 
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and provide substantive metropolitan authorities.  He highlights the strong role of 

provincial governments contrasted to the weak role of metropolitan and regional 

authorities in Canada (Sancton, 2001; Sancton, 1992).  He sees a role for metropolitan 

authorities, but in a “much looser, more flexible” sense where one of their main tasks 

would be “to link seemingly different programs from different ministries to serve the 

common needs of their respective areas” (Sancton, 1992, pp. 297-298).  Thus, the strong 

role of the provincial government would figure in metropolitan policy.  Structures created 

at the metropolitan level would not be top-heavy bureaucracies and one of their main tasks 

would be to work with and coordinate provincial government programs. 

 Macdonald and Keil (2011) highlight how the Ontario provincial government has 

acted as a metropolitan authority for Greater Toronto and the Golden Horseshoe region 

with the Ontario Greenbelt.  The Ontario Greenbelt is an attempt to contain sprawl from 

the Greater Toronto and Golden Horseshoe region, to promote density and more efficient 

land use in municipalities while also preserving forests and farmlands from development.  

None of the individual municipalities of the region would be up to this task, but the 

provincial government has acted as an effective metropolitan agent in this regard.  This is 

an important insight to remember in light of the problem of localism highlighted by Dreier 

et al (2004).  One cannot assume the local level is necessarily the only or even best level 

of administration in all cases.  There are issues where higher levels of government can be 

appropriate authorities though one cannot extend this to the other extreme to a widespread 

distrust of local governments.  Rather it is important to acknowledge spheres where 

provincial and federal governments are best and others where local authority is most 

advisable. 
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5.2.3 Amalgamation of Greater Saint John: 

As discussed in Chapter Four, concerns about dispersion of population and a fragmented 

metropolitan region fuelled calls for local government reform.  These concerns about 

dispersion of population were emphasized in the Goldenberg Report.  It was these 

concerns which led to the 1967 amalgamation of Greater Saint John (Betts, 1997; Marquis, 

2010).  This amalgamation was achieved by provincial action as there was failure to 

achieve consensus at the local level (See Appendix A for a pre-1967-amalgamation map 

of Greater Saint John). 

 The amalgamation of Greater Saint John had been discussed since the 19th century.  

McKim et al. (1969) write that: 

 

The question arose periodically, but it was not seriously approached until 1929.  

Beaconsfield, a part of the Parish of Lancaster, had a plebiscite to decide whether or 

not it should join with the City of Saint John.  The result was defeated due to the 

fear of increased taxes (p. 4). 

 

In 1941 there was a Commission on the feasibility of amalgamating the City of 

Saint John with the parishes of Simonds and Lancaster.  In 1943 Horace Brittain, Director 

of the Citizens Research Institute of Canada, recommended amalgamation.  The 1950s 

saw even more of a push for local government reform with suburbanization of Greater 

Saint John becoming a greater concern.  There was a push for incorporation of Lancaster 

as a municipality, to secure a higher per capita payment from the province, with a January 

29, 1952 plebiscite.  At this same time Saint John City Council prepared a plebiscite on 

incorporation with Lancaster and Simonds.  In June of that year there was another 

plebiscite in Lancaster on incorporation with all parts of the parish voting in favour. On 

January 1, 1953 the City of Lancaster was established (McKim et al., 1969). 
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 In 1959 the Board of Trade and the Port and Industrial Commission established a 

committee to promote amalgamation of Greater Saint John (McKim et al., 1969).  Marquis 

(2010) notes that support for amalgamation came from the Board of Trade, organized 

labour and road and building contractors. 

 In 1956 a plebiscite was held in Simonds where the majority voted to amalgamate 

with Saint John.  However, with 18% turnout the results were disregarded.  In 1957 a 

Committee, consisting of councillors and other community leaders from Simonds, 

Lancaster, and Saint John, was struck to look at amalgamation of the region.  On May 27, 

1961, in a plebiscite in Simonds on amalgamation or incorporation, the option of 

amalgamation received the most support with a turnout of 38%.  On March 24, 1962 a 

third plebiscite was held in Simonds with incorporation being chosen over amalgamation.  

Turnout was 73% (McKim et al, 1969). 

 In response to this the New Brunswick government refused the Simonds 

incorporation bill and instead struck the Goldenberg Commission.  The provincial 

government stated that if constituent municipalities would not agree to a solution then the 

province would introduce legislation to implement the findings of the Goldenberg 

Commission.  This was part of the provincial government’s new “program of evolution” 

where the province asserted its power to re-draw municipal boundaries and intervene 

where local authorities could not achieve a consensus (McKim et al., 1969).   

On the political environment of the time, Braddock (1967) notes that “with the 

Byrne Report being adopted by the provincial government with all the radical changes to 

local government, Lancaster and Simonds have been given a not-so-gentle shove towards 

Saint John” (p. 53).  Thus, the environment of change and reform from the Equal 

Opportunity reforms encouraged significant boundary change in the Greater Saint John 
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area.  On Equal Opportunity fostering an environment for change that facilitated Greater 

Saint John’s 1967 amalgamation, Marquis (2010) writes that: 

 

Municipal amalgamation was not part of Premier Robichaud’s EOP [Equal 

Opportunity Program], but the fragmented structure of Greater Saint John was 

considered to be a barrier to industrial investment let alone urban and regional 

planning.  The Board of Trade had supported amalgamation as a growth strategy 

since the 1950s.  Equal Opportunity made amalgamation more viable (p. 

https://journals.lib.unb.ca/index.php/JNBS/article/view/18194). 

 

Thus an environment of change and a provincial government willing to take action 

facilitated the 1967 Greater Saint John amalgamation.5  

 

5.3 The Equal Opportunity Reforms: 

While multi-municipal regions and the political fragmentation of Greater Saint John were 

concerns, the Equal Opportunity reforms (for the most part) cannot be considered 

regionalist.  The crux of the reforms, as will be discussed below, was centralization of 

authority at the provincial level.  There was a question of scale with the provincial being 

seen as more competent on a range of matters than the municipal (Young, 1987).  Equal 

Opportunity was based on a fundamental mistrust of the local.  This is in contrast to many 

urbanists who emphasize the importance of the local and/or the regional (Clark, 2000; 

Nelles, 2013; Young, 1987).  

 Where many new regionalists emphasize reaching agreement among stakeholders, 

urban and suburban, union and business, the Equal Opportunity reforms were 

                                                 
5 Braddock (1967) writes, on the Lancaster-Simonds-Saint John amalgamation that “Saint John can truly 

be said to be a new city.  In size and scope and progress it challenges Halifax.  It is well in the cards that, 

by 1985, it will be challenging the biggest cities of the nation in prestige, prosperity and importance” (p. 

54).  This quote serves as a note of caution to not overestimate the potential benefits amalgamation. 
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implemented amid controversy and sharp disagreement.  In the 1967 provincial election 

the Progressive Conservatives campaigned vigorously against the Equal Opportunity 

reforms.  By 1970, upon winning government under Richard Hatfield, the Progressive 

Conservatives had come to accept them (Starr, 1987; Stanley, 1984; Dreier et al, 2004).  

While the Equal Opportunity reforms were not of a regionalist nature, they were local 

government reforms.  One can argue that controversy and division was necessary in 

pushing forward substantive reforms, pushing against entrenched interests standing in the 

way of needed progress.  One can also argue that after this period of controversy, the 

reforms came to be widely accepted (Stanley, 1984; Starr, 1987). 

 In Canada there is a greater tradition of provincial control vis a vis local 

government which can enable bolder and more contentious action.  By contrast, in much 

of the United States there is a tradition of greater local control.  This makes agreement 

among stakeholders a greater necessity for reform and change to local government 

(Sancton, 2001; Frisken and Norris, 2001).  This is something to consider in examining 

the applicability of American regionalist thought in the context of Canada and New 

Brunswick. 

 

5.3.1 Background: 

The Byrne Report was followed by a government whitepaper which was in turn followed 

by 130 bills put before the Legislature.  This, Della Stanley (1984) writes, amounted to 

government: 

 

…taking over all municipal financing, assessment and taxation as well as the full 

responsibility for public schools, all public welfare services, the entire 

administration of justice excepting the enforcement of local bylaws, full control of 

all hospitals and the care of the indigent and mental patients (p. 140). 
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Furthermore, a series of provincial expenditure grants to cities, towns, and villages 

was implemented to help these entities run the public services that remained in their 

jurisdiction.  The purpose of centralization was to reduce complexity, overlap, and 

duplication (Young, 2000).  Young (2000) further adds that “the guiding principles of 

[Equal Opportunity] was that all residents of the province should have access to a basic 

standard of service regardless of the fiscal capacity of the locality in which they lived” (p. 

23).  Young (2000) asserts that a further motivation of Equal Opportunity was to promote 

economic growth.  A concern was “wasted human resources” as inadequacies in 

healthcare and education were seen as limiting economic growth and preventing “the 

citizens of New Brunswick from realizing their potential” (Young, 2000, p. 26).   

 

5.3.2 Legislative Framework: 

A landmark piece of legislation was the Assessment Act (1973) which set out taxation 

reforms.  It centralized property taxation and assessment at the provincial level (creating 

a uniform basis of property assessment) and abolished poll, personal property, and non-

residency taxes.  The Act further set up a uniform property tax of $1.50 per $100 of value 

with equalization grants to poorer municipalities.  Furthermore, it set up a financial 

arrangements between the province and municipalities based on principles of population 

size and ability to pay for the remaining local services (Stanley, 1984; Cormier, 2004; 

Young, 2000). 

 The Assessment Act (1973) was one of the more controversial initiatives of Equal 

Opportunity, divisions manifested along linguistic lines with support being stronger in 

francophone New Brunswick.  There was also strong opposition by the governments of 
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more affluent municipalities (including the province’s three largest cities), the Union of 

Municipalities, and K.C. Irving.  Irving was concerned about losing tax concessions his 

enterprises had built up with local governments (Stanley, 1984; Young, 2000).  However, 

where the Byrne Commission recommended all local tax concessions to business be 

cancelled, the provincial government stopped short of that.  It specified in the Assessment 

Act (1973) that persons and corporations with tax concessions prior to November 19, 1965 

would retain these concessions.  It was not until 1972 that all concessions were abolished 

and phased out (Smith, 1992). 

 Another important piece of legislation associated with Equal Opportunity was the 

Schools Act where the province assumed financial responsibility for public schools.  The 

Act also provided for province-wide teachers’ salary agreements, for school boards to be 

authorized to implement the education program from the Department of Education, and 

for the reduction of the number of school districts from 422 to 33 (Stanley, 1984; Smith, 

1992; Young, 2000).  The aim of these provisions was to address concerns about variations 

in curricula and teaching quality.  For instance, Della Stanley (1984) writes that “in urban 

districts like Saint John, Moncton, and Fredericton, only two percent of the teaching staff 

lacked teacher certification.  In Restigouche County, forty-five percent were employed 

with special permits” (p. 157).  The situation was especially dire for francophone teachers 

who did not have the opportunity for teacher certification in their own language.  A further 

example of pre-Equal Opportunity disparities: in Restigouche County only 9 of 88 schools 

opened before Christmas because of funding constraints (Stanley, 1984). 

 The Real Property Tax Act (1973) facilitated the provincial takeover of tax 

collection.  The Social Welfare Act placed welfare in the hands of the provincial 

government.  Legislation concerning healthcare and hospitals facilitated the provincial 
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government’s takeover of all hospitals in the province and the assumption of all debts and 

liabilities (Smith, 1992).  The province also took full jurisdiction over construction and 

operation of all new hospitals and the administration of justice including correctional 

institutions (Young, 2000). 

 The Equal Opportunity reforms brought greater provincial oversight to the 

formation and amalgamation of municipalities.  This involved a feasibility study 

conducted by the Minister of Municipal Affairs where both sides presented and the 

Minister ultimately approved the change.  This could be considered a contrast with 

American traditions of decentralization and local control, in particular in states where the 

doctrine of home rule is strong (Bromage, 1961; Citizens Research Council, 1999; Smith, 

1992).   

 The new Municipalities Act (1973) set out the categories of local government as 

being cities, towns, and villages for incorporated areas in descending order of size, and 

local service districts to serve unincorporated areas (Smith, 1992; Young, 2000).  This 

latter factor would be a cause of concern in the Finn Report.  The concern raised was that 

these local service districts were unelected, thus leaving unincorporated areas without 

elected local representation.  In 2008, the Finn Report determined that there were 101 

municipalities, 3 rural communities (a post-Equal Opportunity category) and 267 local 

service districts in New Brunswick (Finn, 2008). 

Section 14(1) of the Municipalities Act (1973) clearly sets out the provincial 

government’s role in incorporating and amalgamating municipalities.  It has no checks 

such as local referendums.  This is consistent with the tradition of direct provincial control 

vis a vis local government in Canada.  The Municipalities Act (1973) also sets out 

provincial oversight in municipal spending.  Section 87(2) states that each municipality 
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“shall adopt by resolution and submit to the Minister for the approval in the prescribed 

form” estimates on “money required for the operation of the municipality” (subsection a), 

“the amount of that estimate to be raised on the municipal tax base” (subsection b), and 

the imposition and rates of property taxes.  Section 87(3.1) of the same legislation 

prescribes Ministerial approval of the property tax rate (Municipalities Act, 1973, ss. 

14(1), 87(2), 87(3.1)). 

 In New Brunswick, assessment of property is carried out by the province.  There 

are two components to the property tax rate, one provincial, set out in section 5(1) of the 

Real Property Tax Act (1973) and another component set by local governments, section 

5(2) of the Real Property Tax Act (1973).  On collection of property taxes, section 6(1) of 

the Real Property Tax Act (1973) subsection (a) stipulates that the Minister (the provincial 

government) carries out tax collection on behalf of the municipality unless notified 

otherwise as per section 6(2).  However, as per the Government of New Brunswick 

website, no municipality in the province has opted for local collection (Government of 

New Brunswick, n/a; Real Property Tax Act, 1973, ss. 5(1), 5(2), 6(1), 6(2)). 

 Preparation of the assessment and tax roll is the responsibility of the Minister as 

per sections 7(1) and 7(1.01) of the Real Property Tax Act (1973).  Section 13(1) of the 

Assessment Act (1973) stipulates that the assessment list is prepared by “The Director” 

who is an agent of the provincial government, “The Director shall furnish each 

municipality or other taxing authority annually with an assessment list.”  Section 14(1) of 

that same legislation vests assessment with the Director; as an agent of the provincial 

government, “the Director shall assess all real property.”  The mailing of the Assessment 

and Tax Notices is also the responsibility of the Director as per section 21(1) of the Real 

Property Tax Act (1973). 
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 These provisions point to a centralized process of local government in assessment, 

taxation, and collection.  They also highlight a strong role of oversight by the provincial 

government with respect to local government finances.   

 

5.4 Legacy of the 1960s: 

5.4.1 Positives and Negatives of the Equal Opportunity Legacy:  

Subsequent chapters consider potential reforms and changes to New Brunswick’s system 

of local government.  It is worth considering here the benefits of the Equal Opportunity 

reforms for the province and keep in mind these reforms were addressing very specific 

issues at the time.  Young (1987) writes that while redistribution and equity were 

important drivers of the Equal Opportunity reforms, efficiency and democratic 

enhancement were also important goals.  “Not only did it [Equal Opportunity] increase 

the stakes of political participation at the centre,” Young (1987) writes, “but it also 

promised citizens more control over policy than had existed when either level of 

government could act decisively” (p. 88).  Thus the motives behind Equal Opportunity 

were political, administrative, and economic (Young, 1987). 

The centralizing reforms of Equal Opportunity were valuable in providing a 

unified framework for citizen participation and decision making.  This prioritizes the 

province as the space of political participation as opposed to the local or metropolitan unit.  

As Young (1987) writes, “for there was now only one obvious centre of power in the 

province” (p. 98).  One could consider, in democratic participation and decision-making, 

the need (at least in some instances) to be considered at a multi-scalar level.  Though this 

would have to be done without recreating the problem Equal Opportunity tackled, that of 
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providing a level of government that could act decisively and not get caught up in 

excessive levels of administration.   

 Young (1987) also highlights how uniform property tax assessment ended 

inequities caused by untrained and/or part-time assessors.  This highlights the lack of 

expertise that existed in many municipalities and the need to counteract inequalities in 

taxation.  Equal Opportunity’s system of centralization and equalization “allowed each 

municipality to provide a reasonable minimum standard of services with a roughly similar 

tax rate” (Young, 1987, p. 95).  One could consider if this system of centralization and 

equalization makes local government reforms such as regionalization or amalgamation 

necessary.  Lightbody (1997) writes that greater provincial oversight in Canada makes 

reforms such as amalgamation and regionalization unnecessary.  Though even in this 

context one could raise concern if there are not still issues where a unified metropolitan 

entity would be helpful, such as in presenting a unified entity on the world stage for the 

purposes of economic development. 

 On administrative competence, Young (1987) writes this was achieved through 

centralization.  The province was able to provide administrative competence and expertise 

of staff which smaller municipal units could not provide.  Strain and Bourgeois (2009) 

write about this emphasis on administrative competence as being a key motivation for 

centralization.  This is an issue to consider in examining municipal reform in subsequent 

decades, including if larger municipal units such as cities offer a level of expertise 

warranting greater local control.  This would be part of differentiating larger municipal 

units, in particular New Brunswick’s three largest cities, from towns and villages that may 

lack this administrative competence. 
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 On criticisms of the Byrne Report, TJ Plunkett (1965) writes that the report’s 

concerns about municipal extravagance contained limited evidence.  Despite this limited 

evidence, it formed the basis of statutory recommendations aimed at controlling and 

limiting the activities of municipalities.  In New Brunswick currently the powers of 

municipalities are greatly constricted and subject to oversight by the province (MARAC, 

1997; Bourgeois, 2005).  Plunkett (1965) writes, on the Byrne Report’s constriction of 

local responsibilities, “the local service responsibilities left to the municipalities are so 

restricted and hemmed in with controls that there is some doubt as to whether any 

responsible local decision-making power remains” (p. 178).  This criticism can extend to 

the Equal Opportunity reforms.  This was a criticism raised by the mayors of Fredericton, 

Saint John, and Moncton recently, and a recurring issue in the interviews which were part 

of this research (Foster, 2013; Chilibeck, 2013). 

 Plunkett (1965) also criticizes the Byrne Report for eschewing any significant 

change on municipal boundaries.  He states that this support for the “status quo” on 

municipal boundaries showed “little understanding of the problems confronting 

municipalities with developing fringe districts” (p. 178).  Plunkett is right that municipal 

boundary changes were not a priority of the Byrne Report, especially as the report saw a 

virtue in maintaining these boundaries.   

However, Plunkett’s (1965) perspective assumes that changing municipal 

boundaries are the only means to achieve metropolitan government, something that a 

review of new regionalist literature shows is not the case.  There was substantive 

discussion in the Byrne Report on regions with adjacent municipalities and a proposal for 

metropolitan councils.  While the predictions in the report of ending inter-municipal 

conflict were overly optimistic, it would be a mistake to say metropolitan issues were 
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neglected in Byrne.  However, the proposed solutions were naively optimistic and 

overbroad, thus Plunkett’s point about a lack of understanding of metropolitan problems 

in the report stands (Byrne, 1963; Plunkett, 1965).  It is worth noting that the Robichaud 

government, regarding Greater Saint John, followed Goldenberg (1963) rather than Byrne 

(1963). 

Plunkett (1965) continues that Byrne’s proposal for mandatory joint provision of 

services, metropolitan councils, leaves little responsibility for existing municipalities.  

Byrne, in not recommending Saint John’s regional amalgamation, went against the 

recommendations of the Goldenberg Report.  Plunkett notes that Byrne did not recognize 

the value and positives of local government with its broad-sweeping distrust of this level 

of authority (Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963; Plunkett, 1965). 

 Further criticisms of the Byrne Commission’s findings were that it gave too much 

emphasis to efficiency and administration rather than representation (Tindal and Tindal, 

1995).  Like Plunkett (1965), Tindal and Tindal (1995) had concerns about the failure of 

Byrne to deal with needed boundary changes in urban regions.  The authors raise concern 

about ad hoc regional bodies and municipal fragmentation.  It is important to note that 

both these issues were addressed in the Goldenberg Report (Goldenberg, 1963).  It is also 

noteworthy that a recurring focus of reports in the 1990s and 2000s was governing cities 

and suburbs.  This included considering their unique role in the province and the demands 

on public administration this brings (New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; Finn, 2009).  

Tindal and Tindal (1995) do cite benefits of the Equal Opportunity reforms that were 

based on the recommendations of the Byrne Report.  These include improvement in a 

range of public services across the province including education, justice, healthcare, and 

social welfare. 
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 Strain and Bourgeois (2009) write that while the Equal Opportunity standardized 

“soft” services, designated at the provincial level, “it failed to establish financial and 

functional equity between municipalities for ‘hard’ services” (p. 190).6  Subsequent 

reductions in equalization grants made this problem worse, especially as there were more 

demands on the province’s cities (Strain and Bourgeois, 2009).  The authors also note the 

need to differentiate in considering the role of cities, especially cities that are hubs of a 

metropolitan region.  Furthermore, the role of suburban areas of the city-region, whether 

municipalities or unincorporated LSDs, need to be considered.  Strain and Bourgeois 

(2009) write that: 

 

Some towns, notably Riverview and Rothesay, are bigger than most cities, but they 

do not intervene in as many functions or as intently as cities because, as bedroom 

communities to contiguous cities, they have little desire to increase and expand 

services (p. 193). 

  

5.4.2 Government Whitepapers: 

As part of the implementation of the Equal Opportunity reforms, a series of whitepapers 

were issued.7  Examining these whitepapers provides insight into the ideals and motives 

behind the Equal Opportunity reforms.  These include concerns with disparity, urban 

renewal, and urbanization.  One may argue whether the concerns about urbanization were 

comprehensive or not, but one cannot say they were not concerns.  Rural issues and urban-

rural disparities figured prominently and were likely the primary concern at the time 

                                                 
6 Strain and Bourgeois (2009) conceive of “soft services” as areas such as healthcare and education while 

“hard services” are ones concerned directly with local service provision such as roads, police, fire, and 

recreation.  
7 A series of whitepapers were compiled concerned with implementation of the Equal Opportunity reforms 

in a range of policy areas including social welfare and the role of local government. These set out 

principles and goals behind the Equal Opportunity reforms. 
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(Tindal and Tindal, 1995; Plunkett, 1965; Government of New Brunswick, 1967; 

Government of New Brunswick, 1970; Government of New Brunswick, 1965). 

 The 1967 Whitepaper on housing highlights the important role of all three levels 

of government, including municipalities, on housing.  This whitepaper talks about “urban 

renewal” and the important role of municipal governments (Government of New 

Brunswick, 1967, p. 15).  Housing was identified by some interviewees in this research as 

an issue the City of Saint John needed to step up on (Interview #1; Interview #2).   

 While the provincial government was to play a key role, municipal governments 

were identified as important actors.  As written in the Housing whitepaper, “through 

increasing the degree of its own participation in renewal and housing programs the 

province wishes to stimulate increased action by municipalities in these fields” 

(Government of New Brunswick, 1967, p. 22).  It is noteworthy that an important 

municipal role was identified for this policy area. 

 The issue of municipal capacity was also highlighted in this paper.  A distinction 

was emphasized on capability of smaller municipalities where a strong community 

planning branch from the province, to assist these smaller municipalities, was seen as 

needed (New Brunswick, 1967).  Where Byrne (1963) contained a more widespread 

distrust of the capacity of local government this whitepaper focused more on smaller 

municipalities.   

The Equal Opportunity reforms themselves focused on standardization of 

legislation regarding municipalities, abolishing special purpose acts for particular 

municipalities (Stanley, 1984).  This can raise the issue today of whether the province’s 

larger cities and city regions need special legislative recognition. 
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 The Whitepaper on Social Development provides one of the most direct statements 

of the goals of Equal Opportunity with its focus on equity and inclusion.  In this 

whitepaper, it is explicitly stated that “social justice” is a key goal of Equal Opportunity.  

The values of economic inclusion are stated in the whitepaper, stating that the aim is to 

“guarantee to every citizen the right to full participation in social and economic change” 

(Government of New Brunswick, 1970, p. 1).  This includes providing skills and resources 

for individuals, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds, to participate in the 

economy.  Economic and social development strategies, programs to promote growth and 

programs to help the poor and vulnerable, are affirmed as mutually reinforcing 

(Government of New Brunswick, 1970).  The whitepaper on social development affirms 

an important principle behind both the Byrne Report and the Equal Opportunity reforms, 

province-wide standards for public services.  This was an important step in achieving the 

goals of social justice and economic development (Byrne, 1963; Stanley, 1984; 

Government of New Brunswick, 1970).  

 This whitepaper also recognized issues connected to “increasing urbanization” in 

the province (Government of New Brunswick, 1970, p. 5).  Furthermore, this whitepaper 

saw urban and rural economies as interdependent, as seen in the following passage: 

 

We must develop programs to sustain our rural economies in light of the greater job 

capacities in our cities… In our cities, we must plan for the accelerated rate of 

growth and ensure they have the capacity to provide larger populations with services 

essential to the adjustment process (Government of New Brunswick, 1970, p. 6). 

 

The whitepaper on the responsibilities of government highlighted concerns about 

income and opportunity disparities.  This included wasted human resources that come 

from social exclusion.  A minimum standard across the province for education, healthcare, 
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welfare, and justice, was identified as a priority.  These are items identified by the Byrne 

Commission which ultimately became the aim of centralization at the provincial level as 

part of the Equal Opportunity reforms (Government of New Brunswick, 1965; Byrne, 

1963; Stanley, 1984). 

Of particular note in this whitepaper is the discussion on urban-rural disparities.  

At the time, cities were privileged areas where rural areas were poorer.  This includes the 

City of Saint John.  This is a contrast to today where Saint John can be seen as a site of 

greater poverty and poorer quality service provision.  Citing 1961 figures on county-by-

county disparity, the whitepaper shows that education spending per pupil was $340 in the 

City of Saint John yet $267 in Saint John County without the City.  Gloucester County up 

north without Bathurst was at $126.  As for the percentage of families with annual income 

less than $1,000 in 1961, the figure was highest in Gloucester County at 15% and lowest 

in Saint John County at 3.6% (Government of New Brunswick, 1965). 

In the 1960s cities were seen as privileged areas, hence the greater emphasis on 

rural poverty and rural economic development in reducing disparities.  In this context, the 

province would have been considered the best forum to deal with these disparities.  This 

added to the fact it was rural counties in particular struggling with taxation and service 

provision.  These counties lacked the tax-base due to poverty of residents and thus 

struggled to meet service demands which were growing in the 1960s.  Hence the emphasis 

of the Byrne Report and Equal Opportunity on rural poverty, on disparities among regions 

of the province, and seeing the province as the optimal forum to promote equalization.  In 

the 21st century where there is greater discussion of disparities in Greater Saint John, of 

an impoverished inner-city, this brings emphasis on the metropolitan space.   
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 These whitepapers affirm the values of promoting equity and economic 

development, the goals of social justice and economic growth.  In addition, from these 

whitepapers which were key parts of the process of the implementation of Equal 

Opportunity, one cannot say cities were neglected or ignored.  Urban concerns did figure 

prominently as did suburban ones as evidenced by the Robichaud government’s partial 

implementation of the Goldenberg Report (Betts, 1997).  However, one can question if 

the issues of urban and suburban development were fully accounted for, or if the solutions 

arrived at were best.  These are issues tackled by reports in subsequent decades. 

 

5.5 Conclusion: 

In the decades following the 1967 amalgamation, suburbs outside the geographically 

expanded city limits continued to grow and metropolitan fragmentation was at the 

forefront as a pressing issue.  Government sponsored reports in the 1990s and 2000s 

focused on coping with this reality in Greater Saint John and other city-regions in the 

province.  These reports considered means of devising governing arrangements in line 

with this metropolitan reality (Finn, 2008; Betts, 1997).  A concern with Equal 

Opportunity is that while it addressed issues of rural poverty and disparities among 

different regions of the province, metropolitanization received superficial treatment (Finn, 

2008; Bourgeois, 2005). 

The next chapter will analyze post-Equal Opportunity attempts to grapple with the 

sociological and spatial realities of urbanization and suburbanization.  Particular emphasis 

will be on Greater Saint John.  The further suburbanization of Greater Saint John, and the 

returning fragmentation of the metropolitan entity, has made the issues of urbanization 

and suburbanization a growing focus of subsequent government studies.  Issues of the 
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infrastructure pressures from suburban commuters in Saint John and concerns about urban 

poverty have increasingly come to the forefront (New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; 

Finn, 2008).  
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6.0 A New Focus – The Re-emergence of the Metropolitan Problem:  

6.1 Introduction – Local Government Reform Post-Equal Opportunity: 

6.1.1 Regionalism and Post-Equal Opportunity Policy: 

Government reports from the 1990s and 2000s illustrate a strong cognizance of the 

metropolitan problem and a sense that Equal Opportunity did not meet up to these 

challenges.  This includes the challenges of fragmented metropolitan regions, something 

that re-emerged as an issue with the further suburbanization of Greater Saint John post-

1960s.  In the 1990s and 2000s, there was a widespread theme in reports about the need 

to recognize the administrative capacity of cities and the economic role they play (Martin, 

2007; New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997).   

Another trend which was evident was a noticeable shift towards new regionalist 

ideas.  This includes greater emphasis on engaging stakeholders, building consensus 

across urban and suburban constituencies, engaging municipal governments and 

encouraging them to initiate reform.  In contrast to the Canadian tradition of provincial 

oversight, this provides greater role to local levels of government, engaging them as active 

agents (Dreier et al, 2004; Legislative Assembly, 2003). 

 A key point in approaches to local government in Greater Saint John is the Cormier 

Report.  This report’s recommendation of amalgamation was strongly resisted in suburban 

municipalities revealing a deep urban-suburban divide.  The provincial government 

ultimately backed off full amalgamation.  This was soon followed by the election of the 

Progressive Conservative government of Bernard Lord which backed away from assertive 

provincial action on local government reform.  This post-Cormier environment saw a shift 

towards new regionalist principles (Betts, 1997; Martin, 2007; Cormier, 1997).  However, 
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one could question if this emphasis is more about the provincial government being afraid 

to take assertive action on local government reform, a shift less of principle and more of 

convenience.  Is New Brunswick’s Equal Opportunity framework of local government up 

to the challenges of the metropolitan problem, in particular in Greater Saint John?  

Examining these post-Equal Opportunity reports and analysis of post-Equal Opportunity 

policies will help illustrate this.  

 

6.1.2 Sociology and political science: 

The post-1960s era saw Greater Saint John further spread out with the suburbanization of 

Kings County beyond the borders of the 1967 amalgamation (Betts, 1997; Goldenberg, 

1963; Cormier, 1997).  This challenge, of reforming and changing governing institutions 

to accommodate new spatial realities, touches directly on the confluence of political 

science and sociology (Williams et al, 1965).  The 1992 Report on Urban Centered 

Regions recognized the sociological and ecological realities of an urbanizing and 

suburbanizing province and the need for governing institutions to catch up to these 

realities.  It directly tackled the challenges of governing a fragmented city-region.  The 

Cormier Report, following this, focused on Greater Saint John (New Brunswick, 1992; 

Cormier, 1997).   

The issues of urbanization and suburbanization are not unique to New Brunswick.  

It is an issue that has been grappled with across the country.  Thus it is useful here to 

provide a Canadian context for discussions of local government reform to cope with the 

metropolitan problem. 
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6.2 The Re-emergence of the Metropolitan Problem, Demographics post-1960s: 

A Saint John Planning Commission document from 1968 warned of continued dispersion 

of Greater Saint John’s population and the growth of suburbs outside the boundaries of 

the newly amalgamated city.  The document stated that, “In the Saint John area, no such 

planning will work if it is possible to drive another few miles to the outside of the City 

and build there, and this will be doubly easy once the thoroughway and a new route to the 

airport, etc. are built” (Planning Commission, 1968, p. 17).  The document called for 

council to have extra-territorial power in planning to account for development outside city 

limits (Planning Commission, 1968).  This proposal was not implemented. 

 The 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s saw the growth of suburbs outside Saint John city 

limits, especially in the Kennebecasis Valley which saw a significant growth in 

population. Quispamsis, for example, saw its population grow from 2,215 in 1971 to 8,446 

in 1991.  During the same period the City of Saint John saw its population decline 

(Statistics Canada, 1973; Statistics Canada, 1992). 

 

Table III – Population Change – Greater Saint John (1971-1991): 

 1971 1981 1991 

 

Saint John 

 

89,039 80,521 74,969 

Kennebecasis 

Valley8 

 

9,463 18,457 24,330 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada (1973, 1983, 1993) 

 

                                                 
8 Kennebecasis in 1971, 1981, and 1991 calculations consists of Rothesay Village, Rothesay Parish, East 

Riverside-Kingshurst, Fairvale, Gondola Point, Quispamsis, Rothesay Parish. 
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This fuelled calls for local government reform and informed reports in the 1990s 

and 2000s where suburbanization and dispersion of population, as well as metropolitan 

administration, were central concerns (Finn 2008).  Like in the 1950s and 1960s, 

demographic changes fuelled calls for political reform.  There was a convergence of the 

sociological and the political. 

 

6.3 Tackling the Metropolitan Problem in New Brunswick: 

6.3.1 General comments on local government reform in New Brunswick: 

The Equal Opportunity reforms represented a radical overhaul of New Brunswick’s 

structures of local government.  The amalgamation of Greater Saint John on the 

recommendations of the Goldenberg Report was also a significant change of the 1960s.  

By contrast, the post-Equal Opportunity era has seen comparatively limited change.  This 

is more evident in the post-McKenna-Theriault era (Stanley, 1984; Martin, 2007).   

The 1960s saw significant shifts with greater service demands on counties, many 

of which were unable to keep up.  This was the impetus behind the Equal Opportunity 

reforms.  In the 21st century, the realities of an urbanizing and suburbanizing province are 

evident in the fragmented Greater Saint John region.  As seen by the Goldenberg Report, 

urbanization and suburbanization is not a new policy consideration in New Brunswick.  

However, it is more prominently on the agenda with the province’s population shift to the 

metropolitan regions of the three southern urban areas.  There has also been a greater 

emphasis on cities as economic engines of the province (Strain and Bourgeois, 2009; 

Statistics Canada, 2011).  This new sociological reality would necessitate a re-

examination and updating of the province’s local government structures to accommodate 

this reality. 
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Martin (2007) writes that where New Brunswick had been a leader in local 

government reform in the 1960s, as of the time he was writing it was lagging.  In the rest 

of Canada, coping with fragmented metropolitan regions and dealing with the greater role 

of cities had been central.  By contrast, in New Brunswick action had been limited.  On 

municipal reforms in the 2000s, under the Lord government in particular, Martin (2007) 

writes that “during the past seven years, New Brunswick has been going through a 

constant series of meetings on municipal reform, yet this has resulted in only minor 

tinkering” (p. 75).  There has been a lot of discussion but little needed action given the 

growing economic prominence of cities and the need to have local government structures 

reflect this reality (Martin, 2007). 

Martin (2007) notes there was some appetite for local government reform under 

the Liberal governments of Frank McKenna and Camille Theriault, from 1987 to 1999.  

There was amalgamation and boundary changes with the Miramichi and incorporations 

such as New Maryland near Fredericton.  However, the author notes that the most notable 

change of this era were cuts in the unconditional grant pool and the establishment of a 

new grant pool which left some municipalities “winners” and others “losers” (Martin, 

2007, p. 77).  The overwhelming aim of this era, Martin (2007) notes, was fiscal restraint 

“and municipalities seemed to be of interest when they could contribute to that goal” (p. 

77). 

Martin (2007) notes the pool for unconditional grants was reduced from $89 

million to $74 million in 1995.  This reduction made the provincial government an 

unreliable partner thereby increasing uncertainty.  While Equal Opportunity was based on 

the weakness of municipalities in this case a weakness of the provincial government was 

evident.  Strain and Bourgeois (2009) write that the importance of the unconditional grant 
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has declined since the late 1980s, especially from 1993 to 1996.  In the 2000s, the grant 

was frozen (in 2001) and then cut by 10 percent (in 2003).  The authors state this led 

municipalities to rely more on their own sources of funding (property taxation) and 

increased disparities across the province.  The province being a less reliable partner, with 

fiscal restraint taking precedence over municipal needs, likely fuelled calls for greater 

local control to a level of government closer to local issues and concerns. 

As mentioned before, in Canada there is a tradition of provincial governments 

taking an interventionist role with respect to local governments.  This includes reallocation 

of power between the provincial and municipal level and redefining boundaries (Makuch, 

Craik, and Leisk, 2004).  Sancton (2001) writes that, compared to American states where 

there are strong traditions of local autonomy, “Canadian provincial legislatures have been 

much more likely to change local structures without first attaining local consent” (p. 544).  

In New Brunswick, in particular from the 2000s onwards, this has been less true with 

regards to municipal boundaries and municipal status.  The provincial government has 

been increasingly hesitant to take unilateral action.  The establishment of the Regional 

Service Commissions, ostensibly to promote greater metropolitan cooperation, could be 

seen as an example of a top-down provincial action.  However, the mayor of Saint John 

has been skeptical about the degree it has actually promoted regionalized services where 

the mayor of Rothesay has labeled it an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy (“Big money 

waste”, 2015).  When it comes to incorporations and changing municipal boundaries, there 

has been a greater tendency, especially in recent years, to rely on local initiative from 

municipalities themselves and referendums (“4 LSDs to vote”, 2014). 
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6.3.2 Demands for more powers for municipalities: 

Martin (2007) writes that municipalities in New Brunswick have faced new demands 

without the means to meet them.  This includes demands for high standards for police 

departments without money to help from the provincial government, demands for 

improved standards of drinking water, and housing.  The author also raises issues with 

lack of taxation power of municipalities and with changes (cuts) to the unconditional grant 

over the decades.   

The constraints on municipalities from 1960s legislation inhibited these units of 

government from meeting new expectations.  On these new demands on municipalities, 

and their inability to meet these demands, Martin (2007) writes that: 

 

Municipalities were continually subject to demands to take over services once 

offered by the provincial or federal government (housing, for example), and 

municipal governments were the most accessible when it came to the population’s 

demands for new services… Municipalities are expected to live up to the highest 

standards of policy-making and service delivery, and in New Brunswick they were 

bursting out of the bounds of the 1960s-era legislation (p. 85). 

 

 Martin (2007) also touches on the increased competence of municipalities, a 

contrast to the distrust of municipal governments expressed in the Byrne Report (Byrne, 

1963).  On this, Martin writes that, “Municipal governments – and particularly appointed 

staff – have become more competent and professional” (Martin, 2007, p. 85).  One could 

especially say that larger municipalities, such as the province’s three largest cities, have 

greater capacity and face greater expectations in policy and service provision. 

 Bourgeois and Strain (2009) write that major reforms are needed in New 

Brunswick given the economic prominence of the province’s three largest cities and the 

demands for them to take a greater role.  The reforms they call for include updating 
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legislation to provide more permissive powers for municipalities.  They also call for a 

greater policy role for municipalities, greater ability to raise revenues, and fewer 

municipal and regional bodies. 

 On the legislative powers granted to municipalities, the 1997 Report of the 

Municipal Act Review Advisory Committee (MARAC) directly tackled this problem.  

This report was a review of the Municipalities Act and provided recommendations to fit 

the demands and expectations of municipalities in the late 1990s.  This report cited overly 

constrained authority of municipalities as a problem stating that “the primary disadvantage 

of the specific definition of municipal jurisdiction is that it impairs the ability of local 

governments to respond to changing circumstances” (MARAC, 1997, p. 51).  

Municipalities, stated the report, needed powers which were “permissive rather than 

prescriptive” (MARAC, 1997, p. 85). 

 The report recommended legislation be changed to provide for carefully worded 

general grants of power and the flexibility to deal with newly emerging issues.  In short, 

the report called for a broader “spheres of jurisdiction” approach to granting authority to 

municipalities as opposed to the existing and prescriptive (limited) “express authority” 

approach in the current legislation (MARAC, 1997). 

 In practice, the changes implemented to the legislation were only minor and not to 

the scope recommended by the MARAC report (Martin, 2007).  Bourgeois (2005) writes 

that, overall, both the McKenna-Theriault and Lord governments failed to act on needed 

changes to promote greater local control.  Bourgeois continues that municipalities were 

legitimate spheres of government, not just administrative units of the province, echoing 

Tindal and Tindal’s (1995) service delivery versus political entity distinction.   
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In the view of authors such as Martin (2007), this failure to make the needed 

changes neglected pressing needs not accounted for by the 1960s-era legislation.  Martin 

(2007) writes: 

 

Robichaud’s Equal Opportunity created a system of local government with limited 

revenue sources (real property tax and a grant system) but also with a limited sphere 

of jurisdiction.  This system went off the track in the 1980s and 1990s, as the cost 

and scope of local government greatly outstripped the rate of increase of resources 

(p. 82). 

 

 In the context of demands for greater local control, it is worth highlighting a couple 

of news items from 2013.  In particular when the mayors of New Brunswick’s three largest 

cities, Fredericton, Moncton, and Saint John, got together to pressure the provincial 

government for more powers, including taxation (Chilibeck, 2013).  The mayors 

emphasized that these three cities were the economic engines of the province and the 

province needed to redefine its relationship with them (Chilibeck, 2013; Foster, 2013). 

 The three mayors called for changes to the Municipalities Act.  This included its 

restrictive approach where municipal authority was confined to what was explicitly stated 

in the Act.  This is opposed to a broader grant of authority.  Saint John mayor Mel Norton 

raised concerns about being able to take action on dilapidated properties, noise, and 

signage (Chilibeck, 2013).  The other two mayors, commenting on the Municipalities Act, 

also commented on the lack of power given to municipalities.  The mayor of Moncton 

stated that the legislation was outdated and behind the rest of the country where 

Fredericton mayor Brad Woodside stated that municipalities were reduced to “wards of 

the province” (Foster, 2013). 
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 Another issue the three mayors raised was ability to raise tax revenues, citing the 

limitations of being confined primarily to property taxation.  They also raised concerns 

about the unconditional grant, which changed from year-to-year, and highlighted the need 

for more predictable and long-term funding arrangements.  Saint John mayor Mel Norton 

stated it would be better to abolish the unconditional grant and have cities keep more 

property tax revenue.  Cities not getting a large portion of fines levied in their jurisdictions 

was highlighted as well by the mayors (Chilibeck, 2013).  The three mayors also raised 

the need to develop new revenue streams for municipalities citing examples from the 

United States such as levies on restaurant meals, sharing sales tax, and a levy on car 

purchases (Foster, 2013). 

 It is clear that the prescriptive approach to municipal powers in the Municipalities 

Act, focused on limited enumerated powers, constricts municipalities from properly 

responding to demands made upon them.  In Saint John, this was a pressing issue with 

dilapidated buildings.  The city had been lobbying the province for the right to knock 

down dangerous and/or dilapidated buildings.  This required a vote in the provincial 

Legislature (“Saint John seeks greater power”, 2013).  Despite promises to act on revisions 

of the Municipalities Act in 2014, the Progressive Conservative government did not take 

action and these issues remain.  Martin (2007) notes that past calls by cities for greater 

authority have seen little in the way of results, writing that “there has been little reform 

even in the directions called for by New Brunswick cities, on the issues of new sources of 

revenue, broader jurisdiction, and stronger enforcement powers” (p. 77). 

In the 1960s many rural and county governments struggled to meet demands to 

provide services at a reasonable tax rate, the distrust of the capability of local governments 

was well-founded.  This was the basis of the Byrne Report and the Equal Opportunity 
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reforms.  However, what about cities which contain greater staff expertise, face greater 

demands as hubs of metropolitan regions, and play a key economic role for the province?  

The Goldenberg Report recognized the unique role of Saint John and while calling for 

significant reorganization of local government did place value on the role of local 

government in the context of Greater Saint John.  The distrust of local governments 

contained in the Byrne Report and Equal Opportunity reforms, while well-founded, seems 

overbroad (Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963; Young, 1987). 

Any reorganization of local authority to empower cities such as Saint John needs 

to recognize the strengths of the provincial government’s role and the importance of 

supporting rural New Brunswick.  In services such as healthcare and education the Equal 

Opportunity reforms performed important equalization functions.  Strain and Bourgeois 

(2009), while calling for greater local responsibility, do see a role for province-wide 

equalization to balance local variability with the ideals of equal opportunity and equity.   

One could argue that inter-municipal disparities between Saint John and suburban 

municipalities could have been worse without the provincial government’s equalizing 

function.  That is, more affluent suburban municipalities, not faced with the infrastructure 

expenses of being a central city, would have had an even more distinct advantage.  

Nonetheless, in an urbanizing and suburbanizing province, where cities and metropolitan 

regions like Greater Saint John play an important economic role, it is imperative that local 

government structures reflect this reality.  Giving greater authority to cities such as Saint 

John in areas of clear local concern is an important step.   

An approach empowering municipalities, in particular cities, while recognizing 

the valuable role of the provincial government could avoid the trap of localism (Dreier et 

al, 2004).  It is about determining the most effective level of government for particular 
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services and activities, not valuing one and devaluing the other.  One could consider the 

opposite of localism as being provincialism, overly devaluing of the role of local 

governments. 

 

6.4 A Renewed Focus on Urban Centres and Metropolitan Regions: 

6.4.1 General Themes in Post-Equal Opportunity Reports: 

The metropolitan problem was a dominant theme of post-Equal Opportunity studies, 

dealing with the public administration realities of an urbanizing and suburbanizing 

province.  This includes jurisdictionally fragmented metropolitan regions, the pressures 

on central cities as hubs of their regions, and the role of the province’s three largest cities 

as economic engines.  Furthermore, as seen in the Report on the Municipal Act Review 

Advisory Committee, another theme was reforming constricting legislation to allow for 

greater local control (MARAC, 1997).  

The report on New Brunswick’s Urban Centres in 1992 was the precursor to the 

1997 Cormier Report which focused on reforming administration in Greater Saint John.  

The Byrne Report was in large part dismissive of the Goldenberg Report.  Byrne preferred 

a broad-based solution for the whole province rather than differentiated solutions for 

different regions, ie the recommendation of metropolitan councils for all cases of adjacent 

municipalities.  Byrne also saw Goldenberg’s recommendations of amalgamation as not 

necessary.  By contrast, the Cormier Report was a follow-up to the Urban Centres Report, 

the latter of which recommended individual studies tailored to different city regions in the 

province (New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963).   

As will be seen below, the reaction to the Cormier Report revealed a deep urban-

suburban divide in Greater Saint John, with stiff resistance to the proposal of 
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amalgamation of the suburban municipalities with the city.  The reaction to this report 

illustrates the challenges to local government reform in Greater Saint John and this, along 

with the election of a new provincial government in 1999, led to a scaled back agenda for 

reform of the metropolitan region.  The 2008 Finn Report, while recommending greater 

regional integration, stopped short of recommending full amalgamation for Greater Saint 

John (Cormier, 1997; Finn, 2008). 

 

6.4.2 Strengthening Municipal Government in New Brunswick’s Urban Centres: 

This 1992 report, Strengthening Municipal Government in New Brunswick’s Urban 

Centres, focused on the role of New Brunswick’s urban regions and the need to reform 

local government institutions to give more acknowledgement to their role.  The report’s 

focus is on seven urban regions, Campbellton, Edmundston, Bathurst, what would become 

the City of the Miramichi, Fredericton, Moncton, and Saint John (New Brunswick, 1992).   

While the report enunciated some general principles, it did note that solutions 

would have to be localized.  It called for reports for each of the identified seven city-

regions so that changes were not imposed “uniformly and unilaterally on all communities” 

(New Brunswick, 1992, pp. 48-49).  This is a contrast to Byrne which tended towards 

broad-based solutions for the whole province, ie. Metropolitan councils for all multi-

municipal city regions and generally being dismissive, though not ruling out, 

amalgamation (Byrne, 1963). 

This acknowledgment of the role of the province’s urban regions included greater 

local control to acknowledge their growing self-sufficiency (New Brunswick, 1992; 

Sancton, 1996).  However, while calling for reform the report acknowledged strengths of 

Equal Opportunity including centralization and common standards in areas from health, 
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welfare, education, and certain parts of the justice system.  The Report also praised the 

centralization of property tax assessment as promoting a high quality of assessment which 

was uniform province-wide.  The report acknowledged strengths of provincial 

government involvement in these areas while recommending greater local control in other 

areas.  It thus constituted a reallocation of responsibilities to better acknowledge urban 

and suburban realities (New Brunswick, 1992). 

 The Urban Centres report emphasized a change in the capacity of municipal 

governments in cities since the 1960s.  The report acknowledges that the constrictions of 

local government at the time of the Byrne Report and Equal Opportunity rightly reflected 

the limited capacity of municipalities in the province.  The 1960s reforms reflected 

“municipalities lacking fiscal means to fulfill [their] mandate” and “the relative 

immaturity of many municipalities” at the time (New Brunswick, 1992, pp. 5-6).  The 

report continues that local government had changed significantly since the time of the 

Byrne Report and Equal Opportunity reforms, that local government had come a “long 

way.”  The report continues, “many of those fledgling municipalities that tentatively 

assumed the responsibilities accorded to them have flourished into dynamic, capable 

structures and have come to the point where comprehensive levels of services are provided 

to their citizens” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 7).  The report identifies larger cities as 

providing more services than smaller cities (New Brunswick, 1992). 

It is important to remember that the Goldenberg Report acknowledged the 

economic role of the city-region of Saint John and the strengths of local government 

(Goldenberg, 1963).  Thus the focus on city-regions is not necessarily new nor is an 

acknowledgement of the greater role of cities and the strengths of local government.  

Nonetheless, given the dominance of Byrne and Equal Opportunity province-wide, this 
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acknowledgment of a greater capacity for local governments, particularly of cities, is 

noteworthy (New Brunswick, 1992). 

The Urban Centres report called for more self-sufficient, autonomous, and 

democratically accountable municipal governments (New Brunswick, 1992).  This was a 

call for a more permissive view of the authority of municipalities, similar to what would 

be recommended in the MARAC report five years later.  The report stated that 

“Municipalities have matured and they expect the provincial government to recognize 

them as responsible and autonomous, with less provincial emphasis on regulation and 

more on advisory services” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 47). 

 The Urban Centres report also highlighted the role of cities as economic engines, 

stating that urban centres were key economic drivers.  To fulfill this role “will require 

particularly strong urban centres, regions with a significant capacity for regional decision-

making” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 4).  This is a significant recognition of the economic 

role of urban centres and metropolitan regions, and the need for effective and autonomous 

decision making for these units.  While there is an emphasis on the goals of fiscal 

responsibility (the early 1990s were a time of fiscal restraint in New Brunswick) and 

competing in a global economy, the report also highlights the goals of social justice and 

sustainability (New Brunswick, 1992).     

 Suburbanization and its implications for the metropolitan region are also 

highlighted in this report.  The report raised concern about the decline of the population 

and tax base in city centres while demand for services, especially as the hub of the region, 

still remained high.  The suburbs were seen as sapping the central city.  Furthermore, a 

sprawling metropolitan region led to pressures to provide services over a broader 

geographic area.  City-suburb divides become evident (New Brunswick, 1992).   
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This trend was especially noticeable in the City of Saint John which had been 

experiencing population decline from 89,039 in 1971 to 74,969 in 1991 (Statistics Canada, 

1973; Statistics Canada, 1993). Meanwhile this period from the 1970s to the 1990s saw 

the growth and establishment of suburban municipalities in Grand Bay-Westfield and the 

Kennebecasis Valley (Statistics Canada, 1973; Statistics Canada, 1977; Statistics Canada, 

1983; Statistics Canada, 1987).  This is a contrast to the 1965 Whitepaper on the 

Responsibilities of Government where Saint John was seen as a privileged area in 

comparison to nearby rural areas (Government of New Brunswick, 1965).   

The Goldenberg Report recommended the county as an equalizing agent between 

the city and the less privileged rural areas (Goldenberg, 1963).  By the 1990s, however, 

the city was seen as needing help with the growth of relatively affluent suburbs outside 

city limits.  It is likely the fact that Saint John was relatively affluent which made 

amalgamation comparatively less contentious in the 1960s than it was in the 1990s when 

socio-economic differences between the city and the suburbs were notable.  One could 

also see municipalities becoming distinct political spaces vociferously defended, as was 

the case with suburban municipalities of metropolitan Saint John in the aftermath of the 

Cormier Report.  They had become substantive political entities, delineated by boundaries 

that defined a set of preferences which represented distinct constituencies.  The suburban 

municipalities were distinct and substantive entities (Betts, 1997; Popenoe and Michelson, 

2002). 

 The Urban Centres report highlighted the need for self-sufficient urban regions.  

This meant an effective mechanism for decision making for metropolitan regions and a 

caution against unchecked fragmentation (New Brunswick, 1992).  “Unless organized,” 

the report states, “a multiplicity of municipalities within a local region cannot make the 
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important regional decisions, nor be as effectively accountable for the ways in which our 

communities will respond to the pressures of change” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 14).  It 

is worth revisiting the “metropolitan problem” as defined in the Goldenberg Report, which 

is identified as being one that “arises where the units of local government having 

jurisdiction within a metropolitan area are unable to satisfy the demands of their citizens 

because of insufficient powers, inadequate territorial limits, or a combination of both” 

(Goldenberg, 1963, p. 1).   

The passage above from the Urban Centres report deals with the metropolitan unit 

being an effective decision-making unit.  Another quote cited earlier from this report 

highlighted the need for “regional decision-making” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 4).  Thus, 

the issues of local control and decision-making across the metropolitan region, the 

metropolitan problem, was directly tackled.  This is consistent with regionalists from Rusk 

(2003) to Dreier et al (2004) who call for effective metropolitan decision-making, even if 

they differ on mechanisms needed. 

 The Urban Centres report could be considered old regionalist (in part) as it was 

favourable to amalgamation citing cost-effectiveness and economies of scale as benefits 

(New Brunswick, 1992).  Note that authors such as Sancton (1996) have taken issue with 

the cost-savings of amalgamation being a given.  This report also stated that two-tier 

governments were not desirable due to the province’s small population.  Furthermore, 

regarding two-tier, the report raised concerns about conflicts between upper and lower 

tiers and confusion for voters.  These were factors which led to the abolition of Winnipeg’s 

two-tier structure after a decade and its replacement with an amalgamated entity 

(Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983).  This is a contention Daniel Bourgeois (2005) took issue 

with as not being properly backed up.  Other cited benefits included economic 
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competitiveness in the global economy.  The report states that single-tier government, 

whether amalgamation or a form of regionalization, were best for New Brunswick (New 

Brunswick, 1992). 

 While this report is favourable to amalgamation, it does not support it in an 

unconditional or broad sense.  In the Minister’s speech in the Forward to the report, she 

cautions that “We are not entering a phase of mass municipal consolidation” (New 

Brunswick, 1992, p. i).  Nonetheless, amalgamation is presented as a preferred option with 

the Minister’s speech continuing, “I am, however convinced that opportunities exist 

around the province for amalgamation, regionalization, and/or reorganization of local 

government which will facilitate cost-effective delivery of better services” (New 

Brunswick, 1992, p. i). 

 The Urban Centres report cites problems with ad hoc regional authorities as 

potentially eroding municipal autonomy and creating issues of democratic accountability 

in metropolitan administration.  At the same time, the report continues, the emergence of 

these special purpose bodies speaks to a misalignment of municipal boundaries with 

metropolitan realities (New Brunswick, 1992).  This is a theme also highlighted in the 

Finn Report sixteen years later with its discussion of suburban commuter populations in 

central cities (Finn, 2008). 

 Where the Byrne Report saw a value to smaller municipal units, albeit ones with 

very limited authority, the Urban Centres report took a different view: 

 

The small units of municipal government which served their communities well in 

the past may no longer be an optimum size to the effective provision of those 

services.  New Brunswick’s population is dispersed and diverse; it requires a less 

fragmented, more integrated approach to the provision of services, with fewer 

artificial boundaries and more flexibility (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 47). 
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This is a contrast to the Tiebout (1956) thesis on the value of municipal 

fragmentation and public choice.  The note of “artificial boundaries” is important too, in 

placing less emphasis on local autonomy and independence, or preferences/units as 

naturally being encompassed by municipal boundaries.  This is a regionalist approach and 

the preference for amalgamation in particular, even if a cautious preference, does speak 

to a leaning towards old regionalist principles.  The Urban Centres report, at least 

implicitly, upholds the provincial government’s role in reorganizing municipal 

governments even while talking about greater local autonomy (Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 

2004; Sancton, 2001). 

 While cautioning against two-tier government, the report did promote 

regionalization short of creating a second tier of government as an alternative to 

amalgamation.  While the report did see advantages to two-tiered governments in 

maintaining local services while taking advantage of economies of scale on a regional 

level, it generally saw two-tier as inappropriate for New Brunswick (New Brunswick, 

1992).  The Urban Centres report described formalized regionalization as not constituting 

an upper-tier of government, but rather as being the “coordination and unification of the 

range of regional services” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 33).  Sectoral regionalization was 

described as neighbouring municipalities and LSDs combining to provide a certain service 

on a regional basis.  The former, formal regionalization, was the preferred solution in cases 

where amalgamation was not a viable option (New Brunswick, 1992). 

 In describing one of the preferred solutions alongside amalgamation, formal 

regionalization, the report states, “a body could be created to administer regional service 

agencies in the subject area and/or could deliver certain identified services on behalf of 
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participating municipalities” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 40).  Such a body would not be a 

single-purpose agency (sectoral regionalization) but would constitute a range of services.  

It would “retain the responsibility and autonomy of the municipal level of government 

and not create another layer of government” (New Brunswick, 1992, p. 40).  This solution, 

in the view of the report, would improve the relationship between local government units 

and provide for an effective and accountable means of service delivery (New Brunswick, 

1992).   

 The preferred solution of regional governance in the Urban Centres report is 

similar to the Regional Districts in British Columbia.  This solution constitutes a regional 

forum for municipal councillors and a means to administer select services region wide, 

but one that does not constitute a second-tier of government.  Andrew Sancton (2001) 

describes this arrangement as falling in between the old and new regionalism.  This respect 

for local autonomy, providing a forum for municipal councillors to come together, and 

stopping short of instituting a full metropolitan government (whether two-tier or regional 

amalgamation) does have elements of new regionalism.  Ultimately, this document can be 

considered old regionalist but with new regionalist elements.  It is old regionalist in its 

favourability to amalgamation.  However it contains new regionalist elements in not 

making amalgamation a broad-based mandate and in proposing regional-district style 

authorities for (at least some) city-regions (Sancton, 2001; New Brunswick, 1992). 

  

6.4.3 Commission on Land Use and the Rural Environment: 

While the Commission on Land Use and the Rural Environment (CLURE) report focused 

on the province’s rural and unincorporated areas, it echoed themes from the Urban Centres 

report on the importance of “urban-centered provision of regional services” (New 
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Brunswick, 1993, p. 157).  The CLURE report highlighted its agreement with key themes 

of the Urban Centres report from the previous year, including the strengthening of 

municipal units and the cost-effective delivery of regional services.  This was a dominant 

theme of local government reform discussions in the 1990s.  Another similarity to the 

Urban Centres report is that CLURE emphasized localized solutions stating there was no 

“overall or blanket” approach (New Brunswick, 1993, p. 159).  This is in contrast to the 

Byrne Report which, as discussed earlier, did promote broad sweeping recommendations 

(Byrne, 1963).  This was a recognition that the legacy of Equal Opportunity did not meet 

up to the challenges of metropolitan growth including the needs and assets of cities and 

city-regions (New Brunswick, 1992; New Brunswick, 1993). 

The report emphasized the need to bring urban and rural areas together on matters 

of common concern.  It highlighted planning services as an area for regional coordination 

which could be an example to encourage regional cooperation in other areas such as 

police, fire, recreation, water and sewage.  The CLURE report further highlighted the need 

to address unincorporated areas bordering municipalities that had effectively become 

suburban.  CLURE cited single-purpose regional agencies as a problem, as inhibiting a 

coordinated approach to governing metropolitan regions and coordinating regional 

services (New Brunswick, 1993).  Furthermore, it was stated that some form of formal 

service sharing or annexation was needed.  The report did see amalgamation as a 

contentious option thus seeing “formalized regionalization” as a possibility (New 

Brunswick, 1993, p. 159).   

This formalized regionalization was the sharing and integration of services on a 

regional basis that would be accomplished through a phased in process to build trust.  This 

support for regionalization and, in some instances, amalgamation highlights a further 
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support for the urban-centered approach in the Urban Centres report.  Like the Urban 

Centres report, amalgamation was viewed favourably though the CLURE report stopped 

short of recommending it across the board (New Brunswick, 1992; New Brunswick, 

1993).     

 CLURE raised the issue of suburbanization where unincorporated areas adjoining 

municipalities were increasingly suburbanized.  Issues raised on the urban-centered 

regions theme were costs of transportation, thoroughfares central cities had to pay for, 

concerns about sprawl and land conservation, and a declining tax base in the city (New 

Brunswick, 1993). 

 In the provincial government’s response to CLURE there seemed to be agreement 

in principle on regionalization.  The response recommended expanding existing planning 

commissions to cover the remainder of the province.  However, on taxation CLURE raised 

concerns about unincorporated areas having certain services covered by the province 

which, in a municipality, would be covered by local property taxation.  On this however, 

the government was apprehensive in its response (New Brunswick, 1993; New 

Brunswick, 1993a). 

 

6.4.4 A Community of Communities – The Cormier Report: 

The Urban Centres report was followed up with a series of reports on specific metropolitan 

areas around the province.  One of these was the 1997 report focused on Greater Saint 

John, A Community of Communities, Creating a Stronger Future, Local Government 

Options for the Greater Saint John Area.  This report is commonly known as the “Cormier 

Report.”  Like the Goldenberg Report in 1963, this report was on Greater Saint John and 

considered the unique issues facing the city region.  Both Goldenberg and Cormier were 
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concerned about the metropolitan problem, about suburbanization and fragmentation of 

metropolitan Saint John (Cormier, 1997; New Brunswick, 1992; Goldenberg, 1963).   

The fact that fragmentation was a problem again after the 1967 amalgamation of 

Greater Saint John spoke to the continuing suburbanization and geographic dispersion of 

the metropolitan region.  Like Goldenberg, the Cormier report recommended full regional 

amalgamation.  Unlike Goldenberg, however, full regional amalgamation was not 

implemented after Cormier (Goldenberg, 1963; Cormier, 1997).  Cormier encountered 

stiff suburban resistance which ultimately derailed proposals for amalgamation (Betts, 

1997). 

The Cormier Report raised concerns about the dispersion of Greater Saint John’s 

population, with the tax base of the central city eroding while still having to maintain 

services as the regional centre.  The report raised concern about the growth rate of the City 

of Saint John’s municipal tax base, as being one-fourth (in the 1990s) as that of previous 

decades.  The report highlighted the City of Saint John’s population loss of seven percent 

while suburban Quispamsis grew by forty percent from 1981 to 1991.  The concern raised 

in the report was that the city was bearing the tax burden for services, for example 

recreation and transportation, enjoyed by the region.  There were also concerns about the 

infrastructure costs of an increasingly sprawled and dispersed city-region (Cormier, 1997).  

Governing structures needed to catch up to metropolitan realities.  Like the Urban Centres 

and CLURE reports, Cormier echoed the 1990s emphasis on “urban centered regions” 

stating that there was a need for “urban-centered regions with a significant capacity for 

regional decision-making” (Cormier, 1997, p. 32). 

 The Cormier Report recounts the results of stakeholder consultations which 

showed a stark urban-suburban divide on regional amalgamation.  There was significant 
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support for amalgamation in the city but strong opposition in the suburbs.  A similar 

dynamic will be seen in chapters seven and eight with the interview responses.  Tomàs’ 

(2012) article raises concern about a polarization of views on municipal reform inhibiting 

substantive action (Dreier et al, 2004).   

During the consultation phase preceding the compilation and release of the report, 

the majority of presenters (and mayors) from the suburban areas were against 

amalgamation with the city of Saint John.  In the City of Saint John, while turnout was 

low, there were mixed views with the majority for full regional amalgamation.  Those in 

favour of regional amalgamation felt the suburbs were not paying their fair share for city 

services they benefited from.  Among respondents in the City of Saint John, concerns were 

raised about the 1967 amalgamation, where in some areas residents were paying urban 

rates while only having rural services.  It is worth noting that even among city respondents 

favouring amalgamation, city management and operations was cited as an area which 

needed improvement.  City respondents also raised concerns about the creation of a 

Kennebecasis-Valley-wide municipality that could become a competitor to Saint John and 

be detrimental to the city’s economic development (Cormier, 1997). 

 Suburban presenters expressed content with the current administrative situation in 

their communities.  They saw the City of Saint John as mismanaged, with concerns about 

the cost of services such as the city’s fire protection and about public sector unions in the 

city driving up costs.  They did not want to bear the fiscal costs of the City of Saint John.  

They were satisfied with municipal government services in their communities.  Suburban 

respondents were also satisfied with tax rates that were lower than the city.  They felt their 

municipal governments reflected their communities and were happy with a strong sense 

of local pride and volunteerism.  Suburban respondents to Cormier were concerned about 
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losing control of their community in a larger regionally amalgamated entity.  In their view, 

Saint John was larger and impersonal (Cormier, 1997). 

 Greater Saint John is one of the smaller CMAs in Canada with a population that 

would not make an amalgamated entity particularly large.  However, these suburban 

respondents saw their municipalities reflecting local preferences while they saw the City 

of Saint John as large and impersonal.  They were concerned about being absorbed into a 

larger entity.  Suburban respondents to the Cormier Report consultations saw their 

municipal governments reflecting a small town atmosphere and being responsive to local 

needs and demands.  This support for smaller municipal units, for units that reflect local 

preferences and choices, would conform to the preference expressed by Tiebout (1956) 

for smaller municipal units.  It would also conform to Popenoe and Michelson’s (2002) 

thesis of municipal boundaries encompassing and creating distinct political units 

reflecting different preferences.   

The Byrne Report upheld the positives of smaller local units reflecting local choice 

and preference even if the scope of authority was limited.  By contrast the Goldenberg and 

Urban Centres reports raised concerns about division inhibiting progress of the city region 

(Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963; New Brunswick, 1992).  The Cormier Report itself 

would recommend full amalgamation, rather than seeking a middle-ground.  This could 

be seen as a reflection of old regionalist thinking, seeing the importance of a unified 

metropolitan government and being willing to impose it without seeking region-wide 

consensus.  The recommendation of full amalgamation was clearly done over the 

objections of suburban stakeholders (Cormier, 1997; Rusk, 2003; Dreier et al, 2004). 

The Cormier Report saw challenges to amalgamation including concerns about 

fire and police protection which were seen as mismanaged.  Unions were seen as a 
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problem in driving up costs for these services.  The report cited the importance of bringing 

together economic development, planning, and recreation functions.  It raised concerns 

about duplication of activities and costs, different bylaws and conflicting municipalities, 

and uncoordinated activities of ad hoc regional agencies.  The report raised concerns about 

suburban municipalities lacking resources (Cormier, 1997).  As discussed earlier, the issue 

of amalgamation saving costs has been challenged by some authors (Sancton, 1996).  The 

Cormier Report also raised issues of jurisdictional differences, disputes, and the 

difficulties of coordination (Cormier, 1997).  This issue, the lack of coordination and 

disputes among multiple municipal units, was also raised in the Goldenberg Report 

(Goldenberg, 1963).   

The justification for the Cormier Report’s recommendation of full regional 

amalgamation included promoting a common economic unit in the global economy.  Other 

goals of the amalgamated entity were to equalize taxation, deal with sprawl and 

infrastructure costs, reduce redundant staff, and have fewer single-purpose regional 

commissions and more electoral accountability.  The report also saw an amalgamated 

entity as promoting a sense of common identity and putting an end to inter-municipal 

rivalry (Cormier, 1997). 

 The Cormier Report did offer an alternative to full amalgamation.  This alternative 

was three municipalities, a City of Saint John which would include Grand Bay and some 

adjoining unincorporated areas, a municipality for the Kennebecasis Valley, and Westfield 

which would remain a separate village.  Along with these three municipalities there would 

be regionalization of select services under the auspices of four regional commissions: the 

major facilities commission, the economic development commissions, the water and 
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sewerage commission, and the regional planning commission (Cormier, 1997).  This was 

presented as a “viable” option (Cormier, 1997, pp. 21-22). 

 While presenting the three municipalities solution as a viable one, the report saw 

drawbacks.  One of these was the creation of “two solitudes” between the Kennebecasis 

Valley municipality and the City of Saint John which would “reinforce differences in 

attitudes based on local pride and human competitive instincts” (Cormier, 1997, p. 23).  A 

further concern with this “two solitudes” scenario was the Kennebacasis Valley 

municipality wanting to “develop competing infrastructure with the City of Saint John” 

which “could dilute scarce capital and other resources in the region through internal 

competition” (Cormier, 1997, p. 23).  Another concern with a multi-municipal structure 

raised in the Cormier Report was property tax differentials between the City of Saint John 

and the Kennebecasis Valley municipality, in particular a higher rate for the former 

(Cormier, 1997).  The report criticized other options such as fiscal sharing or partial 

consolidation of the Kennebecasis Valley as band aid solutions which fell short of what 

was needed (Cormier, 1997).  The “optimal” solution was full regional amalgamation 

(Cormier, 1997, p. 23).  These views can be seen as a critique of new regionalism 

perceiving solutions short of full amalgamation as inadequate and doubting the potential 

of a multi-municipal region to have an adequate cooperative arrangement.   

Cormier’s plan for full regional amalgamation entailed the amalgamation of the 

communities of the Kennebecasis Valley (Quispamsis, Fairvale, Rothesay, East 

Riverside-Kinghurst, Renforth, and Rothesay), Grand Bay, and parts of Simonds Parish 

with the City of Saint John.  Westfield would remain as an independent village as a rural 

buffer zone (Simonds was also to be an independent buffer zone).  The report did set out 

necessary conditions that would have to be met for amalgamation to go forward, 
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recognizing concerns expressed in this regard.  These included tax zones based on level 

of service (ie. rural, suburban, and urban) which would be protected by provincial 

legislation.  This condition was meant to address concerns with previous consolidation 

where the city raised taxes in areas that did not necessarily have the same level of services 

as urban parts of the municipality.  This measure was also to prevent further development 

from happening beyond the boundaries of the amalgamated city, ie. to make the lower tax 

rates in unincorporated areas adjoining the amalgamated city less enticing (Cormier, 

1997). 

Another condition for amalgamation set out in the report was a ward system, as 

opposed to a system of electing councillors at large, to protect the identities of local 

communities.  The report also recognized concerns, especially among suburban 

respondents, about management and culture at Saint John City Hall.  It called for 

significant changes in this regard as a precondition for amalgamation (Cormier, 1997). 

While the Cormier Report saw the need to amalgamate Greater Saint John into one 

political unit, it did seek to recognize and accommodate differences within the 

metropolitan region.  These are differences that would have been previously encompassed 

in distinct municipal units.  This includes differential taxation, entrenched in provincial 

legislation, to recognize different service preferences (urban, suburban, and rural).  The 

ward system was emphasized to protect neighbourhood identity.  It is also noteworthy that 

the Cormier Report recognized suburban apprehensions about management and public 

administration in the city (Cormier, 1997).  Rather than needing distinct municipal units, 

the Cormier plan saw an ability to accommodate these distinct preferences within one 

municipal unit.   
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The Cormier Report recommended a Municipality of Saint John Act including 

recommended legislative changes, a recognition of the unique concerns of the province’s 

largest metropolitan region.  This is a contrast to the Byrne Report which recommended 

abolishing special legislation for municipalities, a recommendation carried out by the 

Robichaud government.  Cormier though would be consistent with the Goldenberg 

recommendations in this regard which did not recommend the province-wide uniformity 

as Byrne did (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963; Cormier, 1997).  Thus Cormier and 

Goldenberg saw the need for special legislative consideration for Greater Saint John. 

 Cormier emphasized the common metropolitan interests of Greater Saint John, 

stating that “the greater Saint John area is one economic unit… community of 

communities… comparable to members of the same family” (Cormier, 1997, p. 131).  The 

report emphasized the region’s common history and aspirations.  This is a similar 

argument raised in the Goldenberg Report, that Greater Saint John is one economic unit 

(Goldenberg, 1963).  It is worth noting that in the interview analysis, in chapters seven 

and eight, respondents did express agreement that there was a common metropolitan 

interest, including a common economic interest.  However, the need for one political unit 

was more contentious.  Is amalgamation the only effective way to promote a common 

metropolitan interest?  For the Cormier Report, while it did present an alternative short of 

full regional amalgamation, the optimal solution was still full regional consolidation 

(Cormier, 1997; Rusk, 2003). 

 Another similarity to Goldenberg: Cormier raised concerns about inter-municipal 

conflict, hence the proposal of full regional amalgamation.  The Cormier Report saw 

Greater Saint John’s full economic potential being achieved through one amalgamated 

unit and “not dissipated by petty internal squabbling between rivaling municipalities” 
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(Cormier, 1997, p. 131).  It is worth noting that in Cormier’s second-best solution, concern 

was raised about rivalry between the Kennebecasis Valley City and the City of Saint John 

(Cormier, 1997).  Rather, it was desirable to have everyone on the “same team” and 

“following one vision for one community” which could best be achieved through full 

regional amalgamation (Cormier, 1997, p. 131).  “Full consolidation,” the report states, 

“would create one clear, cohesive metropolitan political voice for the region” (Cormier, 

1997, p. 138).   

This is probably one of the strongest arguments for regional amalgamation.  Where 

one can raise doubts about the fiscal savings, the value of a unified political unit for 

effective decision making and for promoting a common regional economic space is a 

compelling argument.  Furthermore, the detriment of inter-municipal conflict or a 

deteriorating inner-city for goals such as investment and promotion can be evident.  

However, whether full regional amalgamation is necessary, or some form of regional 

cooperation and decision making along the lines of new regionalist proposals is optimal, 

is a question to consider.  Could the latter be seen as a limited band aid approach that falls 

short of tackling the problem at hand?  In the United States new regionalism arose in large 

part due to difficulties in implementing policies such as regional amalgamation.  This was 

due to traditions of greater local control in the United States.  This is not so much an issue 

in Canada (Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 2004). 

 

6.4.5 Reactions to Cormier and the amalgamation debate: 

The recommendation for full regional amalgamation in the Cormier Report was not 

implemented by the provincial government.  Instead, there was partial consolidation, in 

particular the Kennebecasis Valley municipalities were amalgamated into two entities, 
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Quispamsis and Rothesay (See Appendix B for current map of the region).  The 

maintenance of two municipalities could have been done, in part, to avoid a larger 

Kennebecasis municipal entity that could have been a rival to Saint John.  This was a 

concern raised in the Cormier Report even though that was part of the report’s “second 

best” recommendation short of amalgamation (Cormier, 1997; Finn, 2008; Betts, 1997). 

 The government also provided cost-sharing for five specific regional facilities: the 

Aitkin Bicentennial Exhibition Centre, the Canada Games Aquatic Centre, Harbour 

Station, Imperial Theatre and the Saint John Trade and Convention Centre.  This was (at 

least in part) a recognition of the central city’s benefit to the region and the need for 

suburbs to pay their share for facilities they benefit from.  There was the creation of three 

new commissions, one for major facilities, another for economic development (a 

recognition of a metropolitan economic interest), and a third for regional planning (Betts, 

1997; Finn, 2008).   

Despite these recognitions of a metropolitan interest, the government’s actions fell 

short of the recommendations in the Cormier Report.  This was due, in large part, to stiff 

resistance, particularly in the suburbs, to the recommendations of the report (Betts, 1997).  

This reaction showed a clear city-suburb divide that seemed more pronounced than in the 

1960s when Goldenberg Report was released (Martin, 2007; Betts, 1997). 

 Betts (1997) notes the opposition to regional amalgamation had become especially 

pronounced between the end of the public hearings in November and the release of the 

Cormier report in February.  Kennebecasis Valley mayors played a leading role in 

opposing regional amalgamation.  The mayor of Grand Bay saw the process as flawed.  

These mayors were most likely representing the middle-class homeowner constituents in 

their municipalities in what could be an example of middle-class homeowner activism.  
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They were protecting municipal boundaries which were seen as encompassing local 

preferences (Keil, 2003; Boudreau, 2002).  Attempts by the Cormier report to 

accommodate differences in service preferences, through differential taxation, were not 

successful in stemming this opposition (Cormier, 1997). 

 Opposition to amalgamation also included the Progressive Conservative MLA 

from the Grand Bay and Westfield area and the Liberal MLA from the Kennebecasis.  

Interestingly the NDP MLA from Saint John Harbour criticized the Liberal government 

for “bulldozing” their policies through.  A “Rally for the Valley” opposing amalgamation 

was organized at a local highschool and attended by over one-thousand residents (Betts, 

1997). 

 Kennebecasis Valley mayors raised concerns about the financial analysis in the 

Cormier Report supporting amalgamation.  They also raised concerns about the culture 

and management at Saint John City Hall and about the Saint John Police Department.  

Other concerns includes taxes, the poor state of roads and sidewalks, and apprehensions 

about the previous amalgamation where services were not provided even while having to 

pay full taxes.  It is worth noting the Cormier Report very explicitly addressed this last 

point with differential tax rates enshrined in provincial legislation (Cormier, 1997; Betts, 

1997).  A further concern raised by Valley mayors was being part of a larger and more 

impersonal entity, “the perception of a large bureaucratic uncaring municipal 

government” (Betts, 1997, p. 6).  These mayors also rejected the option of a Kennebecasis 

Valley city (Betts, 1997). 

 These criticisms speak to a clear city-suburban divide in Greater Saint John 

including a likely socio-economic divide between the city and the suburbs.  This is a 

contrast to the 1960s when Saint John was seen as relatively affluent, as noted in the 
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Whitepaper on Social Development.  In the 1960s, the concern was rural poverty with the 

cities seen as sites of affluence (Government of New Brunswick, 1970).  This is a contrast 

to a geographic dynamic of a struggling inner-city and affluent suburbs.  This could 

explain why amalgamation was likely easier to implement in the 1960s than in the 1990s: 

a stark geographically based socio-economic divide had grown between the city and the 

suburbs. 

 Betts (1997) notes this resistance and lobbying by suburban elected officials was 

effective.  It was likely what lead to amalgamation being thwarted not to mention 

subsequent studies and policy-makers stopping short of recommending full amalgamation 

for Greater Saint John (Finn, 2008).  Betts (1997) writes that, “Apparently all the lobbying 

was not in vain.  The media claimed, as did many others, that the valley mayors, and local 

MLAs were largely to thank for the provincial government’s decision” (p. 7). 

 

6.5 Towards New Regionalism: 

One could see the greater emphasis on consultation, on municipal initiative and 

involvement in boundary changes, as a move towards new regionalist principles.  

However, a more cynical observer would say this is just a symptom of a provincial 

government afraid to take action, forfeiting an authority it has traditionally held (Makuch, 

Craik, and Leisk, 2004; Dreier et al, 2004).  The 2000s is also noteworthy in that policy-

makers backed away from recommending the full amalgamation of Greater Saint John.  

This is likely a symptom of the stiff resistance encountered by the recommendation of full 

amalgamation in the Cormier report (Betts, 1997; Finn, 2008).   

Regardless of one’s view of the benefits or downsides of regional amalgamation, 

a stark urban-suburban divide had become entrenched in Greater Saint John.  It is also 
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evident that there is a strong socio-economic element to this divide, between “affluent” 

suburbs and a “poorer” inner city.  There were likely concerns about policy and public 

administration in the City of Saint John, including the costs of police and fire services, but 

it is hard to discount a socio-economic element as well.  This is a divide which policy-

makers have become cautious about confronting (Finn, 2008; Betts, 1997). 

The 2000s, in particular during the Progressive Conservative government of 

Bernard Lord, saw scaled back ambitions for local government reform.  However, 

government reports of this period recognized the importance of urban centres and of 

metropolitan regions as a political space.  This was a recurring theme in reports from this 

period (Roundtable, 2001; Select Committee, 2003). 

The 2001 Minister’s Roundtable does highlight benefits of Equal Opportunity 

including providing a level field for local governments.  The Roundtable highlights the 

benefits of distinguishing between “services to people” such as healthcare, education, 

justice, and social assistance which are provided at the provincial level, and “services to 

property” such as police, fire, recreation, land use planning, water and waste water, and 

roads which are provided locally (Roundtable, 2001, p. 7).   

The Roundtable emphasized the importance of urban centres as job centres.  It also 

cited the issue of municipal boundaries not reflecting all those who benefit from the central 

city, highlighting the need for inter-municipal collaboration (Roundtable, 2001).  The 

metropolitan region as a common economic space was recognized as was the disconnect 

of political institutions from this reality.  It is noteworthy that the roundtable cited “respect 

for local autonomy/choice” as important regarding services, taxation, and spending levels 

(Roundtable, 2001, p. 25).  The report also stated that more revenue raising abilities were 

required at the local level (Roundtable, 2001). 
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 The Roundtable raised concerns about amalgamated regional municipalities.  

These concerns included “loss of community identity” and residents who “would likely 

feel somewhat remote and less able to access their local government” (Roundtable, 2001, 

p. 26).  While New Brunswick’s metropolitan regions are relatively small one could raise 

concerns about a larger municipal unit not adequately reflecting local/neighbourhood 

preferences.  Another concern raised in the report was taxation: “tax rates for some areas 

of the new municipality might increase without a corresponding change in service level 

or quality” (Roundtable, 2001, p. 26).   

On this point the Cormier Report recommended differential tax rates based on 

service levels that would be protected by provincial legislation (Cormier, 1997).  Though 

one could argue, as Tomàs (2012) does for debates around municipal reorganization in 

Greater Montreal, that the debate had become so polarized that middle-ground solutions 

fell by the wayside.  However, even with a differential tax rate protected by provincial 

legislation, there could have been other issues making suburban residents nervous, 

including an overall picture of being absorbed into a larger metropolitan entity.  This ties 

into the middle-class activism hypothesis where the municipal is an important sphere of 

influence for this group (Boudreau, 2002; Keil, 2000). 

 The report also raised concerns with two-tiered municipalities with an upper 

regional tier and lower local tiers.  Concern was raised about another layer of bureaucracy 

and tensions between upper and lower tiers, especially on issues of property tax 

(Roundtable, 2001).  This concern could have basis, given that it was bickering between 

upper and lower levels of Winnipeg’s two-tiered municipality that led to regional 

amalgamation (Brownstone and Plunkett, 1983).  The roundtable also raised concerns 

about the role of existing municipalities being undermined (Roundtable, 2001).   
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The Roundtable did highlight the need for inter-municipal cooperation and 

cooperation between municipalities and unincorporated Local Service Districts.  

Mechanisms to facilitate this cooperation were seen as important to this goal.  This 

includes mechanisms to resolve issues crossing boundaries, to facilitate cost-sharing with 

unincorporated areas, to provide accountability for regional bodies, and a forum to address 

regional issues.  Land-use planning was seen as a particular policy area which required a 

regional approach (Roundtable, 2001). 

 The Roundtable recommended combining special purpose agencies under one 

multi-purpose agency.  This solution was seen as promoting cost savings, dealing with 

cross-jurisdictional issues, and improving cooperation (Roundtable, 2001).  The report 

stated that this multi-purpose regional agency “would not be another layer of local 

government, but rather an agent of municipalities and unincorporated areas to deliver 

services” and that it “would provide a forum to resolve issues that cross boundaries” 

(Roundtable, 2001, p. 34).  This multi-purpose regional agency would facilitate sharing 

of services between communities, improve accountability and provide for regional 

coordination on land use planning.  These multi-purpose regional bodies would also 

recognize and compensate for services, such as libraries and recreation, which benefit 

multiple municipalities (Roundtable, 2001).  It is worth noting that Saint John provides 

for regional cost sharing for select facilities enjoyed throughout the region (Betts, 1997). 

 Bourgeois (2005), in talking about the 2001 Roundtable, states it was a “coherent 

bottom-up, community-based approach” (p. 248).  It was up to local governments working 

with the regional body to determine which services were best delivered on a regional basis.  

This regional body would be an agent of constituent municipalities (Bourgeois, 2005).  

Bourgeois (2005) states that while the Lord government accepted the Roundtable 
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recommendations in principle, it failed to act on the most significant recommendation 

which was for a multi-purpose regional body.  Instead, single-purpose economic 

development agencies were developed.  

 The Roundtable’s proposal for a multi-purpose regional body that would respect 

the autonomy of constituent municipalities is in line with new regionalist principles.  This 

is an attempt to promote greater regional cooperation and provide a forum for regional 

decision-making without creating another tier of government or forcing amalgamation.  It 

is an attempt to provide a forum to attain region-wide consensus, similar to what Dreier 

et al (2004) propose.  There are similarities to regional districts in British Columbia which 

provide a means of metropolitan cooperation and coordination but do not constitute 

another level of government (Sancton, 2005).  This is something which Frisken and Norris 

(2001) cite as a Canadian example of local government which incorporates new regionalist 

principles. 

 The 2001 Roundtable could be seen as a substantive move towards new regionalist 

principles, seeking a middle ground between localism and provincially ordered regional 

amalgamations.  The 2003 Select Committee, by contrast, is a retreat from action, a 

manifestation of the Lord government’s rejection of multi-purpose regional bodies (Select 

Commitee, 2003; Bourgeois, 2005).  The 2003 report recommended improvements to 

single-purpose regional agencies but saw no need to integrate them into one regional body.  

This report emphasized gradual reform, stating that “local government system needs to be 

reorganized in a gradual manner” (Select Committee, 2003, p. 6).  This is far removed 

from the Byrne and Goldenberg Reports which called for major overhauls of local 

government institutions (Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963).  This 2003 report shows scaled 

back ambitions for local government reform. 
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 The provincial government’s response to the 2003 Roundtable emphasized local 

initiative.  Rather than ordering municipal boundary changes and amalgamations, the 

municipal government would “encourage” municipalities and LSDs to examine 

boundaries and “reorganize them as necessary” (Legislative Assembly, 2003, p. 2).  

Furthermore, the provincial government would provide assistance, such as measuring 

local support and cost-benefit of reorganizing local government boundaries (Legislative 

Assembly, 2003).  This is a more collaborative approach treating local governments as 

actors in their own right rather than as service agencies of the province.  However, it could 

be seen as less ambitious and sweeping.  This incremental approach would be 

disappointing for those calling for broader reform. 

 While not recommending multi-purpose regional bodies, the government’s 

response was receptive to Regional Planning Commissions which would be mandatory 

but include a local option (Government of New Brunswick, 2003).  In particular: 

 

Government will establish Regional Planning Commissions to serve all 

municipalities and local service districts in all regions of the province.  While all 

communities will be required to participate in the regional planning process, some 

municipalities may choose to continue providing local and planning services on their 

own (p. 3). 

 

This would conform to Frisken and Norris’ (2001) notion of a body with old 

regionalist elements, ie. compulsory, but new regionalist as well in providing a scope for 

local government decision-making that maintains sub-regional autonomy.  This is similar 

to their characterization of British Columbia’s regional districts.  It is a combination of 

authoritative and consensual models and not another level of government.  The proposal 
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is limited in scope, as it only includes planning, thus speaking to scaled back ambitions 

for local government reform. 

The government’s response does envision other areas of inter-municipal 

cooperation but leaves the initiative to the local level.  The provincial government would 

“empower” LSDs and municipalities by providing them “with the tools necessary to 

voluntarily design and review formal arrangements for the provision of shared services 

and to resolve disputes” (Government of New Brunswick, 2003, p. 3).  There is emphasis 

on seeking involvement of stakeholders and local support for changes to municipal 

government.  This can be seen as foreseeing greater reliance on referendums, as in the 

case of the referendums of the Fredericton suburb Hanwell on changing their status (“4 

LSDs to vote”, 2014; Government of New Brunswick, 2003).  The report states that, “Any 

changes to the local service districts, municipalities and regional planning and solid waste 

commissions will be based on the following approach… require the support of citizens in 

each local service district and municipality” (Government of New Brunswick, 2003, p. 5). 

However, no multi-purpose regional agency is created with this.  An arrangement 

envisioned here could easily result in a series of single-purpose regional agencies which 

previous reports had cited as a problem in coordination and democratic accountability 

(New Brunswick, 1992).  While empowering local levels of government in this context 

can be seen as a positive move, it can also be seen as a retreat by the provincial government 

and a scaling back of ambitions for local government reform. 

 

6.6 The Finn Report: 

After the defeat of the Progressive Conservative government of Bernard Lord in 2006, the 

Liberal government of Shawn Graham commissioned a comprehensive examination of 
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local government in the province.  The resulting Finn Report recommended significant 

changes to local government structures in the province, seeing itself as the most 

comprehensive and widespread examination of local government since the Byrne 

Commission (Finn, 2008).  However, embroiled in multiple controversial policies, the 

Graham government ended up shelving the report.  The subsequent Progressive 

Conservative government of David Alward, elected in 2010, provided limited 

implementation of the report, the creation of Regional Service Commissions.   

Nonetheless, despite the limited implementation of the Finn report, it is worthy of 

examination.  The Finn Report provides a comprehensive review of local government in 

the province as well as setting forward a plan of action.  The Finn Report also identified 

pressing problems facing local government emphasizing the need for urban and 

metropolitan realities to be addressed by local government institutions.  It also highlighted 

the growing capacity of cities and their important role in the economic and social life of 

the province.   

More particularly, on Saint John, the report retreated from recommending full 

regional amalgamation, likely influenced by reaction to the Cormier Report a decade 

earlier.  Nonetheless, it did recommend substantial regionalization of Greater Saint John.  

The report also included solutions tailored to each of the three largest city-regions in the 

province, Fredericton, Moncton and Saint John.  It is noteworthy that the report 

recommended regional amalgamation for Greater Fredericton but not for Greater Saint 

John (Finn, 2008).  This is further evidence of the perception of the unfeasibility of 

amalgamation of Greater Saint John in light of stiff opposition in the 1990s.  This is also 

a contrast to Byrne which had broader prescriptions for the whole province.  With Finn, 
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like with the Urban Centres Report, there was an attempt to tailor solutions uniquely to 

different city-regions (Byrne, 1963; New Brunswick, 1992; Finn, 2008). 

Like other post-Equal Opportunity reports, Finn (2008) acknowledged the 

strengths of Robichaud era reforms.  In particular, the premier’s letter at the beginning of 

the report highlighted the strengths of the alignment of responsibilities under the Equal 

Opportunity program.  In the premier’s letter, it was stated that proposals in the report 

“should complement the current alignment of service responsibilities and fundamental 

terms of the Equal Opportunity program” (p. 9).   

The Finn Report highlighted the need for more local control, stating that lack of 

action on updating the Municipalities Act was a problem.  Among the recommendations 

was to have more permissive legislation by establishing a series of powers or “spheres of 

jurisdiction.”  This would give local governments more flexibility in providing local 

services, regulating local activities, and responding to emerging issues.  It also highlighted 

suburbanizing LSDs and the problem of creating new municipalities from them as leading 

to further fragmentation of metropolitan regions (Finn, 2008).  The Municipalities Act 

Review Advisory Committee report in 1997 had a similar recommendation (MARAC, 

1997).  Finn (2008) also highlighted the administrative and financial capacity of cities to 

provide services, a similar argument raised in other post-Byrne Reports.  These contrast 

with the distrust of local governments contained in the Byrne Report (Byrne, 1963; New 

Brunswick, 1992). 

 The Finn Report noted little had been done to adapt New Brunswick’s local 

government structures to metropolitan realities as there had been many studies but little 

implementation.  Finn saw the Byrne Report’s treatment of metropolitan challenges as 

superficial.  Finn states that actions taken on local government reform since the 1960s, in 
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particular coping with urbanization and suburbanization, have been isolated and 

piecemeal, that “successive provincial governments failed to come to grips with the more 

fundamental structural problems being experienced within the existing local governance 

system” (Finn, 2008, pp. 5-6).  One could add that the drive to action on local government 

reform has been getting less ambitious, especially from the 2000s onwards. 

 Finn (2008) is a regionalist document with regional governance a centre-piece of 

its recommendation.  It cites the lack of regional considerations as a weakness in New 

Brunswick.  The report states that, “to this day in New Brunswick, contrary to the 

experience in the rest of the country, regionalization has not emerged as a strong and 

forceful means of reorganization in the local government sector” (Finn, 2008, p. 17). 

While acknowledging that smaller local governments can be effective forums for 

resident involvement, the report cites their inefficiency and ineffectiveness.  While larger 

local governments lose proximity this is not the only factor to consider (Finn, 2008).  Finn 

(2008) refutes the Tiebout (1956) premise by stating that smaller and largely self-

sufficient local governments are a product of the 19th century.  With greater 

interdependency of municipalities more issues cross municipal boundaries.  One example 

is people living in one municipality commuting to work in another municipality.  Another 

example is facilities in one municipality benefitting those in neighbouring municipalities.  

A more regional framework of government is needed.    

In the view of the Finn Report, regionalism can take advantage of economies of 

scale for “certain designated area-wide local services among communities” (Finn, 2008, 

p. 16).  Finn (2008) cites regional sharing of services as an alternative, at least under 

“certain circumstances,” to regional amalgamation (p. 17).  Existing single-purpose 

regional bodies, such as land use planning, solid waste, and economic development, while 
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having many positives are also seen as containing weaknesses.  In particular, they “operate 

largely in isolation of each other” with a further weakness being that “they do not operate 

from a common set of geographic boundaries” (Finn, 2008, p. 17).  Finn (2008) raises 

concerns of accountability and coordination across service sectors of these single-purpose 

regional agencies. 

A problem with local government in New Brunswick, cited by Finn (2008), is that 

“presently, New Brunswick has no uniform and formal mechanism to facilitate inter-

municipal and regional cooperation” (p. 24).  This includes a consistent framework to 

facilitate the delivery of services on a regional basis.  The Finn Report cites the Byrne 

Report’s recommendation for metropolitan councils approvingly as a compromise 

between localist and unitary regional government solutions (Finn, 2008).  Finn (2008) 

states that: 

 

Had his proposal (and especially joint planning with non-incorporated areas on the 

outskirts of municipalities) been adopted by the government of the day, it would 

have likely prevented many of the problems associated with sprawl and ribbon 

development that have been so prevalent in New Brunswick since the municipal 

reform of 1967 (p. 23). 

 

 The Finn Report cited misalignment of municipal boundaries with the common 

interests of city-regions as an issue.  Referring to 2006 census data on Saint John, Finn 

highlighted that the nighttime population of the city was 68,043 while during the daytime 

it increased by 17,110 (25.15%) to 85,153.  Among the issues this created were duplication 

of services (for example fire and police), duplication of infrastructure (such as sports and 

recreational facilities), fragmentation of communities and local government, unmanaged 
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and uncoordinated development leading to sprawl, and competition detrimental to 

economic development (Finn, 2008). 

 The Finn Report also raised concerns about allocation of provincial funding being 

more difficult to achieve with the lack of a “consistent regional framework, combined 

with the large number of local entities” (Finn, 2008, p. 62).  The report saw the 

unconditional grant serving as a disincentive for municipalities to consider reform.  

Furthermore, a significantly lower property tax rate in unincorporated areas was criticized 

for encouraging businesses and residents to locate outside municipal boundaries thereby 

encouraging sprawl (Finn, 2008). 

 To counteract the lack of regional structures in the province, the mismatch between 

municipal boundaries and metropolitan realities, the Finn Report recommended the 

creation of Regional Service Districts (RSDs).  These districts were similar to the Regional 

Districts in British Columbia.  Participation by municipalities in these Regional Service 

Districts would be mandatory.  RSDs would not constitute a separate tier of government 

but would be a means to foster inter-municipal cooperation.  The report states they would 

“borrow” power from municipal governments with elected delegations from 

municipalities (Finn, 2008, p. 101). The boundaries of these RSDs would reflect the 

metropolitan region (Finn, 2008).   

 RSDs would consist of mandatory supra-municipal services: Planning, solid waste 

management (which is already mandatory at a regional level), policing, emergency 

measures, and economic development.  The report envisioned RSDs as having the 

potential to expand to voluntary services which could be shared across the region (Finn, 

2008).  It is notable that the Fundy Regional Service Commission, created following this 

report for Greater Saint John and surrounding rural areas, does not include policing.  
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Policing has been one of the points of contention between the City of Saint John and the 

suburban municipalities (Cormier, 1997; Betts, 1997). 

RSDs would constitute Frisken and Norris’ (2001) notion of a middle-ground 

between new and old regionalism, with mandatory and voluntary elements.  The RSDs 

would provide a means for municipalities to collaborate and provide for service-sharing 

and partnerships between constituent municipalities.  They would be a means to advance 

the interests of the region and promote the city-region as a common economic unit (Finn, 

2008). 

 The Finn Report specifically addressed the municipalities constituting Greater 

Saint John stating “there is little doubt that they now form an integrated economic and 

social unit” (Finn, 2008, p. 88).  The report raised concerns about municipal boundaries 

not aligning with the “social and economic fabric of that broader community” (Finn, 2008, 

p. 88).  As mentioned earlier, Finn (2008) opted away from the broader amalgamation 

proposal of Cormier and actually showed preference for its second best option, which 

could be seen as having some new regionalist elements (Cormier, 1997; Dreier et al, 2004; 

Frisken and Norris, 2001).  The report states that “our proposal for Greater Saint John 

aligns closely with the ‘three communities with regionalization of services’ option 

presented in the Cormier Report.” (p. 88).   

This option provided for a regional service district which would offer a forum for 

region-wide issues.  This RSD would include “planning and coordination of future 

infrastructure needs” across the metropolitan region.  Democratic accountability would 

rest with elected officials of the constituent municipalities (Finn, 2008, p. 89).  This option 

was not necessarily seen as one that would “take advantage of all existing opportunities” 
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but it would be a formal political mechanism for Greater Saint John (Finn, 2008, p. 88).  

This would facilitate needed policy coordination for the metropolitan region (Finn, 2008). 

 

6.7 Conclusion – Towards New Regionalism: 

The Finn Report’s recommendation of Regional Service Commissions represented a nod 

to new regionalist ideals.  It also represented recommendations of substantive local 

government reform, with concerns of urbanization and suburbanization at its core.  After 

the caution towards reform of the Lord government, this seemed a significant change in 

local government policy in the province.  It was felt in Finn that the Byrne Commission 

failed to give enough heed to issues of urbanization and suburbanization (Bourgeois, 

2005; Finn, 2008; Dreier et al, 2004). 

 However, as implemented, the Regional Service Commission for Greater Saint 

John did not include policing which was deemed mandatory in the report.  Police and fire 

are significant points of contention between the city and the suburbs, something that will 

be seen in the interviews in the next chapters.  One could argue that not tackling these 

issues fails to fundamentally tackle the problems of a divided city region in Greater Saint 

John.  Both the mayors of Rothesay and Saint John, Bill Bishop and Mel Norton 

respectively, who are normally at odds on many regional issues, agree that the Regional 

Service Commission has not lived up to its mandate.  The former sees it as simply 

unnecessary where the latter wants to see the facilitation of more substantive metropolitan 

cooperation (“Big money waste”, 2015). 

 Overall, recurring themes in government reports and studies post-Equal 

Opportunity are the role, particularly the economic role, of cities as well as their governing 

capacity.  Another recurring theme is suburbanization and metropolitan government.  
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There has been a move away from the broad stroke solutions of the Byrne Commission 

towards solutions tailored to individual city-regions.  However, while there was some 

action on amalgamations during the McKenna-Theriault government, on the whole there 

has been little implemented on local government reform.  Where cities are demanding 

greater local control and Greater Saint John faces a sharp city-suburban divide, action has 

been lacking (Byrne, 1963; Bourgeois, 2005; New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; Finn, 

2008). 

 Since the Cormier Report (in particular since the strong suburban resistance to the 

recommendation of amalgamation) regional amalgamation of Greater Saint John has been 

largely off the table.  This opens the door to “middle-ground” solutions informed by new 

regionalist principles of consensus building and respecting municipal autonomy.  

However, on police and fire, achieving such a consensus has proven difficult for Greater 

Saint John.  Currently the real threat is inaction on demands for greater local control, to 

recognize the role of the City of Saint John as an economic hub, and to update governing 

institutions to recognize metropolitan realities.  It is one thing to move towards a more 

consensual new regionalist model, it is another to slip into inaction (Betts, 1997; Nelles, 

2013). 

 The 1960s saw the Equal Opportunity reforms which were broad top-down 

reforms that did not account for different city-regions and where rural poverty was a 

primary focus.  However, it would be a mistake to say that metropolitan issues were not 

on the agenda.  This was acknowledged in the Byrne Report and the Goldenberg Report 

dealt specifically with Greater Saint John.  Its recommendations for regional 

amalgamation of what was then Greater Saint John were carried out by the Robichaud 

government in 1967 (Betts, 1997; Byrne, 1963; Goldenberg, 1963). 
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 The 1990s saw renewed interest by policy-makers in local government reform 

where urbanization and suburbanization had become central concerns.  There were 

concerns about central cities losing population (tax base) to the suburbs while having to 

pay for services that benefitted the region.  In addition, updating governing structures for 

metropolitan regions was an issue.  While reports recommended significant reform, in 

practice action on this was limited (New Brunswick, 1992).   

The stiff resistance to the recommendations of regional amalgamation in the 

Cormier Report made provincial governments hesitant to act on regional amalgamation 

for Greater Saint John.  This could be seen as a move away from old regionalism and as 

displaying greater receptiveness to solutions that incorporated new regionalist principles 

for Greater Saint John (Betts, 1997; Nelles, 2013; Cormier, 1997).  The 2000s saw 

growing inaction on local government reform in the province and a dramatic scaling back 

of ambition by the provincial government.  While the Finn Report recommended 

significant changes, its recommendations went largely unimplemented.  Even the 

Regional Service Commissions, implemented on recommendation from Finn, has not 

been seen as a significant body in the Greater Saint John area (“Big waste of money”, 

2015; Finn, 2008).  Demands for local government reform to cope with the metropolitan 

problem remain. 
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7.0 EVALUATION: 

7.1 Introduction: 

The consultations for the Cormier Report showed a sharp urban-suburban divide.  This 

was also evident in the interviews conducted for this research pointing to a sociological 

reality of the region.  It is stiff suburban resistance to consolidation which has essentially 

taken amalgamation off the table.  Where Goldenberg’s 1963 proposal of amalgamation 

was implemented, it would seem much more difficult to implement regional 

amalgamation today (Cormier, 1997; Betts, 1997; Goldenberg, 1963). 

 As outlined in the previous chapter, this reluctance to implement full 

amalgamation represents a departure from the “Canadian approach” where provincial 

governments would take direct action on municipal reorganization.  It is also a move away 

from old regionalism.  New regionalist approaches of seeking consensus, and respecting 

and maintaining local autonomy within a metropolitan framework, have gained influence 

(Nelles, 2013; Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 2004).  The use of referendums on municipal 

status in Hanwell and Lincoln near Fredericton, and the greater deference to local initiative 

on municipal boundary reorganization, shows a provincial government retreating from its 

traditional role (“4 LSDs to vote”, 2014; “Lincoln residents reject”, 2013).  

 It is with this background in mind, the interview analysis will be engaged in this 

and the following chapter.  Attitudes to local governments and local government reform 

will be considered.  This triangulation of different sources will help arrive at a picture of 

the impediments and possibilities for local government in Greater Saint John.   

In this chapter, one of the key themes will be New Brunswick’s structure of local 

government (based on the Equal Opportunity reforms) in an environment of urbanization 
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and suburbanization.  This includes a discussion of the benefits and shortcomings of New 

Brunswick’s and Greater Saint John’s framework of local government.  The next theme 

is local policy making power and local control.  After that, city-suburban divisions will be 

examined which includes discussion of municipal boundaries and the creation of distinct 

local political units.  Finally, there is discussion of common regional interests across the 

Saint John metropolitan region, the views of the respondents, and the policies they saw as 

best dealing with the “regional” question.  These themes together provide an evaluation 

of the local government structures in New Brunswick with respect to Greater Saint John.  

This will form the basis for the discussion of potential paths to reform in the next chapter. 

 

7.2 Equal Opportunity, Urbanization, and Suburbanization: 

Discerning some general themes from the interviews on Equal Opportunity, there was 

widespread praise for the initiative from almost all of the respondents.  However, there 

was also widespread sentiment that there was room to re-consider Equal Opportunity, 

especially in light of problems of urban poverty and budgetary issues facing Saint John.  

Another basis for reconsideration was continuing suburbanization and the emergence of a 

metropolitan landscape more spread out than it was in the 1960s.  As highlighted in 

previous chapters, a divided metropolitan Saint John region had been on the agenda in 

previous decades, for example with the Goldenberg Report (Goldenberg, 1963).  

However, even after the 1967 amalgamation, suburbanization continued as Greater Saint 

John spread out even further.  The most recent 2011 census, for example, showed 

suburban Quispamsis as the most rapidly growing municipality in the Saint John Census 

Metropolitan Area (CMA) posting 17.4% growth from 2006 (Statistics Canada, Saint 

John, 2012). 
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 The nature of this reconsideration of Equal Opportunity differed (sometimes 

greatly) among respondents.  As in the deliberations over the Cormier Report, an urban-

suburban divide was evident (Cormier, 1997).   

 

7.2.1 Benefits of Equal Opportunity: 

As in previous chapters, it is worth recapping some of the benefits of Equal Opportunity.  

The Finn Report, in evaluating the system of local government in New Brunswick, 

identified several benefits (Finn, 2008) including freeing local governments from the 

complexities of property tax assessment, collection, and appeal.  In addition, with uniform 

centralized property tax assessment, the report notes that: 

 

The fact that property assessment is conducted by one provincial agency – Service 

New Brunswick – ensures that the value of properties for the purposes of taxation 

is established in a consistent manner across the province.  Furthermore, significant 

economies of scale and expertise are achieved by having one entity responsible for 

this service (Finn, 2008, p. 36). 

 

 Another benefit of Equal Opportunity’s property tax system, cited by the Finn 

Report, is that local governments are “guaranteed their property tax warrant by the 

provincial government, regardless of default on property tax payments” (Finn, 2008, p. 

36).  Furthermore, the report cites benefits of equalization through unconditional grants to 

local government, enabling them to provide needed services even with a low tax base.  

The “fiscal gap funding” has enabled local governments “to fill the gap between 

expenditure responsibilities of local governments and their ability to raise revenues from 

their own sources” (p. 36).  Other post-Equal Opportunity reports, such as the Urban 
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Centres report, have cited the equalization benefits of Equal Opportunity (New 

Brunswick, 1992). 

 Louis Robichaud biographer Della Stanley (1984) writes that Equal Opportunity 

brought an increase in social assistance which improved living standards.  This increase 

in social assistance is also highlighted by Thériault and LeBreton (2015).  Equal 

Opportunity also brought standardization of schools, hospitals, and health centres across 

wealthier and poorer regions of the province (Stanley, 1984).  “There seems to be little 

question,” Stanley (1984) writes, “that it placed improved health and educational facilities 

within ready access of more New Brunswickers than before” (p. 161).  Stanley (1984) 

further writes that an improved education system in rural areas potentially meant more 

opportunities for upward mobility.  Overall rural New Brunswick benefited from the 

Equal Opportunity reforms with deletion of tax on personal property and better rates on 

farm land.  In many areas the tax rate was ten percent of what it had been pre-Equal 

Opportunity. 

 Equal Opportunity had an integrative function.  For Acadians, especially in the 

poorer northern regions of the province, their concerns were incorporated into the fabric 

of provincial policy (Cyr, 2000; Young, 2000).  Young (2000) writes that the elimination 

of county governments allowed direct interaction with the provincial government and that 

“this enhanced the legitimacy of political participation at the centre” (p. 31).  Overall it 

made for a simpler and less confusing system for voters. 

 On economic development, centralization meant it was easier to absorb federal 

funds (Young, 2000).  Furthermore, Young (2000) states that centralization facilitated 

coordination and planning for economic development in the province as it could 

“coordinate initiatives across old jurisdictional and functional boundaries” (p. 27).  
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Providing empirical proof of links between Equal Opportunity and economic growth is 

difficult though given the myriad of intervening factors.  However, Young (2000) 

highlights that the provincial economy “enjoyed something of a spurt after the 

implementation of the EO program, with income rising by 115 percent between 1967 and 

1974, while the expansion in Nova Scotia was 110 percent” (p. 33).  Furthermore, where 

manufacturing was relatively stagnant at the beginning of the 1960s it experienced 

significant growth by the beginning of the 1970s (Beaudin, 2000). 

Among interviewees, while there was widespread call for reforms to Equal 

Opportunity to account for urban poverty and regional inequality in greater Saint John, 

there was praise for many aspects of the program.  There was also a widespread feeling 

that the Equal Opportunity reforms were needed at the time.  In many cases, these reforms 

were cited as a great accomplishment for New Brunswickers to be proud of.  An anti-

poverty activist in Saint John stated that Equal Opportunity was revolutionary (at the time) 

and “it makes me very proud to think that we actually wrestled systemically with some of 

these thorny issues” (Interview #1).  This same respondent further stated that, given the 

great disparities at the time, “If you look at the Byrne Royal Commission and if you look 

at the Equal Opportunity program I think it was absolutely called for and necessary at the 

time” (Interview #1). 

 Fairness and equalization were generally seen as positive values associated with 

Equal Opportunity, promoting in principle positive outcomes in education, tax 

assessment, and regional equity.  “It is a question of regional fairness,” stated Quispamsis 

NDP candidate Matt Doherty, “everyone should have the same sort of opportunities” 

(Interview #4).  The anti-poverty activist from Saint John stated that centralizing property 

tax promoted efficiency as well (Interview #1).  Centralization, Equal Opportunity, and 
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the principles of regional fairness were cited as beneficial to economic development.  A 

former town councillor from Grand Bay-Westfield stated “We need the whole province 

firing on all cylinders.  In order to do that, we need to make sure we share that wealth, 

share that tax base, with the whole province” (Interview #11). 

 Equalization was a benefit cited by other respondents as well.  One respondent 

stated there were equalization benefits from Equal Opportunity (Interview #13).  The third 

Saint John city councillor interviewed9 stated that the city benefits from equalization from 

centralized property taxation.  However, this respondent raised concerns that tax breaks 

to certain industries negatively impacted revenues (Interview #14).  Sam Mersereau, a 

former Hampton town councillor and former regional manager of property assessment for 

the City and County of Saint John, echoed a similar point.  He cited benefits in the 

uniformity of the evaluation process and centralization of assessment as levelling the 

playing field (Interview #15). 

The Finn Report cited the success of Equal Opportunity in equalizing property 

taxation across the province and in providing a uniform standard.  In many areas of New 

Brunswick, tax rates are 10% of what they were before the Equal Opportunity reforms 

(Finn, 2008).  The reforms also brought improvements in hospitals, public services, and 

education, an important facet for upward mobility (Stanley, 1984).  It is worth noting that 

there was widespread (though not unanimous) praise for Equal Opportunity among Saint 

John-area respondents, including those who called for changes to account for Saint John’s 

metropolitan realities and for the inner-city’s poverty. 

                                                 
9 Three Saint John city councillors in all were interviewed. They will be distinguished on the basis of the 

order they were interviewed. Hence “first city councillor”, “second city councillor”, and “third city 

councillor.” 
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 There are some notable shortcomings of Equal Opportunity, including the 

democratic deficit in unincorporated areas.  Some of these areas, initially considered rural, 

have since become suburban.  These unincorporated areas, Local Service Districts (LSDs), 

are essentially wards of the province.  While they have elected Advisory Councils (added 

after the Equal Opportunity reforms) these advisory councils lack the clout or status of 

municipal councils.  In the end, LSDs are wards of the province. 

Areas of greater local control (such as in affordable housing or dealing with 

abandoned buildings which are concerns in Saint John) are worthy of consideration as 

well, with urban poverty being an issue.  The anti-poverty and urban affairs activists raised 

concern about no one taking the lead on poverty in the City of Saint John.  The respondent 

saw the creation of a clear champion at the local level on issues such as affordable housing 

an option worth considering (Interviews #1 & #2).  However, it is important to recognize 

the equalizing functions of Equal Opportunity, even while exploring areas of local 

empowerment that would decentralize the centralized structure of government.  As the 

Saint John anti-poverty activist stated, “There’s no policy-making, there’s not targeted 

intervention.  We don’t have a serious neighbourhood revitalization strategy.  The city 

can’t afford it and the province is indifferent, so it seems” (Interview #1). 

 

7.2.2 Shortcomings of Equal Opportunity: 

While there was widespread praise for the Equal Opportunity reforms, interview responses 

reflected a changed time from the 1960s.  Equal Opportunity was seen as conceptualizing 

inequality on a province-wide basis.  For many respondents, the new forum of inequality 

was the metropolitan region, something that created new public administration challenges.  

Disparities between the City of Saint John, as a site of poverty, and suburban 
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municipalities, which were seen as more affluent, was a frequent theme.  Differences 

between a city with more multi-unit dwellings and renters versus suburbs with more 

owner-occupied single-dwelling homes is a metropolitan reality for Greater Saint John. 

 The challenges of inequality and governance of a metropolitan region may not 

have been as central to a province-wide oriented Equal Opportunity program as they 

should have been.  This is reflected in responses of interviewees across the board, urban 

and suburban, and among those favouring different policy solutions.  The latter included 

suburban respondents who wanted to protect the autonomy of their municipalities versus 

those in the city (and some in the suburbs) who advocated for greater regionalization.  

There also were widespread calls for greater local control to deal with local issues. 

This sentiment, of acknowledging the positives of Equal Opportunity while seeing 

new concerns in the 21st century, was reflected in this response from an urban affairs 

activist from Saint John, who stated that: 

 

We have to preserve what was good about Equal Opportunity, what the intentions 

of that were which is to prevent disparities and provide good services across the 

province.  We have to balance that with allowing communities to be able to 

empower themselves to deal with their own issues (Interview #2). 

 

This reflects a widespread sentiment of general praise (with some notable 

exceptions discussed later) for Equal Opportunity while also highlighting the need for 

reform given the challenges of urban poverty in Saint John.  The urban affairs and anti-

poverty activists in Saint John stated that urban poverty was increasing, that it was an 

issue warranting special attention.  These respondents stated there was a need to adjust to 

a situation that was different from the 1960s.  The urban affairs activist also acknowledged 
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it would be a tough balancing act between giving more power to municipalities and 

preventing a recreation of the pre-Equal Opportunity disparities (Interviews #1 & #2). 

Further to the theme of urban poverty, the third Saint John city councillor 

interviewed raised concerns that Equal Opportunity did not seem to address inner-city 

poverty.  The respondent cited high rates of urban poverty in Saint John as a continuing 

concern in this regard (Interview #12).  Another respondent also raised concern that the 

Equal Opportunity framework was not up to the problems of urban poverty in the City of 

Saint John (Interview #13). 

 In general, among interviewees, there was widespread call for change to Equal 

Opportunity.  However, the nature of these changes varied.  In particular, they varied 

between respondents in the city and the suburbs, displaying the political dynamics of this 

metropolitan reality.  Political differences existed in this context based on different parts 

of the metropolitan region, where a divide in opinion, expectations of public services and 

views on local government reform, varied between city and suburbs.  These responses 

show the post-Equal Opportunity realities of the Greater Saint John area in New 

Brunswick.  This city-suburb divide was also reflected in public and stakeholder input 

gathered as part of the Cormier Report in the late 1990s (Cormier, 1997). 

There was a fairly common sentiment among respondents that the framework of 

Equal Opportunity (including assessments and the conditional grant) had become too 

politicized where funding had been altered to fulfill political aims rather than equalization.  

It was felt that the current reality departed from the original goals of Equal Opportunity.  

Former Rothesay mayor Bill Artiss stated that Equal Opportunity was a fair system, but 

one that had been tinkered with to become “an instrument of economic development” 

(Interview #6).   
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The Saint John anti-poverty activist stated that the ideals and goals behind the 

unconditional grant were good, but that freezes and cuts have been problematic.  While 

“the concept is sound, operationally it’s weak” (Interview #1).  The former Grand Bay-

Westfield town councillor stated that politicization meant that Equal Opportunity had 

become about fulfilling the political demands of different communities rather than the 

initial aim of equalization of service provision.  This is an initial goal that was a good one 

according to this respondent.  The former councillor stated a fundamental belief in the 

concept of Equal Opportunity, but cited a problem of how it was currently managed.  This 

included how funds were allocated and how the process had become highly politicized 

(Interview #11). 

 

7.3 Local Policymaking Power: 

The municipality, as an important political space to tackle local problems of poverty and 

services, was evident in the responses of urban Saint John respondents.  These respondents 

cited lack of local control as a hindrance to the municipality acting on local issues.  Among 

the issues critiqued was property tax and sources of revenue for municipalities.  The urban 

affairs activist cited the lack of power to raise revenues as “very disempowering” 

especially considering expectations by municipal governments (Interview #2).  Both the 

anti-poverty activist and the first Saint John city councillor cited over-reliance on property 

taxes as an issue (Interviews #1 & #8).  The councillor also cited problems of inequality 

in tax assessment outcomes as a disincentive for home-owners to repair or upkeep the 

exterior of their homes “leading to streetscapes with dilapidated appearance” (Interview 

#8).  Another respondent also raised concerns about the lack of flexibility for 

municipalities to raise revenues (Interview #13). 
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Suburban respondents also raised concerns about the lack of local control on 

taxation.  On this they were on the same page as their urban counterparts.  Matt Doherty, 

a former provincial NDP candidate in Quispamsis, stated that “as far as the collection of 

taxes and spending of taxes” there was need for more local-level decision making 

(Interview #4).  A former Quispamsis town councillor noted that a more balanced 

approach was needed concerning allocation of responsibility for property taxation 

between local and provincial levels of government.  This former councillor also noted that 

suburbs do not benefit from commercial property taxes which the city of Saint John does.  

This was a difference from respondents in the city who saw their city as short-changed on 

property taxation because of the costs of maintaining infrastructure for the whole region.  

This is an example of differing city-suburban views (Interview #3). 

 There was also mention of the need for more local policy-making power, with the 

former Quispamsis town councillor stating that councillors (public servants) thrive “for 

that policy input which you never really get at the municipal level; you never really get 

into that deep policy, it was always service oriented” (Interview #3).  This is a clear 

expression of frustration with municipalities having a limited service-delivery mandate 

rather than a broader political/representative mandate.  A municipal politician from 

Rothesay stated that decentralization would increase the calibre of people running for 

municipal office.  However, this respondent was talking about decentralization in a 

broader sense than was the Quispamsis town councillor (Interview #5).  Both responses 

reflect an importance placed on municipal politics, a conception of the municipality (of 

the suburban and urban municipality) as an important political space.  This, in turn, 

entailed a need to take the municipal level more seriously and attract good public servants. 
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On poverty and inequality, issues Equal Opportunity was seen as having dealt with 

at the provincial level through provision of equitable public services, respondents also 

cited the importance of the municipal.  The Saint John urban activist raised issue with the 

lack of policy interest and activity on public housing at the local level.  For the respondent, 

this was an obviously local matter which the city should be engaged in, an “obvious 

example of something where local authority should be fully empowered to act and should 

not, in my view, need Legislative approval of the provincial government to deal with” 

(Interview #2). 

 The urban affairs activist expressed frustration that city officials were not more 

engaged on this issue, stating it was hard to get city officials/staffers involved (Interview 

#2).  The anti-poverty activist further stated that “there’s no policy making, there’s not 

targeted intervention, we don’t have a serious neighbourhood revitalization strategy.  The 

city can’t afford it and the province is indifferent, so it seems” (Interview #1).  The anti-

poverty activist interviewed also expressed a desire to see greater municipal power for 

public housing (Interview #1).   

 This was a clear reflection of the importance of the municipal and metropolitan 

scales of authority.  This was also reflected in the response of the former Grand Bay-

Westfield town councillor who stated that  “I think there are some services that the city 

could provide because they have different issues and problems – fundamentally – than 

rural New Brunswick” (Interview #11).  This speaks to a metropolitan reality in Greater 

Saint John which current policy frameworks were seen as inadequate in tackling. 

Among respondents, there was a general sense that Equal Opportunity focussed 

too much on rural and northern New Brunswick.  However, the conclusion of what groups 

were overlooked (suburbs, inner-city, or the Saint John region as a whole) differed among 
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respondents.  All these responses spoke to a concern with the metropolitan region and/or 

units within that metropolitan region.  The first Saint John city councillor remarked that, 

with high rates of poverty in the city, Equal Opportunity reallocated wealth from Saint 

John to rural New Brunswick, creating a difficult situation for a city faced with 

infrastructure demands (Interview #8).   

Another respondent stated there needed to be greater recognition in the grants 

system of the status of Saint John as a hub for the region including how the city’s 

infrastructure supported the entire region.  One respondent stated that tax rates in 

unincorporated areas had remained between 65 cents and one dollar per $100 since the 

1980s in contrast to the $1.80 rate for the City of Saint John (Interviews #9 & #10).  The 

Rothesay municipal politician cited the differential of unincorporated areas (in this case 

with Rothesay) as problematic (Interview #5).   

All these responses reflected the realities of an urbanizing and suburbanizing 

province, and an importance placed on new political spaces: urban and suburban, and/or 

metropolitan.  These spatial realities are the basis of examining the regionalist 

perspectives, to consider issues of metropolitan fragmentation and cooperation. 

 

7.4 City-Suburb Divisions: 

7.4.1 City-Suburb Differences: 

Taxation and equalization came up frequently in interviews.  Notable differences existed 

between urban respondents and some of the suburban respondents.  Former Rothesay 

mayor Bill Artiss raised the point that while Saint John pays more taxes, it also provides 

more services.  This is a contrast to City of Saint John respondents (and even some 

suburban respondents) who felt the city faces too much of a tax and service provision 
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burden, for example with infrastructure (Interview #6).  Another respondent from 

Rothesay (a municipal politician) raised the issue that Saint John receives a “significantly 

larger flow of revenue from the province than do the towns, approximately $19,000,000 

annually for a population of fewer than 70,000 versus approximately $1.3 million for the 

towns’ population of approximately 27,000” (Interview #5). 

 On Equal Opportunity, it was noted by this same Rothesay respondent that there 

were merits to the framework in providing greater consistency and fairness in comparing 

assessments.  However, this respondent further noted that “market conditions are not 

uniform across the region and certainly not across the province.  Therefore the use of 

market assessment to redirect resources does not provide a fair and accurate tool” 

(Interview #5).  This respondent took issue on the basis of assessments, stating that 

property tax is not a great means to re-distribute resources and not a progressive tax based 

on ability to pay.  “Therefore,” continued the respondent, “it must be questioned as to why 

taxpayers in one part of the province should be willing to pay more than that required to 

deliver the services they need while those in other areas pay less than the cost of services 

they receive” (Interview #5).  Furthermore, this respondent noted that such equalization 

(“subsidizing”) served to perpetuate non-viable municipal entities (Interview #5). 

 The concept of equity was not necessarily wholly rejected.  Bill Artiss, former 

mayor of Rothesay, fundamentally questioned the concept of equalization, stating that 

“the equalization concept is fundamentally flawed in its New Brunswick application” 

(Interview #6).  However, he acknowledged the importance of equity and redistribution 

but saw means other than property taxation as desirable for achieving this.  He stated that 

income tax was more effective in this regard with property tax a more regressive form of 
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raising revenue (Interview #6).  In the end, the desire for local autonomy, to keep revenues 

seen as properly within municipal jurisdiction, does seem a strong factor in this regard. 

 From these responses, there were clear differences between the urban centre and 

Rothesay in what were perceived shortcomings of Equal Opportunity and who was more 

adversely affected, Rothesay or the City of Saint John.  Rothesay respondents saw 

revenues leaving the municipality as a problem while in Saint John problems of 

maintaining infrastructure for the region were cited.  There were clear differences between 

municipalities.   

There was a general theme of wanting greater local control across the metropolitan 

region, between the urban and the suburban.  However, there existed a difference as to the 

aims (public housing versus keeping more tax dollars) and a difference in attitudes to 

equalization.  There was preference for keeping revenues local among some suburban 

respondents versus a re-thinking of equalization to take greater account of urban areas (ie. 

urban poverty and infrastructure costs) among city respondents.  A desire for local 

autonomy concerning tax revenues (versus a greater scheme of equalization) was 

considered a more desirable goal by some of the suburban respondents, in particular those 

from Rothesay.  Though this is not to say points of view are uniform among suburban 

respondents. 

On abolishing block grants10, in contrast to the view in Rothesay, the former Grand 

Bay-Westfield town councillor responded that “I don’t ever want to go back there” 

(Interview #11).  While stating the formula needed to be changed, and citing the need for 

                                                 
10 Block grants are unconditional equalization grants given by the province of New Brunswick to 

municipalities, based on disparities in fiscal capacities and needs of municipalities (Government of New 

Brunswick, n/a). 
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greater municipal control and the issue of the block grant’s unpredictability, the former 

Quispamsis town councillor stated that “Rothesay is dead set against it, they feel they 

don’t get a fair crack; in Quispamsis it’s always done well with the unconditional grant, 

so I feel it has to be changed, let people have more control over their money, budgets” 

(Interview #3).  This is a notable response as it shows that while there is a difference 

between the city and suburbs, there are differences among suburban municipalities in 

perceived interests on the part of policy-makers.  A particular policy that may seem less 

advantageous to one suburban municipality may have a different effect in another.  One 

cannot necessarily take the “suburbs” as one uniform entity. 

 

7.4.2 Hyperdifferentiation and Municipal Boundaries: 

Sociologists Popenoe and Michelson (2002) highlight the role of municipal boundaries in 

creating places that are identifiers.  They state that boundaries serve as cues for people to 

identify with, creating governments with unique identities in accordance with the goods 

and services they provide.  “Municipalities,” the authors write, “take on unique identities 

according to the decisions they make and the milieu which takes shape” (p. 149).  Policy-

preferences, for example, could be levels of taxation versus services provided.  For 

example, a preference in one municipality for lower taxes and less services versus higher 

taxes and more services.  Tiebout (1956) highlights multiple municipalities fulfilling 

different policy preferences as an optimal situation for metropolitan regions. 

 Municipal boundaries can thus play an important role in solidifying public policy, 

lifestyle, and housing preferences.  Werkle, Sandbert, and Gilbert (2009) write about the 

establishment of municipal boundaries as defining a municipality.  Boundaries make it an 

entity that residents inside the established municipality (and outside it) give significance 
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to.  In this sense, the demarcation of municipal boundaries serves the function of 

“intentionally reorganizing ‘the physical world’ the landscape” (Werkle, Sandberg, & 

Gilbert, 2009, p. 250). 

 Brueckner (2000) provides analysis which gives background to the establishment 

of suburban municipalities, including the delineation and protection of suburban 

boundaries.  Brueckner (2000) describes the move to suburban municipalities as “voting 

with one’s feet” which stems from the “desire of high-income consumers to form separate 

jurisdictions for the provision of public goods such as education, public safety, and parks” 

(p. 168).  These residents want their own jurisdiction, separate from those of lower income 

earners, where they do not have to share cost-burdens with poorer residents (Brueckner, 

2000). 

These factors lead to both “spatial expansion” of metropolitan regions as well as 

the establishment of “homogeneous communities” in suburban municipalities (Brueckner, 

2000, p. 168).  On the theme of homogeneous communities, in the context of suburban 

municipal politics, Popeneoe and Michelson (2002) write that: 

 

To the extent, as in many suburbs, that municipalities have homogenous 

populations, potential residents are drawn to a municipality by their image of who 

lives there, further reinforcing the special characteristics of the municipality both 

socially and in terms of policy directions (p. 149). 

 

Popenoe and Michelson (2002) highlight factors such as housing quality, provision 

of services, fees and taxation, amenities, social status, and characteristics of residents 

(race, ethnicity, and social class) as elements which determine where people move to.  

Municipal boundaries serve as identifiers for these areas solidifying a set of policy 

preferences.  Thus delineation of municipal boundaries and flight of population to the 
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suburbs can serve to reinforce homogeneity, especially in an environment where there is 

a plethora of municipal units.  Brueckner (2000) notes that protection of autonomy and 

resistance by wealthier suburban residents to reforms such as amalgamation or greater 

regional cooperation are exacerbated by these elements.  This delineation of identity does 

not only apply to suburbs.  Boudreau (2002) highlights policy preferences among residents 

of downtown Toronto who prefer density, or among young and middle-class people 

attracted to non-conformist bohemian lifestyles.  This was especially a line of division 

during the Toronto amalgamation debates between the old municipality of Toronto and 

the inner-suburbs. 

While delineating municipal boundaries is an important step in defining a 

municipality, it does not happen in isolation.  Rather, it happens within a context of 

suburban residents leaving the city, often the result of social class differences playing out 

in a spatial context (Boudreau, 2002).  This fragmented landscape is a challenge for 

regionalists, old and new.  For those who seek a greater metropolitan capacity for decision-

making, a fragmented landscape that inhibits cooperation and decision-making is a 

limitation to building political institutions that reflect a common economic and political 

space (Rusk, 2003; Nelles, 2013).  This is a contrast to the public choice perspective where 

a fragmented landscape is seen as facilitating choice and thus seen as an advantage 

(Tiebout, 1956). 

The Goldenberg, Urban Centres, Cormier, and Finn reports took regionalist 

perspectives.  They saw this fragmented landscape as challenge for an urbanizing and 

suburbanizing city-region.  Despite the variations in their recommendations, these reports 

had several common grounds.  The first was recognizing the metropolitan as an important 

political and sociological space, and the need to have political institutions that reflected 
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this.  Second, these reports saw unchecked fragmentation as a detriment (Goldenberg, 

1963; New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; Finn, 2008).  It is worth noting that while 

the Byrne Report did see a value of smaller local units, it included a proposal of 

metropolitan councils thus recognizing the need for institutions to reflect metropolitan 

realities (Byrne, 1963). 

 

The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor noted poverty in the City of Saint John 

as characteristic of the city.  The respondent cited the problem of multigenerational cycles 

of poverty, stating that “there’s a cycle of poverty that’s never been broken” (Interview 

#11).  Other respondents noted the economic disparities between the city and suburbs in 

the Saint John region, as well as the declining population of the City of Saint John in 

contrast to the growing population of the suburbs.11  On disparities, the urban issues 

activist noted core concerns being “poverty, largely decrepit building stock and declining 

tax base, and a group of taxpayers that’s considerably less affluent than in outlying areas.  

So they [outlying] areas can tackle services in a way we can’t, so it’s creating disparities” 

(Interview #2). 

 There was a general sense that, because of this, local government structures needed 

updating to deal with inner-city poverty.  There were concerns about urban-suburban 

disparities in the Saint John region and inaction on this because of a rural tilt in MLA 

representation.  Though one Rothesay municipal politician noted that while, at the time of 

the interview, there was reported population decline in the City of Saint John, the city 

benefited from public investment, including “established amenities such as the Imperial 

                                                 
11 Please note, many of the interviews were conducted before the most recent Canadian census which 

showed a modest population increase in the City of Saint John, the first population increase in decades. 
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Theatre, Harbour Station, and the Canada Games Aquatic Centre” which made “uptown 

Saint John a hub for the region” (Interview #5).  The respondent noted as well that 

suburban municipalities were being financially responsible (Interview #5).  These 

sentiments represent what can be seen as a suburban perspective, of concern about 

disproportionate attention to the inner-city as well as highlighting better public 

administration in the suburban municipalities (it is worth noting that the Cormier Report 

cited satisfaction with local governments among suburban respondents (Cormier, 1997)).  

Thus, some suburban respondents can see the city not as underprivileged, but as benefiting 

from more investment and attention, something which urban respondents take issue with. 

Revisiting Popenoe and Michelson (2002), an important issue to examine is the 

extent municipal boundaries lead to distinct identities.  This is in contrast to a group of 

municipalities (or the metropolitan region as a whole) being identified as a common entity.  

This is important in the context of Greater Saint John, especially in assessing the potential 

for a region-wide consensus to build a substantive metropolitan political entity (Dreier et 

al, 2004).  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor contended that there is no 

real attachment with local municipal identities, a contrast with the former Quispamsis 

town councillor who stated there were differences, including among formerly separate 

municipalities such as Gondola Point (Interview #3).  Former NDP candidate Matt 

Doherty stated there was no real difference between Quispamsis and Rothesay, though 

there was a significant difference between the City of Saint John and the Kennebecasis 

Valley (Interview #4).  A local activist from Quispamsis remarked that “you can’t even 

get Rothesay and Quispamsis to talk to each other, and they have a lot of communities of 

interest, and I defy anyone to tell me where the border is between the two towns, I just 

can’t find it” (Interview #7). 
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 However, a contrary view was offered by former Rothesay mayor Bill Artiss.  

While Artiss said the boundaries of Quispamsis and Rothesay were not a perfect 

delineation of communities of interest, there were significant differences between the two 

suburban municipalities.  He cited differences in demographics (an older population in 

Rothesay as opposed to a younger population in the more rapidly growing Quispamsis) 

and that boundaries reflected clear demographic and lifestyle preferences.  Artiss added 

too that Saint John residents preferred an urban environment as opposed to a suburban 

location (Interview #6).   

In terms of policy-preferences, another respondent noted a significant difference 

between Quispamsis and Rothesay, in particular a lower level of municipal services with 

water and sewer, sidewalks, asphalt roads, and street lights (as a few examples) in 

Quispamsis versus Rothesay (Interview #10).  The municipal politician from Rothesay 

echoed these points, citing differences in demographics, and a steady population in 

Rothesay as opposed to a rapidly growing one in Quispamsis.  The respondent also cited 

differences in policy approaches (Interview #5).  This view would conform to the hyper-

differentiation perspective, with different municipalities offering and reinforcing differing 

preferences through contained boundaries in areas such as housing, policy (ie. taxation 

versus service-provision) and lifestyle.  Differences were not just urban-suburban but also 

among municipalities considered suburban (Popenoe and Michelson, 2002).  This is an 

additional factor to consider in regionalist solutions, whether based on achieving voluntary 

consensus (and considering how to achieve that consensus) or based on imposed solutions. 
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7.5 Common Regional Interests: 

The Finn Report praises many elements of Equal Opportunity.  However, it identified 

challenges, including misalignment of municipal boundaries with metropolitan realities.  

The report cites disparities between “night-time” and “daytime” populations.  The latter 

includes those who work but do not live in the cities concerned (Finn, 2008).  These are 

concerns cited by regionalist writers (Dreier et al, 2004; Nelles, 2013; Rusk, 2003).  The 

table below is based on a report taken from the 2006 Canadian census and illustrates the 

suburbanization of New Brunswick with sizeable disparities in “daytime” and “nighttime” 

populations.  This urban and suburban reality is clearly evident in the province’s three 

largest city-regions, including Greater Saint John. 

 

Table IV – Daytime/Nighttime Populations of NB Cities: 

City Night-time 

population 

Workers 

from 

outside 

Workers 

from city 

Working 

elsewhere 

Total Percentage 

Increase 

Fredericton 50,535 17,900 21,260 2,550 65,885 30.37% 

Moncton 

 

 

64,128 24,760 22,760 6,970 81,918 27.74% 

Saint John 

 

 

68,043 18,550 26,570 1,440 85,153 25.15% 

Source: Statistics Canada (2006) 

 

The table below provides an illustration of municipal fragmentation in Greater Saint John.  

A comparison is provided to Winnipeg which is an amalgamated entity, where 

fragmentation is comparatively less in terms of the number of municipalities and 

percentage of the CMA encompassed by the central city municipality.   
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The table below shows that the central city of Saint John is a smaller percentage 

of the CMA than Winnipeg and there are more municipal units in the Saint John CMA 

even though it is a smaller CMA than Winnipeg.  There are far fewer people per municipal 

unit but Saint John is a much smaller CMA than Winnipeg.  Overall, compared to a 

regionally amalgamated entity, Saint John has a relatively fragmented metropolitan 

region. 

 

Table V – City Proper vs CMA Populations: 

Metropolitan 
Area 
 

Population 
Central City 

Population 
Metro 

Central City as 
% of Metro 

Number of 
Municipal Units  

Winnipeg CMA 
 

663,617 730,018 90.9% 12 – 60,834 
people per unit 

Saint John CMA 
 

70,063 127,761 54.84% 17 – 7,515 people 
per unit 

Sources: 2011 Canadian Census 

 

It is worth noting that such a misalignment of boundaries was a motivation for 

amalgamation of many Canadian cities including Winnipeg, Toronto, and Halifax, among 

others.  The creation of a unitary regional government was seen as the best method of 

dealing with competing suburban municipalities and to establish a stronger regional 

municipal framework of governance. 

 In this context, in highlighting the fragmentation of local government, the Finn 

Report cites figures showing the population of the province divided by the number of 

municipal units, with the resulting figures being 1,947 people per unit.  By comparison 

the Nova Scotia figure is 16,600 per unit.  This raises the further issue of the limited tax 

bases of smaller municipalities which creates cost-sharing issues, for example recreational 
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facilities used by those living outside the municipality.  The report also cites a problem 

with coordination of planning across fragmented municipalities, with sprawl and ribbon 

development.  Another problem identified in the report is inequalities in taxation inside 

and outside municipal boundaries (with the levy of $0.65 per $100 of assessment only 

applied to residential owner-occupied buildings outside municipal boundaries).  This 

encourages sprawl by commercial property owners seeking lower taxes outside municipal 

boundaries (Finn, 2008).   

This could be seen as symptomatic of a local governance structure which, while 

addressing problems of rural poverty in the 1960s, does not address urban and suburban 

realities.  This was a point raised by several Saint John area respondents with regards to 

poverty and infrastructure costs in Saint John, suburban sprawl, and metropolitan/regional 

governance structures in greater Saint John. 

There was widespread support among interviewees for the idea that the Saint John 

region had common interests.  This is a recognition of a metropolitan entity and at least 

some common metropolitan interests, especially economic interest.  This shows common 

ground that could be the basis of achieving some consensus as per the proposals of Dreier 

et al (2004).  Respondents generally agreed that the city was the focal point of shopping 

and entertainment for the region.  Some respondents highlighted that most suburban 

residents worked in the city.  Suburban and city respondents agreed there was a common 

regional interest and a common economic unit in many respects.  “I think people who live 

out in the valley really support Saint John and realize their jobs are in Saint John” stated 

the former Quispamsis Town councillor (Interview #3). 

 However, despite this acknowledgment of a common regional interest, there was 

widespread resistance among some (though not all) suburban respondents to regional 
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amalgamation.  While a common metropolitan interest was acknowledged, municipal 

realities still predominated.  “While these give rise to common interest, they can clearly 

be shared without the necessity of a single jurisdiction,” stated the municipal politician 

from Rothesay (Interview #5). 

 There was support for regional amalgamation among some suburban policy 

experts.  The local activist from Quispamsis saw a need for mandated regionalized, 

concerned that decline of the city centre would be dire for the region, with regionalization 

forcing greater cooperation and a sense of common interest (Interview #7).  The former 

town councillor from Grand Bay-Westfield also supported amalgamation, stating it would 

be the best result for Saint John (Interview #11).  An issue cited was that some (many) 

living in the suburbs did grow up in Saint John and had familial and identity ties to the 

city.  This could be a potential basis to facilitate a common regional interest and thaw the 

city-suburb divide. 

Of course one can consider the reasons for the move to the suburbs including 

“escaping” the city, being with people of a particular income level, to be in a particular 

type of neighbourhood (ie. single-detached home with a yard), or based on certain policy 

preferences (ie. lower taxes).  These factors can lead to an interest (and even identity) 

different from the city the residents left.  For residents, these municipal boundaries, even 

if not “born into them,” become entrenched, and autonomy is guarded.   

The city is seen as something to flee from and avoid, at least in certain contexts 

such as property taxes, services, and place of residence (as place of work and recreation 

is still likely to be in the central city).  The desire to live in neighbourhoods and 

municipalities encompassing certain preferences, ie. single detached homes, lower taxes, 

perceived better public administration, can lead suburban municipalities to become 
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distinct entities to be protected if not in a cultural sense, then on the basis of personal and 

policy preference.  

The above interview responses show tension between the protection of municipal 

boundaries and arriving at a metropolitan sense of purpose to create a common political 

space.  This is a reality policy-makers grapple with when dealing with metropolitan 

regions that often include a plethora of municipal entities.  These are the regionalist 

challenges in building institutions to reflect the metropolitan entity.  Trying to achieve a 

solution through consensus can have more legitimacy, but also risks being watered down 

to the point of being meaningless.  Imposed amalgamation, the provincial government 

exercising its traditional role vis a vis municipalities, risks polarization and stiff resistance 

as evident in the reaction to the Cormier Report recommendations (Betts, 1997). 

Post-Equal Opportunity New Brunswick, with respect to Saint John, displays 

tension and disagreement over the importance placed on municipal boundaries (or at least 

urban and suburban divisions) versus the desire for a common metropolitan political 

entity.  The discussion below highlights some of the basis of tension with reference to 

interview responses. 

The activist from Quispamsis stated that while there is a regional community of 

interest, the narrow self-interest of municipalities gets in the way.  Suburban 

municipalities do not feel the obligation to help Saint John even though it is the economic 

hub of the region and its success or failure has region-wide implications.  “If the inner-

city dies,” stated this respondent, “sooner or later the branches die too” (Interview #7).  

For this respondent, a common metropolitan sense of purpose was essential; municipal 

interests were seen as barriers which hurt the city and the suburbs. 
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 Spending on public services and pensions (in particular on fire and police), and the 

strength of the police and fire unions in Saint John, was a re-occurring theme concerning 

city-suburban tensions.  It was an inhibiting factor to cooperation and consolidation as 

suburban municipalities did not want to take on these costs.  Another source of difference 

frequently cited as inhibiting amalgamation was differing property tax rates with higher 

rates of taxation in the City of Saint John versus suburban municipalities. 

 The urban affairs activist from Saint John remarked on city-suburban economic 

disparities and the aversion to paying Saint John level taxes in the Kennebecasis Valley 

stating that “if I live in Rothesay and I have a very good standard of living, it shouldn’t 

bother me to pay a higher tax rate to help redevelop some parts of the inner-city that are 

really struggling.  I just don’t see the issue there” (Interview #2).  This theme, of protecting 

the tax-base, seems a recurring one among several suburban respondents.  Issues cited as 

affecting Saint John included higher rates of poverty and the need for more affordable 

housing.  The above respondent saw this as an issue which suburban residents should share 

responsibility for, seeing them as evading responsibility.  “Self-interest,” continued the 

respondent, “governs too many of the discussions at the regional level” (Interview #2).  

For respondents who want to see a metropolitan solution, the prevalence of municipal 

interests is a key barrier though the urban affairs activist did state that, on poverty 

reduction, there has been success in having a regional conversation (Interview #2).  

However, the local activist from Quispamsis complained that, in the suburban 

communities, inner-city poverty was largely out of sight (Interview #7). 

 The anti-poverty activist from Saint John cited disparities in quality of service and 

infrastructure between the central city and suburban municipalities.  Commenting on 

regional disparities, the anti-poverty activist stated that: 
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You start crunching some of the SES data, and by any objective measure, the valley 

is privileged.  In fact I call them principalities of privilege, median family incomes 

$82,000 in the valley, 2009 figures, $54,000 in Saint John, $52,000 in the province.  

Levels of home-ownership exceeding 90 percent, astonishingly high, 

quintessentially suburban enclaves of single family residences” (Interview #1).   

 

The Quispamsis activist cited resistance in the Kennebecasis Valley to any change 

in this atmosphere, such as by constructing apartment buildings.  This is consistent with 

the notion of housing and life-style preference put forward by Popenoe and Michelson 

(2002) on creating unique housing types in the suburban municipalities (Park, 1925; 

McKenzie, 1925; Interview #7). 

 Several respondents from the City of Saint John highlighted the challenge of the 

metropolitan area growing beyond the central city’s municipal boundaries.  Samuel 

Mersereau raised concerns about growth of suburban municipalities coming at the expense 

of the central city, with competition among municipalities for unconditional grant money, 

competition on economic development, and escaping higher taxes as adversely affecting 

Metropolitan Saint John as a whole (Interview #15).  This point, about people moving to 

the suburbs to pay lower taxes and the adverse effects on the central city were also echoed 

by the second Saint John city councillor (Interview #12).  The second Saint John city 

councillor also highlighted the different budgetary demands of the city versus the suburbs 

which was not captured by the current framework on local government in the region.  In 

particular, the respondent highlighted the infrastructure costs of being a hub for the region, 

including demand for services such as roads and water.  The third Saint John city 

councillor raised a similar point to Samuel Mersereau stating that bedroom communities 

were essentially subsidized and that the suburbs would not exist without the central city 
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(Interviews #12, #14, #15).  On this theme, jurisdictional fragmentation was also identified 

as a problem.  The third Saint John city councillor identified the separation of the region’s 

economic generation (the City of Saint John which was the employment hub) from the 

revenue generator (the suburbs) as an issue of concern (Interview #14). 

Among Saint John area respondents, while there was agreement on a common 

sense of purpose in the metropolitan region, there was also widespread sentiment that full-

scale amalgamation would be extremely difficult.  This was the case even among those 

respondents favourable to amalgamation.  The municipal politician from Rothesay, while 

opposing regional amalgamation, noted the City of Saint John was the economic engine 

of the region, the workplace of most suburban residents, a focal point for entertainment 

and shopping, and home to the hospital and the university.  However, the respondent was 

clear to note that “while these give rise to common interest, they can clearly be shared 

without the necessity of a single jurisdiction” (Interview #5). 

 The former town councillor from Quispamsis echoed a similar sentiment, stating 

that Saint John was home to most of the jobs in the region.  The respondent acknowledged 

a common regional interest but, like the Rothesay municipal politician, was clear that 

amalgamation was neither needed nor desirable (Interview #3).   

By contrast, the first Saint John city councillor stated the region as a whole was 

hurt by an underfunded city faced with deteriorating neighbourhoods (Interview #8).  The 

former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor noted that the best solution, in light of a 

common regional identity, goals and needs, was full amalgamation (Interview #11).  The 

local activist from Quispamsis noted that “Saint John is our major economic hub.  It 

deserves more respect from neighbouring communities and greater cooperation.  If the 

centre dies, the outlying areas will eventually decline as well.”  This respondent continued, 
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stating that suburban municipalities “feel no obligation to help Saint John accomplish the 

goals that are necessary for region-wide economic success” (Interview #7).  The urban 

affairs activist echoed a similar sentiment, stating that suburban municipalities were not 

willing to sacrifice, that they saw themselves as functioning fine on their own.  The 

respondent stated that “self-interest governs too many of the discussions at a regional 

level” (Interview #2).   

Thus, while there is widespread agreement on the existence of common interests, 

the desirability of reform, such as amalgamation, is more contentious.  Respondents 

agreed that a regional entity and common sense of regional purpose existed on a common 

economic space where the City of Saint John was the hub of jobs in the region.  However, 

disagreement lay in the extent to where this regional sense of purpose warranted local 

government reform.  This included consideration of whether existing avenues of inter-

municipal cooperation were adequate or if some form of regionalization or full 

amalgamation was needed.  In contention was the extent of local municipal interest vis a 

vis this regional interest, and the degree to which such local municipal interests warranted 

preserving local autonomy, precluding a regional entity.  A key point of contention among 

respondents, who all acknowledge a regional entity and a regional interest at play, is the 

extent this metropolitan reality warrants reform of political institutions, especially to 

promote equalization of taxation and service provision.  This is a key point of contention 

among respondents who all acknowledge a regional entity and regional interest at play.  

Where amalgamation proved to not be feasible, and the status quo is not acceptable, a new 

regionalist informed “middle ground” establishing regional institutions and decision-

making structures could be an option to consider (Betts, 1997). 
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 On proposals for amalgamation of a more limited scope (amalgamation of the 

Kennebecasis Valley municipalities) opinion was also divided.  The NDP candidate from 

Quispamsis, Matt Doherty, noted while there was some sense of common identity 

throughout the Saint John region, there were also differences.  These differences included 

the more urban nature of Saint John that inhibited proposals such as regional 

amalgamation.  However, Doherty did see potential for Kennebecasis Valley 

amalgamation, noting it was even hard to physically tell where the boundary between the 

two municipalities was.  He added that there was a strong sense of common identity and 

a strong community of interest between the two municipalities “I think the whole area is 

one big community of interest,” remarked Doherty, “and needs to be served with one 

municipal authority” (Interview #4). 

 However, there were contrary views showing that even among suburban 

municipalities there were differences in addition to overall differences from the City of 

Saint John.  This view would confirm the hypothesis of Popenoe and Michelson (2002) 

that municipal boundaries serve as cues for different policy and lifestyle preferences.  

Former Rothesay Mayor Bill Artiss stated some of these differences were that Rothesay 

residents were older than residents of Quispamsis, as in the latter there was a younger and 

faster growing population.  This was something which, in Artiss’ view, created different 

demands on service provision (Interview #6).  The other respondent, the Rothesay 

municipal politician, emphasized that there were differences in policy approach which 

entailed differences in infrastructure and development between Rothesay and Quispamsis.  

The respondent also noted that Rothesay’s population was steadier where in Quispamsis 

it was rapidly growing (Interview #5).   
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These responses are consistent with Popenoe and Michelson’s (2002) assertions 

about the importance of municipal boundaries in delineating political space.  This is a 

delineation that is about more than “urban” and “suburban” but entails unique municipal 

units catering to a range of preferences in housing, social class of neighbours, taxation, 

and service provision.  The above responses give an idea of the varying interests at play 

concerning local government reform.  This includes differences between the city-centre 

and suburbs and differences among suburban municipalities.  In the suburbs in many 

cases, middle-class homeowners, protagonists in middle-class activism, could have 

differing interests among them based on age and/or other factors (Keil, 2000; Boudreau, 

2002).  In the case of suburban Saint John (at least with regards to the Kennebecasis 

Valley) there is a common suburban entity with many similarities, though the differing 

replies on Kennebecasis Valley amalgamation show that, even within this suburban entity 

which has many commonalities, differences do exist. 

 

7.6 Conclusion: 

There was general agreement that New Brunswick’s structures of local government, while 

having strengths, needed reform.  There were widespread (though not unanimous or 

unconditional) calls for greater local control, a recognition of the municipal as an 

important policy space and widespread agreement that a common metropolitan interest 

existed.  However, there was sharp disagreement on how political institutions must cope 

with this reality.  As highlighted in this chapter, this is the sociological and political 

environment reformers need to be cognizant of. 

The fifteen interviews provide an illustration of the political and sociological 

dynamics of the metropolitan region.  They give an illustration of how policy-makers are 
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coping with metropolitanization, dealing with questions of municipal autonomy versus 

the need for a common sense of metropolitan purpose.  Among respondents from 

Rothesay, there was a strong preference for maintaining municipal boundaries, seeing 

Rothesay as a distinct entity from Quispamsis.  However, countering opinions from some 

suburban respondents questioned this.  One could see a desire to protect local autonomy 

among suburban respondents fulfilling the prediction of municipal boundaries 

encompassing unique preferences (Dupré, 1972; Popenoe and Michelson, 2002).  By 

contrast, and this was seen in the City of Saint John, there was greater receptiveness to 

proposals such as amalgamation, and a greater concern with issues such as service 

provision.  An urban-suburban divide was evident. 

A key sociological reality is one of greater suburbanization in the post-WWII era 

where cities have outgrown municipal boundaries.  Sprawling suburbs encompass 

multiple municipal units.  This has created concerns of coordination across multiple units.  

Some municipalities guard local autonomy, protecting their tax base or unique preferences 

regarding policy or other areas.  Proposals such as amalgamation or other forms of 

regionalization are an attempt to cope with this.   

The continued urbanization and suburbanization of New Brunswick (and Greater 

Saint John) has been evident since the Equal Opportunity program.  This is something 

evident in the focus of government reports in the 1990s and 2000s highlighting urban and 

suburban realities (New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 1997; Finn, 2008).  Issues of 

coordinating services across multiple municipalities, of creating a common voice for the 

Saint John region, and concerns about taxation and public services, are creating a new 

basis of regional division and debate.  There is a prevalent realization of a metropolitan 
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interest, but the greater difficulty is in determining how political institutions can best fulfill 

this interest. 
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8.0 Paths to Reform: 

8.1 Introduction: 

8.1.1 Background: 

The previous chapters provided an assessment of New Brunswick’s local government 

institutions with particular focus on the “metropolitan problem” in Greater Saint John.  

There are strengths to New Brunswick’s framework of local government, with its intention 

to provide a level playing field for service provision across the province.  One can see 

centralization in areas such as education and healthcare as promoting this level playing 

field.  However, the emphasis in reports from the 1990s and 2000s shows a clear need for 

reform to account for urbanization and suburbanization (New Brunswick, 1992; Cormier, 

1997; Finn, 2008).   

 It would be a mistake to say metropolitan concerns, in particular Greater Saint 

John, were not on the agenda in the 1960s.  It is interesting that the Finn Report (2008) 

criticizes the Byrne Report for being superficial in tackling metropolitan issues yet also 

praises the report’s proposal for metropolitan councils.  The Byrne Report (1963) did 

focus on broad solutions for the whole province, and in that sense missed out on the unique 

concerns of different city-regions.  It tackled the metropolitan problem, but not with as 

much depth as it should have.  The Goldenberg Report, by contrast, dealt directly with the 

metropolitan problem concerning Greater Saint John, echoing themes that would be 

dominant in government reports in the 1990s and 2000s.  The Robichaud government 

acted on the amalgamation of Greater Saint John in 1967.  Regional government for this 

city region was an issue policy-makers of the era were cognizant of (Goldenberg, 1963; 

Betts, 1997). 
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 However, the Byrne Report and Equal Opportunity were based on a distrust of 

local governments and severely constricted their authority with restrictive legislation.  

While this could have been applicable to many rural municipalities and counties, for cities 

which have greater capacity and play a key economic role in the life of the province this 

constriction was excessive.  This has become more evident in the decades since the Equal 

Opportunity reforms as the province’s three largest cities, including Greater Saint John, 

have experienced continued urbanization and suburbanization.  In Greater Saint John the 

inner-city has become a site of poverty and suburbs have spread well beyond the Saint 

John County confines.  Saint John County was seen as the limits of Greater Saint John in 

the Goldenberg Report (Goldenberg, 1963; Byrne, 1963; Betts, 1997).   

Given the challenges facing Greater Saint John and the constricting nature of New 

Brunswick’s system of local government, there is a need for decision-making at the 

regional level and for the central city, as the hub of the region, to have greater policy-

making authority.  This involves moving beyond a view of local governments as only a 

service-delivery agency and instead view them as full-fledged political and policy-making 

authorities, at least for larger cities in the province like Saint John. 

 The interviews in the previous chapter revealed a widespread call for greater local 

control.  They also revealed some common ground as a metropolitan interest was 

acknowledged, especially in the economic sense with the City of Saint John being the hub 

of employment.  However, sharp urban-suburban divides remain on the question of 

reform.  This is evident not only in the interview responses in this study, but in the 

consultation process around the Cormier Report and the reactions, in particular in the 

suburbs, to its recommendation of regional amalgamation.  It is this stiff resistance that 

has led local government solutions in Greater Saint John away from an old regionalist 
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framework towards new regionalist ideas.  This chapter will consider the prospects for 

(and challenges to) reform with particular attention to the interview responses in this study 

(Cormier, 1997; Betts, 1997). 

 

8.1.2 General remarks by interviewees: 

The recommendations for reform (in the following paragraphs) show respondents 

cognizant of a metropolitan entity with multiple units with concerns not adequately 

accounted for by Equal Opportunity.  Even among those who praised the overall Equal 

Opportunity framework, there seemed to be a general sense of a need to update local 

government structures for this metropolitan reality.  A political dynamic of distinct urban 

and suburban entities has been evident in these interviews.   

 There were a good number of recommendations for reform, even if the nature and 

extent of needed reforms differed among respondents.  The first Saint John city councillor 

stated that municipalities needed more authority, that “in my view municipal governments 

need generally much broader legislative powers in order to deliver the modern day level 

of services we are expected to provide” (Interview #8).  This councillor raised the need 

for greater taxation authority at the municipal level to “combat our unique local issues” 

adding that “our city is rife with boarded up buildings and vacant lots.  Greater taxation 

authority would enable the city to apply greater levies against land owners who choose 

not to develop their property or choose to permit them to become dilapidated” (Interview 

#8).  The issue of four decades of population decline, of abandoned buildings and housing, 

was seen by this respondent as a uniquely local issue which the municipal government 

needed to be empowered to act upon. 
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 The former Quispamsis town councillor did not want additional taxation authority 

for municipalities on a permanent basis, but saw the possibility of a referendum for a 

temporary levy for a specific project such as a new arena (Interview #3).  Other 

suggestions on taxation include a sales tax rebate or allocating a portion of income tax.  A 

widespread theme in all this (from the anti-poverty activist, the first Saint John city 

councillor, and from the Quispamsis town councillor) was the need for more revenues for 

municipal governments to fulfill their mandate.  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town 

councillor also cited lack of tax revenues as a problem facing Saint John (Interviews #1, 

#3, #8, & #11).  Access to revenue which the municipality can distinctly raise and spend 

is a part of local autonomy, part of the demands for greater local control to deal with 

unique local issues. 

 The second Saint John city councillor remarked that municipalities needed more 

power.  They need to be freer to act in areas of local concern such as issuing fines, or stoop 

and scoop bylaws which currently need to go through the province.  Municipal legislation 

in the province, this respondent stated, needs to be modernized (Interview #12). 

 Several respondents did note that decentralization, greater local control, had to be 

strategic.  There were cautions that decentralization could create complications in local 

taxation (Interview #13).  It is noteworthy that complications over local taxation were one 

of the main drivers behind the Equal Opportunity reforms in the first place (Stanley, 1984).  

The third Saint John city councillor highlighted benefits of centralization in areas such as 

education and healthcare delivery and in defining common standards in areas such as 

garbage collection (Interview #14).  One respondent, a former regional manager of 

property assessment Sam Mersereau, was cautious on decentralization, stating that 

common standards were needed for police, fire, planning, and garbage collection.  The 
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respondent wanted the province to relieve municipalities of the costs associated with 

police and fire (Interview #15). 

Of course the new political entity envisioned in the post-1960s era is not only 

municipal, but metropolitan.  There is a need for political institutions to provide decision 

making authority for this metropolitan entity.  This was a concern raised by several 

respondents.  A local activist from Quispmasis stated that Equal Opportunity was based 

on good principles, but needed new applications.  Where Equal Opportunity dealt with 

provincial equalization, the priority now had to be metropolitan equalization: 

 

The fiscal funding gap arises because equalization has not been implemented on a 

regional [metropolitan] basis for local service, as it has been for health, education, 

and social services province-wide.  It may be necessary to give tax points to 

municipalities for region-wide cooperation on services like police, fire, water and 

recreation infrastructure (Interview #7). 

 

 This is a key point, in discussing the situation of local government structure in the 

context of suburbanization and metropolitanization.  There is the potential need for greater 

focus on equalization not just across the province, but within metropolitan regions.  

Several respondents expressed similar sentiments.  The metropolitan is an important 

political space that needs to be central to discussions on local government. 

 

8.2 Amalgamation – Old Regionalist Approaches: 

8.2.1 Options for Amalgamation: 

Many respondents expressed interest in amalgamation, especially those in the city, 

highlighting its benefits for the city and the region.  The urban affairs activist commented 

on benefits in terms of unified planning throughout the region which could benefit the 
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Kennebecasis Valley by preserving natural landscapes that are part of the appeal for those 

who live there (Interview #2).  The anti-poverty activist cited benefits of amalgamation in 

combating inequalities (Interview #1).  However, there was a widespread (nearly 

unanimous) sentiment that it was not feasible, that there would be too much resistance, in 

particular from suburban municipalities.  This reality was seen with the strong suburban 

resistance to the Cormier Report in the 1990s (Betts, 1997). 

 One respondent, a former town councillor in Grand Bay-Westfield, stated that 

amalgamation could be feasible if certain problems of public administration were 

addressed.  This includes the steep and unnecessarily high budgets for police and fire in 

the City of Saint John as well as the pensions issue in the city.  The respondent added that 

the crux of the issue was suburban residents not wanting to pay Saint John level property 

taxes for Saint John levels of public services in areas like police and fire.  The respondent 

noted that these were areas where spending could be reduced.  In the councillor’s view, if 

these problems were fixed, to bring levels of property taxation more on par with suburban 

municipalities, amalgamation would be feasible and could be a desirable option (Interview 

#11).  Thus it was important to address a key point of division between the city and 

suburbs, public administration, especially with regards to police and fire.  For this 

respondent, policy was the key dividing line between the city and the suburbs.  Adjusting 

for this policy gap, in their view, could better foster the existence of a metropolitan 

political entity.   

 

Among respondents, while there was agreement on a common sense of purpose in the 

metropolitan region, there was also widespread sentiment that full-scale amalgamation 

would be extremely difficult, even among those respondents favourable to amalgamation.  
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The municipal politician from Rothesay, while expressly opposing regional 

amalgamation, did note the City of Saint John was the economic engine of the region.  The 

respondent also noted that the city was the workplace of most suburban residents, a focal 

point for entertainment and shopping, and was home to the hospital and the university.  

However, the respondent was clear to note that “while these give rise to common interest, 

they can clearly be shared without the necessity of a single jurisdiction” (Interview #5). 

 The former town councillor from Quispamsis echoed a similar sentiment, stating 

that Saint John was home to most of the jobs in the region.  The respondent acknowledged 

a common regional interest but, like the Rothesay municipal politician, was clear that 

amalgamation was neither needed nor desirable (Interview #3). 

 By contrast, the first Saint John city councillor highlighted that the region as a 

whole was hurt by an underfunded city faced with deteriorating neighbourhoods 

(Interview #8).  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor noted that the best 

solution was full amalgamation in light of common regional identity and interest 

(Interview #11).  The local activist from Quispamsis noted that “Saint John is our major 

economic hub.  It deserves more respect from neighbouring communities and greater 

cooperation.  If the centre dies, the outlying areas will eventually decline as well.”  This 

respondent continued, stating that suburban municipalities “feel no obligation to help 

Saint John accomplish the goals that are necessary for region-wide economic success” 

(Interview #7).  The urban affairs activist echoed a similar sentiment, stating that suburban 

municipalities were not willing to sacrifice, that they saw themselves as functioning fine 

on their own, and that “self-interest governs too many of the discussions at a regional 

level” (Interview #2).   
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Thus, while there is widespread agreement on the existence of common interests, 

the desirability of reform, such as amalgamation, is more contentious.  Respondents 

agreed that a regional entity and common sense of regional purpose existed.  However, 

disagreement lay in the extent to which this regional sense of purpose warranted local 

government reform, if existing avenues of inter-municipal cooperation are adequate or 

some form of regionalization or full amalgamation is needed.  In contention was the extent 

of local municipal interest vis à vis this regional interest.  This includes the degree such 

local municipal interests warranted preserving local autonomy, precluding a regional 

entity.  Another issue of contention is the perceived need for reform of political institutions 

to promote equalization of taxation and service provision.  This is a key point of contention 

among respondents who all acknowledge a regional interest.   

Some further issues to consider are whether there is a basis to achieve regional 

cooperation and even a metropolitan governing structure.  There is widespread agreement 

on a common sense of regional purpose and especially on a common economic interest.  

This could hold potential for a new regionalist style consensus on regional governance in 

Greater Saint John.    The Canadian tradition is of strong provincial oversight and action 

without necessarily seeking local consensus.  However, it is clear that resistance to the 

Cormier Report has made policy-makers in New Brunswick hesitant to propose regional 

amalgamation for Greater Saint John (Betts, 1997).  This could be the basis to consider 

some other form of metropolitan cooperation, possibly along the lines of British 

Columbia’s regional districts (Sancton, 2005). 

 On proposals for amalgamation of a more limited scope (amalgamation of the 

Kennebecasis Valley municipalities) opinion was also divided.  The 2010 NDP candidate 

from Quispamsis, Matt Doherty, noted while there was some sense of common identity 
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throughout the Saint John region, there were also differences.  These differences included 

the more urban nature of Saint John that inhibited proposals such as regional 

amalgamation.  However, Doherty did see potential for Kennebecasis Valley 

amalgamation, noting it was hard to physically tell where the boundary between the two 

municipalities was.  He noted a strong sense of common identity and a strong community 

of interest between the two municipalities, stating that “I think the whole area is one big 

community of interest and needs to be served with one municipal authority” (Interview 

#4). 

 However, there were contrary views highlighting that even among suburban 

municipalities there were key differences, in addition to the overall differences from the 

City of Saint John.  This view would confirm the hypothesis of Popenoe and Michelson 

(2002) about municipal boundaries serving as cues for different policy and lifestyle 

preferences.  Former Rothesay Mayor Bill Artiss highlighted some of these differences, 

including that Rothesay residents were older in contrast to residents of Quispamsis, as in 

the latter there was a younger and faster growing population.  This was something which, 

in Artiss’ view, created different demands on service provision (Interview #6).  The other 

respondent, the Rothesay municipal politician, emphasized there were differences in 

policy approach.  This entailed differences in infrastructure and development between 

Rothesay and Quispamsis.  The respondent also noted that Rothesay’s population was 

steadier where in Quispamsis it was rapidly growing (Interview #5).   

These responses are consistent with Popenoe and Michelson’s (2002) assertions 

about the importance of municipal boundaries in delineating political space.  This is a 

delineation that is about more than “urban” and “suburban.”  It is a delineation that entails 

unique municipal units catering to a range of preferences in housing, social class of 
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neighbours, taxation, and service provision.  The above responses give an idea of the 

varying interests at play concerning local government reform.  This includes differences 

between the city-centre and suburbs and differences among suburban municipalities.  In 

many cases (concerning the latter) middle-class homeowners, protagonists in middle-class 

activism, could have differing interests among them based on factors such as age (Keil, 

2000; Boudreau, 2002).  In the case of suburban Saint John, at least with regards to the 

Kennebecasis Valley, there is a common suburban entity with many similarities.  

However, differing replies on Kennebecasis Valley amalgamation show that, even within 

this suburban entity which has many commonalities, differences exist. 

 

8.2.2 Support for and opposition to amalgamation: 

There is sharp disagreement on the desirability of regional amalgamation with the 

strongest resistance coming from policy and opinion leaders in suburban municipalities 

(though this resistance was not unanimous).  However, there seemed to be wider 

agreement that there was a common sense of community throughout the Greater Saint 

John region, and a fairly widespread sentiment that the region had a vested interest in the 

central city.  For example, many suburban residents work in Saint John.  These are 

fundamental issues that speak to the political nature of the metropolitan region and its 

constituent municipal entities.  There remain questions of whether this could hold the 

potential for a metropolitan sense of purpose to take hold, where the metropolitan can be 

seen as a space for equalization and policy-making, or if local municipal entities will take 

precedence. 

One sees elements of social class playing out in a spatial-geographic framework, 

with different “zones” battling and contesting with municipal boundaries serving as lines 
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of demarcation.  One can see the definition, as per Canadian-born sociologist R.D. 

McKenzie (1925), of human ecology playing out, the “spatial and temporal relations of 

human beings” as effected by their environment, with social class and political divisions 

playing out in the metropolitan framework of the city (p. 63).  McKenzie’s (1925) 

definition continues, as encompassing “the effect of position, in both space and time, upon 

human institutions and human behaviour” (p. 64).  In this case, this effect on institutions 

and behaviour is municipal boundaries and the guarding of those boundaries, especially 

by suburban municipalities.  One could posit the influential role of middle-class 

homeowners, for example in suburban Kennebecasis Valley, in protecting municipal 

boundaries and autonomy (Keil, 2000; Boudreau, 2002). 

On the topic of suburban amalgamation of the Kennebecasis Valley municipalities, 

former Quispamsis NDP candidate Matt Doherty remarked that Quispamsis and Rothesay 

amalgamation was both desirable and feasible, even if full regional amalgamation would 

be problematic because of issues regarding taxation, public spending, pensions, and stiff 

opposition from suburban municipalities.  Doherty summed up the problem as that “we 

have two mayors, we have two works departments.  We have two competing communities 

competing for ice time when there’s a five minute drive between the Rothesay Arena and 

the Quispamsis Arena and another five minute drive to the Q-Plex” (the Q-Plex is a 

recreation centre) (Interview #4).  For him, Quispamsis and Rothesay were essentially one 

community (Interview #4).  Thus, for this respondent, the suburban areas (at least of the 

Kennebecasis Valley) constituted a distinct entity, different from the city but with 

constituent elements of the Kennebecasis being similar to each other. 

 However, other respondents disagreed with the desirability of a Kennebecasis-

wide amalgamation and saw more purpose in constituent municipal units.  The former 
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Quispamsis town councillor took issue with accusations of “bickering” between 

Quispamsis and Rothesay, stating it was a normal part of the democratic process.  This 

same respondent also stated there were unique communities of interest among current and 

former municipalities, such as Gondola Point which had been amalgamated into 

Quispamsis.  This, the respondent felt, would be lost with amalgamation (Interview #3).  

However, the former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor did not see distinct local 

identities being an issue (Interview #11).  This debate is a significant one as it considers 

whether there are differences among suburban municipalities in the Saint John region.  It 

also considers if they constitute distinct communities of interest and whether municipal 

boundaries are serving to create and reinforce different preferences (Dupré, 1972; 

Popenoe and Michelson, 2002). 

 Bill Artiss, former Rothesay mayor, stated that a Kennebecasis-wide 

amalgamation was not needed and would bring little benefit: 

 

Instead of only two councils of seven plus two mayors, there would be one council, 

likely of at least eleven and one mayor, and they would want a higher stipend since 

they would then be in a city as opposed to a town.  The savings wouldn’t amount to 

a rounding error in the city’s new budget (Interview #6). 

 

Artiss further added that there would be an “insignificant” reduction in the number 

of employees as there would still be the same amount of roads and parks, and that a city 

manager would command a higher salary than a town manager.  Artiss added that 

competition among the two towns can be beneficial in areas such as tax rates, “if you want 

to see them [tax rates] go up, remove the competition” (Interview #6).  The latter is a 

strong argument in favour of municipal autonomy, of multiple municipalities rather than 

partial or full regional amalgamation. 
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On regional amalgamation for greater Saint John, numerous reasons were given by those 

who considered it a bad idea, with negative assessments coming from suburban 

respondents.  However, not all the respondents in the suburban regions were opposed, but 

opposition to the idea of amalgamation was only from that region.  By contrast, urban 

respondents were generally receptive to the idea of regional amalgamation, even if they 

also questioned whether it could happen due to potential resistance to the idea.  An urban-

suburban divide was evident as was the desire of suburban municipalities to protect their 

independence.  This could potentially be a manifestation of suburban homeowner activism 

in the Kennebecasis Valley, homeowners protecting municipal autonomy and their tax-

base.  This would be a situation (promoting autonomy) similar to that cited by Keil (2000) 

in the San Fernando Valley which sought secession from the City of Los Angeles.  In the 

context of New Brunswick and Greater Saint John, this points to the importance of the 

metropolitan and local as political spaces. 

 The Rothesay municipal politician noted that multiple municipalities present 

choice to residents and businesses, that there were not economies of scale from 

amalgamation (Interview #5).  The former Quispamsis town councillor, on this theme, 

saw a role for independent municipalities in fulfilling different policy preferences, stating 

that “the role of municipal government as I see it is to provide a service that the community 

wants, wishes, demands” (Interview #3).  This would fit into the theme of independent 

municipalities fulfilling differing policy preferences, creating differentiation throughout 

the metropolitan region and variety among suburban municipalities.  It would, at least in 

part, conform to Tiebout’s (1956) thesis on the benefits of fragmented metropolitan 

regions in fulfilling varied preferences. 
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Amalgamation was a popular option among respondents in the city of Saint John 

in terms of potential benefits.  They saw the metropolitan entity as a political and 

economic unit and a forum for good public policy and equalization, even while 

acknowledging the low likelihood of it happening.  While one can say those who choose 

to live in Saint John have preferences with regards to density, housing type, and lifestyle, 

the protection of municipal autonomy is not the same as among some suburban 

respondents in response to amalgamation.  As mentioned earlier though, resistance to 

amalgamation, while found among suburban respondents, was not unanimous.  One local 

activist from Quispamsis argued strongly that amalgamation is needed.  Among other 

things, the respondent stated that Saint John’s presence on the global economic stage 

needed to be boosted, a point echoed by the former Grand Bay-Westfield councillor.  This 

latter respondent also stated that regional amalgamation would increase the pool of talent 

for candidates for councillor (Interview #7).  Another respondent stated that boundaries 

among municipalities in the Saint John region inhibited the kind of cooperation needed to 

compete globally (Interview #10).   

One respondent cited the benefits of amalgamation as being procurement savings, 

a decrease in administrative duplication, and elimination of competition between 

municipalities.  This respondent further stated that referendums do not work, that 

provincial action is needed (Interview #13).  The theme of duplication was echoed by the 

third Saint John city councillor who added that amalgamation would bring about a more 

equitable distribution of services (Interview #14).  Samuel Mersereau cited the problem 

of too many mayors and councils as inhibiting effective action (Interview #15). 

 The urban affairs activist from Saint John noted the Saint John region was one 

“community of interest” challenging the desirability of local communities of interest 
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based on municipal boundaries.  The respondent stated that one municipality for the whole 

region was needed to reflect this.  “We need to make this one municipality,” continued 

the urban affairs activist, “because it would allow us to recognize what is in fact true, 

which is we’re one community that has to share resources more equitably and work 

together on common problems.”  The urban affairs activist described the current 

relationship among Saint John region municipalities as dysfunctional (Interview #2).  The 

second Saint John city councillor stated amalgamation was needed and there were no 

downsides to it.  Another respondent also spoke to the need for amalgamation (Interviews 

#12 & #13).  This is further support to the idea of the metropolitan entity as a political 

space needing appropriate institutions to cope with the problems it is facing. 

 On elected representatives, the former town councillor from Grand Bay-Westfield 

stated there were those involved in the community in Saint John but, living in the suburban 

areas, could not run for elected office to have a direct say on city affairs.  This created a 

democratic deficit for those who work in and/or frequently travel to the city, an example 

of a regional interest (Interview #11).  This supports the need to redefine political space, 

in this case to cover a democratic deficit.  The urban affairs activist stated there was some 

support for amalgamation in the suburbs, something that was borne out by the interviews 

conducted as part of this study.  This support, the respondent stated, comes from people 

who live in the suburban municipalities but “are involved in the city’s affairs, they live 

outside the city, they actually see the vested interest” (Interview #2).  This same 

respondent also noted support for amalgamation among business leaders who see a vested 

regional interest.  These business leaders see “a city that’s financially not viable or that’s 

falling apart from an infrastructure point of view, is not good for business development in 

the city” (Interview #2).  These responses confirm the existence of a common regional 
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interest which could be a basis of local government reform along new regionalist lines 

(Dreier et al, 2004). 

 Brownstone and Plunkett (1983) raised concerns about suburban domination in an 

amalgamated Winnipeg.  On whether this would be a concern in an amalgamated Saint 

John, the urban affairs activist stated this was not an issue as such domination already 

happened through a certain regional agency dominated by people from the Kennebecasis 

(Interview #2).  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor added that the existing 

city of Saint John already included rural and suburban areas.  The respondent added that 

the issue was good management to deal with urban-suburban issues within an 

amalgamated context (Interview #11). 

 The second Saint John city councillor noted that suburban residents have an 

interest in boards, commissions, and agencies as well as in theatre, arts, and sports teams.  

However, they disassociated from the city when speaking in a global context, talking 

about being from “near Saint John” (Interview #12).  Another respondent stated that 

suburban residents are not familiar with urban neighbourhoods in the City of Saint John 

(Interview #13).  The third Saint John City councillor cited the desire of suburban 

residents to protect their lower property tax rates as inhibiting a metropolitan approach 

(Interview #14) 

 Nonetheless, based on interview responses, resistance from the suburbs to regional 

amalgamation is still strong.  Many suburban respondents see their interests and 

preferences best served through a distinct municipal entity rather than an amalgamated 

regional entity.  Respondents who favoured amalgamation generally cited this stiff 

resistance as decreasing the likelihood of amalgamation ever happening, as a barrier to 

this metropolitan purpose emerging with local municipalities still predominating. 
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Resistance to local government reform, in particular to amalgamation or greater 

regionalization, included concerns about public administration in the city as well as costs 

for tax-payers.  These are the defining political lines in the metropolitan region, often 

demarcating different municipalities and being the reasons they guard their independence. 

  The City of Saint John’s police and fire unions was a concern frequently cited as 

an inhibiting factor to amalgamation, in particular a disincentive for suburban 

municipalities.  The concern about the unions was their strength in bargaining for wages 

and pensions which increased the costs of police and fire services in the City of Saint John.  

Suburban municipalities would not want to share in the high costs of Saint John’s police 

and fire services (Interviews #2, #3, #6, and #7).  The urban affairs activist cited police 

and fire services in Saint John as a hard-sell for the Kennebecasis Valley (Interview #2).  

Similar concerns were also raised by the Quispamsis community activist as inhibiting 

potential for reform (Interview #7).   

  One respondent cited emotional attachment as fostering resistance to change 

(Interview #13).  The third Saint John city councillor stated it would be politically difficult 

for provincial governments and, if their ability to get re-elected is threatened, they would 

be a source of resistance (Interview #14). 

  The recurring theme of public service provision and taxation among suburban 

residents was seen in the interview responses citing reasons for resistance to reforms.  

Higher taxation in the City of Saint John than in the suburbs was cited by respondents 

concerned taxes would increase for suburban residents in an amalgamated entity 

(Interviews #2, #3, #4, #6, and #7).  For former Rothesay mayor Bill Artiss, increased 

property taxes not accompanied by increased service improvements was a source of 
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tension (Interview #6).  It was these concerns which were seen as sources of resistance by 

suburban residents.  That these were a source of resistance was a view shared by 

respondents from both the city and the suburbs, and by respondents who supported and 

opposed regional amalgamation. 

  Further instances of this suburban concern about service provision and taxation 

were voiced in the context of public administration in the City of Saint John, in particular 

the use of tax dollars in the city and how this compared with suburban municipalities.  

These apprehensions, about public administration and use of tax dollars in Quispamsis vis 

a vis the city of Saint John, were raised by the former Quispamsis town councillor 

(Interview #3).  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor noted that the key 

problem was “Cadillac fire services” in Saint John, as well as pensions, unions, and police 

services.  However, the respondent added that these were fixable problems, and if fixed 

could remove a major barrier to amalgamation or greater regionalization.  The respondent 

summarized the issue saying “that they have some pretty expensive services [in the City 

of Saint John] the outlying areas believe they don’t need and the City of Saint John 

believes they require” (Interview #11).   

  This respondent saw these problems (disparities in taxation and public services) as 

resolvable with regionalization a desirable option.  Many other suburban respondents did 

not consider (or at least did not raise the possibility of) these differences as being 

resolvable much less amalgamation as being a desirable option.  The former Grand Bay-

Westfield town councillor also noted that suburbs are not paying their fair share.  A 

problem, he stated, is that outlying areas do not want to pay, “We get off as a suburb 

cheaper, without question, we’re not paying our fair share” (Interview #11). 
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  In considering the potential need for reform, the Rothesay municipal politician 

stated that jurisdictional separation was not a problem, that different municipalities 

facilitated choice.  “A variety of municipalities offers choice,” stated the respondent, “and 

reflects the fact that there is no uniform economy of scale for all government services” 

(Interview #5).  This would support the thesis of municipal boundaries acting as cues for 

different preferences, such as housing, service provision, and lifestyle (Werkle, Sandberg, 

& Gilbert, 2009; Popenoe and Michelson, 2002).  The protection of these preferences, of 

these municipal boundaries, would be key concerns for middle-class suburban residents.  

It is also consistent with Tiebout’s (1956) notion that multiple municipalities facilitating 

choice is a favourable condition. 

  Bill Artiss stated there was already significant regional cooperation noting 

suburban municipalities contributed to five “major facilities” in Saint John, along with the 

Regional Economic Development Agency and Enterprise Saint John.  The former 

Rothesay mayor raised concerns about the earlier amalgamation in the 1960s where 

promised levels of services were never provided (Interview #6). 

 On public administration, an interesting point was raised by the former Grand Bay-

Westfield town councillor.  This respondent stated that amalgamation could serve to 

increase the pool of talent for elected officials, leading to better public administration 

overall (Interview #11).  One could see suburban officials having a direct say in city affairs 

through an amalgamated entity as a positive in this regard. 

  The role of unique suburban identities was raised by some suburban respondents, 

the former Rothesay mayor Bill Artiss, the Rothesay municipal politician, and the former 

Quispamsis town councillor (Interviews #3, 5, and 6).  Though one respondent, the former 
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Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor, dismissed the identity issue saying while it was 

there, it was not an overriding concern (Interview #11).   

  Concerns of middle-class suburban homeowners over issues such as taxation and 

service provision drives resistance to reforms such as amalgamation.  Suburban resistance 

to consolidation shows the power of municipal boundaries to encompass set preferences.  

It also shows the basis to defend these boundaries and the lines of differentiation in the 

metropolitan region.  This shows the challenges regionalists face in establishing a 

metropolitan forum for decision-making and unified service provision in the region (Betts, 

1997). 

 

8.2.3 Middle-Class Homeowner Activism: 

In the context of local government reform, and support and/or resistance to it, the concept 

of middle-class homeowner activism is worth noting.  Dupré (1972) writes that 

demarcated boundaries provide a forum for interests and policy preferences to find 

expression.  This would explain resistance, for example, in many suburban municipalities 

to reforms such as amalgamation that would take these particular municipal governments 

(forums) away.  In the context of Greater Saint John, preferences encompassed in 

suburban municipalities would include paying lower taxes, less expensive services (ie., 

police and fire), and a preference for single-detached homes.  Boudreau (2002) writes that 

the middle class are particularly defensive of municipal boundaries and that “the middle 

class can react very fiercely to the disappearance of its venue for influencing the state: 

municipal institutions” (p. 780).  Municipal boundaries are the battle lines in the “class 

struggle in space” (Boudreau, 2002, p. 780).  This would provide a context for the stiff 

resistance to amalgamation among suburban municipalities in Greater Saint John. 
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 On the middle-class, Boudreau (2002) writes they are an influential group with 

access to political resources being a strong factor in this respect.  These resources include 

“money, cultural and political skills, education, and positions in the state apparatus or in 

essential sectors of the professional world.”  The author adds that the middle-class 

“constitutes a critical mass in society” (p. 777).  However, Boudreau (2002) states it would 

be a mistake to assume the middle class are a uniform group.  There are income disparities 

within the middle-class and spatial differences among the middle class.  On the latter, 

there are members of the middle class who are moving back to the city centre as opposed 

to those remaining in the suburbs.  Furthermore, members of the middle-class differ based 

on ideological and political affiliations.  These differences played out, for example, in the 

amalgamation debates in Toronto, a debate which Boudreau (2002) characterized as being 

“largely a battle between the urban and suburban middle-class” (p. 771).    

 In the context of middle-class politics, it is important to note that reforms such as 

amalgamation or municipal secession are not inherently right or left wing.  In Toronto 

amalgamation was motivated by rightwing political interests whereas in Winnipeg it was 

motivated by centre-left interests.  Nonetheless, municipal boundaries constitute the front-

lines of middle-class politics, a politics where the interests of the middle-class can often 

subsume corporate and business interests (Sancton, 2001; Keil, 2000).  Roger Keil (2000) 

highlights the intersection of suburban homeowner interests and middle-class politics 

(“middle-class homeowner activism”) in the debate over the secession of San Fernando 

Valley from the City of Los Angeles (p. 771).  Keil (2000) described these homeowners 

as being “the main movers behind spatial definitions of community which are exclusive 

in racial and class terms” (p. 771).  These definitions were informed by an idealized notion 
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of suburban life which saw the city as a threat (whether this “threat” was real or imagined) 

and saw the need to segregate spaces along social and economic lines (Keil, 2000). 

 Keil (2000) noted that San Fernando Valley middle-class suburban residents (in 

their call for municipal secession) were at odds with the interests of global capitalism.  

The business lobby group, the L.A. Business Advisers, had been arguing for greater 

metropolitan unity to promote economic and urban development “on a metropolitan scale” 

(Keil, 2000, p. 773).  This ties into a metropolitan economic interest vis a vis the global 

economy. 

Among Saint John respondents, a common theme was that resistance to reforms 

such as amalgamation would be strong and come primarily from the suburbs.  There is 

protection of municipal autonomy and boundaries in the suburbs.  This would confirm the 

middle-class activism thesis and the value placed on municipal boundaries (Keil, 2000; 

Boudreau, 2002).   

A couple of Saint John area respondents noted the importance of political 

leadership and political courage, stating that such courage was needed to bring change.  

They highlighted the need for elected officials to stand up and do the right thing and 

lamented that elected officials seemed to lack this courage (Interviews #1 & #11).  These 

responses raise the question of the impact of political leadership vis a vis history and 

political tradition.  Louis Robichaud in New Brunswick encountered substantial resistance 

but ultimately pushed through substantive local government reform, overhauling and 

fundamentally transforming the system in New Brunswick (Stanley, 1984).   

As noted earlier, Boudreau (2002) wrote that the middle class are especially 

defensive of municipal boundaries and municipal institutions are a key avenue for this 

group to influence the state.  Boudreau (2002) further noted that municipal boundaries 
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constituted the battle lines, “class struggles in space” (p. 780).  In particular, they were a 

key means to protect local autonomy and class interests given instances of geographically 

concentrated affluence or poverty.  Brueckner (2000) highlights that people moving to 

suburban municipalities is evidence of the desire for high and middle income earners to 

have their own jurisdictions separate from low income earners, especially in the provision 

of public services.  One could see the rapid population growth in suburban Quispamsis in 

this context. 

 The desire of suburban residents for a separate local jurisdiction based on certain 

preferences was evident in the responses of interviewees, as was resistance to 

amalgamation on this basis.  The former Quispamsis town councillor stated that resistance 

in the Kennebecasis to reforms such as amalgamation would come from home-owners, 

not likely from business-owners (Interview #3).  The anti-poverty activist from Saint John 

remarked that in the Kennebecasis, “people there would rise up.”  Continuing on this 

point, the respondent stated (in an statement that supports the creation of middle-class 

suburban enclaves based on a set of preferences) that “it’s the people who fled to the 

‘burbs for a number of reasons, for better weather, for perceived better schools, for 

perceived better government, for lower taxes, physical environment” (Interview #1).   

There is a clear social class element at play, in housing and other preferences, that 

are encompassed by suburban municipal boundaries which middle-class homeowners 

want to protect.  Many of them left the city (or chose not to move to the city) because of 

a particular set of preferences, for large properties and single-detached homes, for middle-

class neighbours, for lower taxes, and other reasons.  The city is something to escape and 

thus integration with the city is seen as cause for resistance. 
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 The first Saint John city councillor stated that most of the efforts at resistance 

would come from suburban taxpayers.  This a response also consistent with the middle-

class homeowner thesis cited by Boudreau (2002) and Keil (2000).  The respondent noted 

that municipal leaders would be reluctant about an amalgamated metropolitan unit or an 

arrangement that entailed greater levels of regionalization (Interview #8).   

The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor noted that resistance would 

come from both the general public and municipal politicians in the suburbs, especially 

taking note of the Kennebecasis Valley (Interview #11).  Former Rothesay mayor Bill 

Artiss noted that, “It’s likely there would be push back from municipal councils and the 

voting public to proposals for reform that result in higher costs for tax payers, particularly 

if there is no associated service level increase” (Interview #6).   Similar sentiments were 

expressed by respondents from Saint John and from the community activist in Quispamsis 

(Interviews #7 & #10).  The second Saint John city councillor noted strong suburban 

resistance to amalgamation while there was support for it in the city (Interview #12).  

Samuel Mersereau stated that resistance in the suburbs would be tenacious and that there 

were concerns about the tax rates and political culture in the City of Saint John (Interview 

#15). 

Even among those citing the resistance of municipal politicians, these politicians 

can be seen as acting in the interests of the constituents who voted for them, middle-class 

homeowners.  The respondent from Rothesay cited costs to taxpayers and service 

provision, as well as concerns of middle-class homeowners, as particular reasons for 

resistance to reforms such as greater regionalization or amalgamation (Interview #3). 

  The above responses reflect what tended to be the view of the majority of Saint 

John-area respondents.  However there were some responses which, while similar in 
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stating that resistance would be primarily from suburban residents and their municipal 

governments, did present a slightly different take.  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town 

councillor noted that many suburban residents were originally from Saint John, and that 

issues around amalgamation were not identity per se, but concerns about public 

administration and taxation.  “In my opinion,” stated the respondent, “it’s not about being 

part of Saint John, or being part of the city, it’s about the issues that you’re bringing, it’s 

about the liabilities you’re taking on with your own wallet and I don’t want to take on 

those liabilities” (Interview #11). 

  Matt Doherty noted that there would not be much resistance to Quispamsis-

Rothesay amalgamation but would be to full regional amalgamation, with that resistance 

coming from the suburbs (Interview #4).  The urban affairs activist had a different take on 

the overall dynamics around resistance to amalgamation.  The respondent stated there 

would be a split in the business community, with some “very forward thinking business-

people in the city” who live in the suburbs seeing things from a regional perspective. They 

would be in favour of greater regionalization and even amalgamation.  Furthermore, this 

respondent stated there would be city residents also opposed to amalgamation over 

concerns about ceding control to the suburbs and having a city council where suburban 

residents would have a greater say.  This would especially be a concern as the population 

of the suburbs is growing (Interview #2). 

  In these responses common themes occur.  These include concerns about taxation 

and service provision, and concerns of middle-class homeowners.  It is clear that, in the 

suburban municipalities, these are key players in opposing reforms such as regionalization 

or amalgamation.  Even in New Brunswick, where jurisdictional control is highly 

centralized at the provincial level, this middle-class homeowner concern with municipal 
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boundaries (in this case to protect suburban autonomy) persists.  This seems to be a key 

element in metropolitan politics.  It can present a challenge in proposals that would take 

autonomy away from suburban municipalities either through greater regionalization or 

full amalgamation. 

 

8.2.4 Middle-class activism and political influence: 

The previous subsection noted the strength of middle-class homeowners in affecting 

municipal politics.  Suburban homeowners often feel a vested stake in maintaining 

municipal autonomy.  This is something that seems evident in the resistance to 

amalgamation from Saint John’s suburban municipalities (Betts, 1997; Keil, 2000; 

Boudreau, 2002). 

In the Greater Saint John area, among many (though not all) respondents, it was 

noted that between the suburbs and the city, the suburbs had the most political clout.  

Factors such as education levels of residents and voter turnout were cited as giving 

suburban residents greater clout.  However, there were also strong contrary views on this 

particular point.  Overall, opinion among Saint John area respondents was divided on the 

issue of who (city or suburbs) had more clout.  These are key points in considering 

perceptions of strengths of different groups and in considering the landscape for local 

government reform. 

 The NDP candidate from Quispamsis, Matt Doherty, noted that suburban 

municipalities have more clout because residents have more money, donate to political 

parties, and because of higher voter turnout than the inner-city (Interview #4).  The anti-

poverty activist also raised the issues of voter turnout and civic engagement, stating that 

“I think there’s a civic engagement issue, I think we [in the city] have a very low voter 
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turnout, I don’t think people have an attachment or understanding of what their local 

government stands for, what it does, and what their areas of jurisdiction are” (Interview 

#1).  The activist from Quispamsis noted that the suburbs had high profile Cabinet 

Ministers, and that wealthy residents lived in the suburbs.  He stated that “the 

Kennebecasis has far more clout because some very wealthy people live there” (Interview 

#7).  The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor noted that the skill set of council 

was greater in the suburbs than in the city (Interview #11).   The third Saint John city 

councillor noted that the suburbs had more clout and would fight proposals for 

amalgamation tenaciously while, by contrast, the city had little clout (Interview #14)  A 

similar point was raised by another respondent (Interview #13). 

 With a contrary view, one respondent stated the city had the most clout because of 

greater population, more MLAs in the Legislature, and more administration and 

employees.  However, it was noted that Kennebecasis did have greater political 

engagement among its citizens (Interviews #9 & #10).  Former Rothesay Mayor Bill Artiss 

noted that while there was some merit to the argument there was more money and 

education in the suburbs, it was important to note that people evicted from low income 

housing were moving to the Kennebecasis and vice versa.  Furthermore, the respondent 

noted that on a per capita basis Saint John had more MLAs.  The respondent also stated 

that local service districts have more clout due to the number of overall ridings in the 

province containing LSDs and due to the fact their taxes have not changed in years 

(Interview #6). 

 Two respondents stated that neither the city nor the suburbs had more clout.  One 

of these respondents was the Rothesay municipal politician and the other was the urban 

affairs activist from Saint John (Interviews #2 & #5).  Bill Artiss stated that, ultimately, it 
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was the province which had the most clout as municipalities were creatures of the 

province.  Thus it was the province that made key decisions and passed required 

legislation (Interview #6).  This last point is worth noting given the centralization of New 

Brunswick’s political system vis a vis local government.  One can see the City of Saint 

John as having more population vis a vis its suburbs.  However, it is worth noting that 

even with consolidations of suburban municipalities in the 1990s, city-suburban 

amalgamation has not happened.  The strength of suburban homeowners in preserving 

municipal boundaries makes full regional amalgamation something that provincial 

politicians do not seem to want to propose. 

Keil’s (2000) article on restructuring in Los Angeles and Toronto highlight the 

influential role played by middle-class homeowners in municipal politics.  Stiff resistance 

to regional amalgamation of Greater Saint John, recommended in the Cormier Report, 

attests to the strength of the suburban middle-class in resisting local government reform 

(Betts, 1997).  While the number of MLAs in the City of Saint John vis a vis the suburban 

municipalities can be cited, as well as the fact that issues of inner-city poverty often 

receive more attention from academics and commentators, the dominating strength of this 

suburban homeowner middle-class is hard to deny (Florida, 2013). 

  “Middle-class homeowner activism” was seen as a strong force in the response of 

most (if not all) respondents (Keil, 2000).  In the case of this study, the focus is primarily 

on suburban middle-class homeowners in resisting local government reforms which 

infringe on the autonomy of suburban municipalities.  Keil (2000) highlights how these 

middle-class homeowners are the main movers behind spatial definitions of community, 

and how they can be at odds with business interests.  Furthermore, with resources such as 

income, education, and knowledge of the political system, these middle-class activists can 
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be more influential than lower income residents of poorer neighbourhoods in influencing 

the direction of local government (Keil, 2000; Boudreau, 2002).   

One can see the thesis of boundaries acting as cues identifying communities based 

on lifestyle, policy preferences, and income-level (Popenoe and Michelson, 2002; Gans, 

1968; Gans, 1970).  Popenoe and Michelson (2002) warn that such fragmentation creates 

conflicting demands and that an emphasis on narrow and localized interests makes 

arriving at a common metropolitan policy difficult.  “What is congruent for each group,” 

they write, “may not add up to a metropolitan environment that is in the best interests of 

the civic body as a whole” (p. 157). 

 

8.2.5 Feasibility of Reform: 

Respondents considered full amalgamation difficult (if not impossible) to achieve.  In 

some cases, it was dismissed outright as a bad idea.  In this context, it is important to 

consider feasible avenues of reform and change, including whether there are avenues of 

cooperation short of full amalgamation.  Furthermore, one can explore specific issues or 

policy areas that could be a means for greater metropolitan cooperation.  As mentioned 

earlier, there was general agreement on a common regional interest. 

 The former Grand Bay-Westfield town councillor saw amalgamation as feasible if 

public service costs were resolved, especially those concerning police and fire unions in 

the City of Saint John.  The respondent noted if these problems could be fixed, 

amalgamation would be feasible otherwise, without addressing these concerns, “ignoring 

the problems and just amalgamating doesn’t fix the problem” (Interview #11).  The 

Quispamsis activist stated that a form of forced regionalization was needed, as local 

councillors would not accept such a solution otherwise (Interview #7). 
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The NDP candidate from Quispamsis, Matt Doherty, stated that region-wide 

amalgamation was not desirable.  However, Kennebecasis Valley amalgamation of 

Rothesay and Quispamsis was feasible and a good idea, in particular to deal with 

administrative duplication between the two municipalities (Interview #4).  Other 

respondents from the Valley though disagreed with the notion that Kennebecasis-wide 

amalgamation was a good idea, citing unique communities of interest (Interviews #3, #5, 

& #6).  However, other suburban respondents saw these communities of interest as less 

relevant (Interviews #7 & #11). 

Concerning Saint John, however, Doherty stated there were large differences 

between the City and the Valley, including public service provision, administration, and 

preferred housing types (Interview #4).  The respondent stated that:   

 

There’s a huge difference between Saint John and the Valley.  Saint John has a lot 

more affordable housing, much more apartments, out here more people own their 

own homes.  There’s the level of services we have, there’s all these examples of 

why people move out here (Interview #4). 

 

 This shows differentiation based on preferences, especially between the city and 

the suburban municipalities.  One could posit cooperation is easier among similar 

municipalities with similar characteristics (ie. socio-economic).  These are points raised 

by Tiebout (1956).   

There was widespread support among Saint John-area respondents for regional 

cooperation.  The first Saint John city councillor stated there was little formal working 

relations between communities, something that needed to change.  This respondent saw 

potential areas of cooperation in fire and police services, and on regional planning 

recognizing the importance of ensuring economic growth.  The respondent stated that 
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while there was existing case-by-base cooperation (for example on facilities such as 

Harbour Station) there was little formal relationship between the communities.  They 

deferred to organizations such as Enterprise Saint John to raise regional issues (Interview 

#8). 

 The Quispamsis activist, while preferring amalgamation as a solution, saw (at 

least) forced regionalization as a possibility in areas such as police and fire, water, and 

recreation such as the Q-Plex.  He cited previous regionalizations as significant in bringing 

major infrastructure improvements (Interview #7).  The urban affairs activist, while also 

seeing amalgamation as the preferred solution, saw cooperation as a more attainable goal 

and particularly cited regionalized planning as a potential area of regional cooperation.  

The respondent stated there was a common metropolitan interest in regional planning, in 

particular in limiting growth in the Kennebecasis Valley to preserve forests and natural 

surroundings, part of the appeal for many who moved there, while promoting a denser 

urban core to help the financial health of the city (Interview #2).  Other respondents 

expressed support for the concept of regionalized planning (Interviews #3, #4, & #11). 

 Former Rothesay mayor Bill Artiss, while not including fire and police, did see a 

limited potential for regional cooperation, such as joint purchasing and contracts for road 

maintenance (Interview #6).  The other Rothesay respondent, the municipal politician, did 

note there were already areas of substantive cooperation between Saint John and the 

Kennebecasis Valley, including on economic development, regional facilities, solid waste, 

and regional bus services.  Furthermore, the respondent expressed concerns about 

municipalities accepting additional burdens without the Local Service Districts (LSDs) 

paying their fair share (Interview #5). 
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 The anti-poverty activist, however, noted that two-tier cooperation was not 

enough.  “You can tinker around the edges,” he stated, “but you’re never going to do 

anything substantive, unless the province steps up to the plate and says this is 

unacceptable.”  He continued, saying he did not (unfortunately in his view) see 

governments having the needed resolve (Interview #1).  The former Grand Bay-Westfield 

town councillor echoed a similar sentiment, stating that while a hybrid solution was 

possible it was not preferred, “In my mind, the solution is to amalgamate, make it one 

region, and away we go.”  The respondent saw amalgamation as a means to both provide 

services such as fire and police on a regional basis while ensuring everyone, city and 

suburbs, had a say.  The respondent stated that leadership and political courage were 

required (Interview #11).  This highlights an important issue, if a consensus-based solution 

would fall short of what is needed in terms of a common political and economic space of 

Greater Saint John and if it is preferable for the province to exercise more authority in 

forcing regionalization. 

To respondents in the Saint John area who favoured regional amalgamation, when 

asked about potential suburban dominance on an amalgamated city council, the urban 

affairs activist stated it was already happening.  The respondent stated that people from 

the Valley already have heavy influence in Saint John either formally through agencies 

like Enterprise Saint John or informally through people who have influence in the city 

(Interview #2).  The former town councillor from Grand Bay-Westfield stated that even 

in the existing city limits of Saint John, there are areas that are suburban and rural.  

Ultimately, in an amalgamated entity, it was about decision-making structures and making 

sure everyone, urban and suburban, had a say (Interview #11). 
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 Former Rothesay mayor Bill Artiss raised concerns overall about the influence of 

the city, stating that the veto Saint John has on the Solid Waste Commission is a problem 

(Interview #6).  The other Rothesay respondent, the municipal politician, raised concerns 

about Local Service Districts not paying their fair share for municipal services (Interview 

#5). 

 

A report from Envision Maine on public administration in the state, which neighbours 

New Brunswick, entitled Reinventing Maine Government offers ideas on local 

government reform applicable to Greater Saint John.  One particular area is dealing with 

the conflicting accounts of the benefits or shortcomings of certain local government 

reforms such as consolidation of services across regions.  On this, the report recommends 

a clear measuring of benefits (in this case cost-savings) from local government reforms.  

An evidence-based approach is key to local government reform policies based on clearly 

defined benefits and not on intuition, anecdotes, or ideology (Caron & Osborne, 2006).  

As the report states: 

 

There are many instances in which an economy of scale will lower costs to 

taxpayers.  And there are undoubtedly some that won’t.  Many people have 

assumptions about savings, on one side or the other, that aren’t borne out by the 

investigation or fact.  Regionalizing services can’t be done simply because it 

intuitively make sense (sic), or for its own sake.  It has to be done where it can 

improve services and lower costs (Caron & Osborne, 2006, p. 59). 

 

With regards to proposals on full amalgamation or cooperation on more services, 

a delivery of the cost-savings should be clearly presented with analysis and data from 

independent experts.  If it is not a cost-savings issue, then there needs to be a clear 

argument for the non-monetary benefits.  These potentially include coordination of 
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activities and services, everyone paying their fair share (which could include a cost-benefit 

analysis of how suburban residents benefit from central city services and amenities), or 

presenting a stronger united voice in lobbying provincial and federal governments and 

promoting the city-region in the global economy. 

In all this, a strong provincial government role in enacting reform and change is 

important.  While consultation and involvement of stakeholders is needed, ultimately there 

needs to be decisive action, especially where consensus is not reached.  Consultation 

cannot be used as a means for provincial governments to avoid decisive (and sometimes 

controversial) action.  The ability to take decisive action to deal with the growth and 

change of city-regions is an advantage in Canadian jurisdictions (vis a vis many American 

states for example) that should not be abdicated.  In this sense, a more old regionalist 

approach is instructive (Makuch, Craik, Leisk, 2004; Rusk, 2003). 

In Maine, smaller municipal units remain for metropolitan regions such as Bangor 

and Portland which are fragmented.  The report notes that municipal boundaries in the 

state reflect a pre-automobile era, “Why do we have so many towns?  It is mostly about 

the horse.  Towns were created to accommodate how far citizens could travel by horse or 

cart from the farm to town and back, before dark.  The answer isn’t much more 

complicated than that.” (Caron & Osborne, 2006, p. 57).   

Maine’s home rule tradition of local government means the state has less ability 

to enact radical changes to municipal boundaries, to a greater degree initiative is local.  

However, in an era where people often live in one municipality, work in another, and shop 

and carry out other recreational activities in yet another, Maine has an essentially 19th 

century structure of local government.  This speaks to the strength of the Canadian model 

where greater provincial government action is possible to accommodate population and 
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geographic changes (and of course the provincial legislature is a democratically elected 

entity just as municipalities are; both have democratic legitimacy).  Local government 

structures need to reflect the greater interdependency of different parts of the metropolitan 

region, and stronger ties due to travel by automobiles.  Decisions in one municipality often 

affect other municipalities (Makuch, Craik, Leisk, 2004; Caron & Osborne, 2006).  As 

noted in the report, “with modern transportation and communications, we increasingly 

‘live’ in regions” (Caron & Osborne, 2006, p. 57). 

In short, the New Brunswick provincial government should not abdicate its role in 

enacting local government reform even if such reforms may be controversial.  This does 

not preclude municipalities having greater decision-making power on policies and service 

provision of a local nature, such as demolishing abandoned buildings.  However, this does 

mean preserving areas where provincial oversight is positive, even with this call for 

greater local government powers. 

 

8.3 Conclusion: 

From these interviews, it is clear there is still support for amalgamation, in the city and 

even among some suburban respondents.  However, resistance is still strong, as it was at 

the time of the Cormier Report’s recommendations of full amalgamation (Betts, 1997).  

There is an acknowledgement of a common regional interest and widespread agreement 

among respondents that the City of Saint John is the economic hub where most people in 

the metropolitan region are employed.   

Based on this, one can say a strong city is in the interests of the region, something 

which could possibly build support for a regional decision-making structure.  It also serves 

as a caution against bickering municipalities and against having a city that has to struggle 
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to meet infrastructure costs.  This is also an argument for strong public administration in 

the city, including effective use of tax dollars.  Issues of spending on police and fire 

services are concerns that need to be addressed.  There also have to be assurances of 

competent public administration in the city.  However, this could strengthen the case for 

the suburbs to want to have more of a say through regional decision-making structures.  If 

a strong and healthy central city is in their interest, they should be part of the process.  If 

suburbs are expected to pay “more of their share” it is only valid that they have more of a 

say in this process.  This could strengthen the case for a metropolitan decision-making 

structure. 

There is also a clear case for providing more local control, for example for the city 

to be able to demolish dilapidated buildings.  Cities are key agents in national and global 

economies, something noted by urbanists including Christopher Kennedy (2011) of the 

University of Toronto in his book The Evolution of Great World Cities.  In such an 

environment a strong and healthy city centre with a coherent decision-making structure 

for the metropolitan region is an important priority.  This also raises questions about the 

province, how the provincial government needs to recognize the economic role of larger 

cities and their metropolitan regions.  Where the Equal Opportunity framework can be 

considered as neglecting this, an updated approach to local government has to recognize 

this.  Issues to consider include where greater local control is required and whether special 

legislation is required to recognize the role and requirements of Saint John and the Greater 

Saint John region.  These are important points to contrast with the Byrne Report’s distrust 

of local governments.  At the same time, it is important to consider where provincial 

oversight is still needed and not fall into the trap of “localism” (Tomàs, 2012). 
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As we turn to the conclusion of this study, it is important to consider the different 

sources of data employed.  This includes considering the concerns about metropolitan 

issues highlighted by interviewees and in post-Equal Opportunity reports.  Whether these 

be concerns about suburban autonomy or regional equalization, these are important parts 

of the discussion on local government in a province where urbanization and 

suburbanization are realities.  Both the potential and problems of Saint John and its 

metropolitan region need to be central to discussions of local government reform in New 

Brunswick. 
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9.0 CONCLUSION:  

9.1 Towards an Understanding of the Metropolitan Problem in Saint John:  

This study has considered the challenges of metropolitan administration (and 

fragmentation) in Greater Saint John with emphasis on insights offered by regionalist 

perspectives.  The demographic changes of population dispersion across a wider area lead 

to the challenge of fragmented municipal authority; the sociological creates new demands 

on the political.  The Equal Opportunity reforms can be considered as not paying adequate 

attention to issues of metropolitan administration; the Byrne Report’s proposal of 

metropolitan councils can be seen as overbroad and not tailored specifically to local areas.  

Meanwhile, metropolitan Saint John has grown well beyond the boundaries of the 1967 

amalgamation.  

 It is clear from the interview responses that the status quo is not adequate with 

virtually all interviewees having some criticism.  There were calls for greater local 

authority among virtually all respondents and, among urban and even a few suburban 

respondents, calls for greater metropolitan coordination and even amalgamation.  

However, amalgamation proved contentious in the 1990s when proposed by the Cormier 

Report.  It was stiffly resisted in the suburban municipalities (Betts, 1997).  This study is 

primarily descriptive rather than prescriptive, but the conclusion will offer insights on how 

to go about local government reform drawing on regionalist principles.  One could term 

this a methodology of reform.  Regionalist thought offers valuable insights in considering 

the challenges and prospects of local government in fragmented metropolitan regions. 

In considering local government reform from a regionalist perspective, two articles 

are particularly useful to consider.  One is Regionalism Reconsidered by Frances Frisken 
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and Donald Norris, published in the Journal of Urban Affairs.  The second is Exploring 

the Metropolitan Trap: The Case of Montreal by Mariona Tomàs, published in the 

International Journal of Urban and Regional Research (Tomàs, 2012; Frisken and Norris, 

2001).  These articles formed part of the analysis in chapter three.  They are not only useful 

in considering regionalism in the context of local government reform in metropolitan 

regions, but they are also helpful in applying regionalist thought in a Canadian context. 

 Frisken and Norris (2001) describe local government reform as “characterized by 

a search for ways to make governmental systems of city regions conform to the territorial 

reach of population settlements and economic activity” (p. 467).  The drive is for political 

institutions to match territorially dispersed city-regions.  Frisken and Norris (2001) state 

this drive has had more success in Canada than in the United States because provincial 

governments in Canada have exercised more authority vis a vis local governments.  This 

is relevant to consider in New Brunswick where the provincial government has retreated 

from that role.  With Greater Saint John, provincially mandated amalgamation is virtually 

off the table after resistance to the Cormier Report (Betts, 1997). 

This has opened the way to new regionalist influenced solutions, emphasizing 

consensus and where an independent metropolitan level of government (either in the form 

of a regional municipality or an upper-tier of local government) is not on the agenda of 

most policy-makers.  Frisken and Norris (2001) are again relevant to consider in 

ascertaining the limit to local government reform based on cooperation of municipalities 

and consensus-building.  They write that while in some circumstances cooperation of 

municipal governments is possible, “it is virtually impossible to secure agreement about 

matters that impinge or threaten the preferred lifestyles or the preferred patterns of 

interaction among residents of separate and dissimilar communities” (p. 475).   
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This would point to the difficulty of cooperation between the City of Saint John 

and suburban municipalities, an urban-suburban gulf.  For instance, where the 

Kennebecasis Region has a common police force, such cooperation becomes controversial 

when the City of Saint John is brought into the picture (“Regional police study”, 2015).  

It highlights the gulf between the City of Saint John and suburban municipalities.  This 

points to the difficulty of reaching municipal consensus and the role the provincial 

government can play in mediating these differences.  The provincial government needs to 

be willing to push forward reform even if contentious.  During the 1960s, the provincial 

government pushed through the Equal Opportunity reforms and the amalgamation of what 

was then Greater Saint John even while there was not consensus.  It is important, with 

growing and changing city-regions, to be able to respond to changes decisively by 

reforming local governing structures (Marquis, 2010; Stanley, 1984). 

Another point from Frisken and Norris (2001) worth noting is “there is also little 

evidence that municipal governments will agree voluntarily to contribute their own 

property tax revenues to services from which they or their taxpayers do not expect to 

benefit” (p. 475).   There is a joint economic development agency for the Greater Saint 

John region, part of a recognition of a common economic space.  On issues of 

infrastructure, such as roads which are used by suburban commuters, there needs to be a 

recognition that with a common economic space suburban municipalities have an interest 

in a thriving central city.  They have an interest in a central city with quality infrastructure.  

The aesthetics of dilapidated buildings needs to be a concern as well.  Where the City of 

Saint John is their economic hub, moving to the suburbs does not mean an escape from 

the city.  However, at the same time, the city has to realize suburban concerns about proper 

use of tax dollars and good public administration.   
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There is also a consideration for the provincial government.  Where New 

Brunswick is often conceived of as a rural province, of small communities, farms, and 

forests, a growing reality is one of urbanization and suburbanization.  This was clearly 

evident in the last census and is especially evident in Greater Saint John where the city 

faces challenges of poverty and realizing its potential as economic hub of the region 

(“New Brunswick’s population jumps”, 2012).  A metropolitan entity with a city-suburb 

divide is a reality the provincial government needs to be cognizant of.  It is useful to 

consider the policy-making and administrative capacity of the City of Saint John and the 

metropolitan region as well as the challenges they both face.  Areas of appropriate local 

control have to be on the agenda of policy-makers.  The potential need of special 

legislation for the City of Saint John is important to consider.  It must also be considered 

how to politically tackle the reality of a metropolitan region faced with deep divides and 

inequality.  In dealing with this divide, a decisive role for the provincial government is 

essential. 

It is illustrative to revisit the “metropolitan problem” as defined in the Goldenberg 

Report.  This “metropolitan problem” is one that “arises where the units of local 

government having jurisdiction within a metropolitan area are unable to satisfy the 

demands of their citizens because of insufficient powers, inadequate territorial limits, or a 

combination of both” (Goldenberg, 1963, p. 1).  This ties into Frisken and Norris’ (2001) 

notion of political institutions matching the demographic and economic realities of city 

regions.  This raises questions about where local authority is needed, what form this local 

authority would take, and what the needed political form of the metropolitan region would 

be to meet the demands upon it. 
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 Amalgamation is one solution (for many it is the best solution) but it is not the 

only solution to the metropolitan problem.  This is where Tomàs (2012) is illustrative.  

Writing about municipal government reform efforts in Montreal, she cites polarization of 

opinion among stakeholders as inhibiting substantive reform.  The prospects for a 

substantive metropolitan political authority with legitimacy got undermined through 

entrenched and polarized positions on local government reform.  These polarized positions 

include whether larger scale or smaller scale municipalities were most appropriate and 

whether reform should be based on imposed action by the provincial government or 

voluntary cooperation by municipalities.  “These divergent conceptions of metropolitan 

governance,” Tomàs (2012) writes, “found even in suburban municipalities, make the 

creation of a single metropolitan vision impossible” (p. 564).  This highlights where the 

local level can be limited in metropolitan decision-making and in achieving consensus on 

metropolitan reform. 

In Montreal, Tomàs (2012) writes, polarization of opinion prevented the creation 

of institutions or even the facilitation of cooperation to realize the potential of the 

metropolitan as a political and economic space.  Old regionalist, which Tomàs terms 

“reformist,” and public choice conceptions of local government, dominated discussions 

of municipal reform in Greater Montreal.  Meanwhile, what could be seen as a 

compromise between these two extremes, along new regionalist or rescaling lines, lacked 

support.   

It is important to note that Tomàs (2012) distinguishes new regionalism from 

rescaling perspectives of local government.  The former constitutes the move from 

“government” to “governance” with emphasis on “flexible and horizontal relations among 

public and private regional actors” (Tomàs, 2012, p. 555).  Rescaling and 
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reterritorialization constitutes “strengthening the metropolitan scale or city regional scale” 

(Tomàs, 2012, p. 555).  In this study of Greater Saint John the two were grouped under 

the rubric of new regionalism.  Both rescaling and reterritorialization are an attempt to 

create a metropolitan framework of decision-making in between public choice and old 

regionalist poles, based on achieving cooperation and consensus and not necessarily 

creating a metropolitan level of government.   

 One could see the Cormier Report in this context.  On the one hand there was the 

recommendation of regional amalgamation and, on the other, there was stiff resistance 

and protection of local autonomy in suburban municipalities (Betts, 1997).  An old 

regionalist-public choice polarization was evident.  While some reforms were 

implemented, a true decision-making structure for the Greater Saint John region did not 

emerge, one that would fully realize a common economic and political space to match the 

sociological and geographic realities of an increasingly dispersed city region.   

There is a widespread consensus, in the interview responses as part of this 

research, on the existence of a common metropolitan space and the economic importance 

of the city centre to the region.  These commonalities need to be encouraged and built 

upon to establish a true metropolitan decision-making structure, one that would encourage 

widespread legitimacy.  In all this the provincial government needs to be a more active 

player.  An active provincial government achieved substantive local government reforms 

in the 1960s.  Since then, the province has been less willing to act boldly on local 

government reform.  Consensus will not always be possible and the provincial government 

must not abdicate its reformist role or potential change could get stalled in perpetual 

disagreements.  It is a rare occasion when universal consensus is attained.  Greater Saint 

John is an urban and suburban region.  Public policy and political institutions must 
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recognize this reality, in both tackling problems and realizing the potential of the city-

region. 

 In proposing solutions the benefits must be clearly and independently proven by 

experts.  One cannot assume there are cost-savings, but rather have to show exactly what 

and where the cost-savings would be.  Otherwise, there would have to be other benefits 

clearly proven either in terms of decision-making structures, policy-coordination, or 

another area.  This can be considered a “methodology of reform” to be followed to ensure 

sound public policy.  For proponents of regional amalgamation, they need to prove cost-

savings or other benefits, especially in light of likely concerns from the suburbs.  Short of 

amalgamation, greater avenues of cooperation and coordination could be explored, for 

example a strengthened form of Regional Service Commission (maybe geographically 

limited to the City of Saint John and immediate suburbs) that could facilitate cooperation 

in areas such as police and fire protection.  Again, given the contentiousness of this in 

suburban municipalities, including suburban concerns about quality and cost of services 

from the city, a clear analysis of the benefits would be needed.  In this sense, there is an 

old regionalist strain in calling for provincial government action where local consensus is 

not possible but a nod to new regionalism in not considering amalgamation or a 

metropolitan tier of government as being the only solution. 

 

9.2 Generalizability of Findings: 

As noted in the second chapter, case studies are useful in policy research and in evaluating 

policy applications (Keddie, 2006; Hamel et al, 1993; Soy, 1997).  In this case, Greater 

Saint John provides an examination of metropolitan administration and an examination of 

local government in an urban and suburban context. 
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The post-Equal Opportunity reports show it is important to recognize the unique 

situations of different city-regions.  However, Greater Saint John offers wider lessons of 

applicability.  For one, where issues of urbanization, suburbanization, and metropolitan 

administration could be considered “big city” issues, they are of relevance to medium and 

smaller sized cities as well.  They are also relevant in provinces and states that may be 

considered “rural.”  A Brookings Institution Report on economic development in Maine 

cites growing suburbanization as one of the major trends affecting that state.  Increasingly, 

the population of the state is concentrated in metropolitan and micropolitan regions.  

Where, like New Brunswick, Maine could be considered a traditionally “rural” it is in fact 

increasingly urban and suburban (Brookings, 2006). 

 This is a reality policy-makers need to be cognizant of.  The challenges and 

potentials of city-regions, of an urbanizing and suburbanizing population, must be central 

even in provinces and states that may not traditionally be seen as either urban or suburban.  

The challenges of urbanism, of metropolitan governance, are not confined merely to the 

largest centres.  Smaller city-regions are important subjects of study in understanding the 

challenges and potential of urbanization and suburbanization, including the challenges of 

public administration. 

 The case study of Greater Saint John is also illustrative of the Canadian context of 

local government reform.  In Canada there is a greater tradition of the provincial 

government acting on reorganizing municipal boundaries and reallocating authority.  This 

more centralized framework is a contrast to the traditions of local control and autonomy 

in many American states (Makuch, Craik, and Leisk, 2004).  While this creates more room 

for provincial governments to act on local government reform, this authority is by no 

means unlimited and requires firm political will.  Tomàs (2012) illustrates the 
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contentiousness of reform in Greater Montreal.  The reaction to Cormier showed the limits 

in New Brunswick even when there is a tradition of provincial government intervention 

in municipal reorganization (Betts, 1997).   

 Strong provincial authority is an advantage in achieving reform of local 

government institutions to reflect sociological and economic realities, especially where 

consensus among municipalities is lacking.  While working with and listening to different 

stakeholders is important, there is still a role for oversight and action that provincial 

governments needs to maintain.  While consultation with municipalities and stakeholders 

is important, this does not preclude the need for decisive action even if it may not have 

consensus among local stakeholders.  The provincial government took decisive action 

with Equal Opportunity and the amalgamation of what was then Greater Saint John to 

reflect the realities and policy demands of the 1960s.   

 In considering the questions framing this research, the main one is on how New 

Brunswick’s structure of local government, based on the Equal Opportunity reforms, 

meets the challenges of the “metropolitan problem” in Greater Saint John.  From the 

analysis of the Byrne and Goldenberg Reports, it would be a mistake to say metropolitan 

challenges were not on the agenda in the 1960s.  The Goldenberg Report’s 

recommendation of regional amalgamation was carried out by the provincial government 

in 1967.  However, the focus of the Equal Opportunity reforms was more on rural poverty 

as the city was not yet seen as a site of poverty and deprivation.  Subsequent decades saw 

little action as Greater Saint John’s population further dispersed beyond the boundaries of 

the 1967 amalgamation (Betts, 1997; Finn, 2008).  In the interviews, urban and many 

suburban respondents expressed dissatisfaction with the status quo. 
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 On the challenges of governing Greater Saint John, an urban-suburban divide was 

evident in the information gathering and response to the Cormier Report (Cormier, 1997).  

This divide was also evident in the interview responses as part of this study.  The plethora 

of studies post-1960s and the relative lack of action on them speaks to the need for the 

provincial government to act more decisively in implementing reforms that recognize 

metropolitan realities in regions like Greater Saint John.  Where there is an urban-

suburban divide, it is even more imperative for the provincial government to play an active 

role.  Urban respondents to the interviews wanted to see greater regionalization and 

support for the city as a hub for the region.  At the same time, suburban concerns about 

public administration and service quality must be addressed.  Reforms also need to be 

based on clear evidence of the proposed benefits to allay concerns on both sides.  Changes 

must not being made on hunches or ideology but on independent expert evidence. 

 On how the “metropolitan problem” has been tackled in New Brunswick with 

respect to Greater Saint John, when the provincial government was willing to take decisive 

action, substantial reform was enacted in the 1960s.  However, afterwards, the provincial 

government has retreated from this activist role, especially evident from the 2000s onward 

where there has been greater reliance on local initiative for change in municipal 

boundaries and status (Stanley, 1984; “4 LSDs to vote”, 2014).  This creates the potential 

for political gridlock, evident in Greater Saint John where there is a deep urban-suburban 

divide.  In places like Maine, where there is a less activist role for the state, 19th century 

municipal boundaries persist, with a lack of action to adjust to the era of multi-

municipality regions evident (Caron & Osborne, 2006).   
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9.3 Areas of Future Study: 

Where the interviews in this study focused on elites, policy-experts, opinion leaders, and 

elected officials, a future area of study would be to consider views of the general public, 

either through quantitative surveys or qualitative interviews and focus groups.  This would 

add another dimension to the discussions of local government and local government 

reform in Greater Saint John.  It could also potentially illustrate gulfs in opinion that could 

exist between elites and the public at large.   

 The case study of Saint John highlights the importance of examining smaller city-

regions on the challenges from urbanization and suburbanization.  These challenges of 

metropolitan government are not only confined to larger centres.  There is a rich area of 

study to consider the challenges and prospects of urbanization and suburbanization in 

smaller cities.  It is important to remember that even in provinces and states that may be 

considered largely rural, issues of urbanization and suburbanization are highly relevant 

(often more so than is widely realized).  Policy-experts in these jurisdictions have to be 

cognizant of this reality, of the challenges it brings, and of the prospects and opportunities 

it presents.   

 Saint John shows that problems of urban decline and poverty, of city-suburban 

divisions, are ones that are relevant to New Brunswick and need to be central to policy-

makers.  However, the fact that Saint John is the centre of jobs and employment in the 

region also points to the important economic role it plays.  The urban and suburban are 

important to the economic, social, and political life of New Brunswick and are important 

considerations for its future trajectory, growth, and prosperity.  
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APPENDIX A – MAP – GOLDENBERG REPORT – PRE-AMALGAMATION 

BOUNDARIES AND PROPOSED NEW BOUNDARIES: 

 

 
Source: Goldenberg (1963). 
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APPENDIX B – MAP – GREATER SAINT JOHN: 
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APPENDIX C – CONCENTRIC CIRCLES: 

 

 
Source: Middlesex University http://studymore.org.uk/xpark.htm  
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APPENDIX D – SECTOR MODEL: 

 

 
Source: Internet Geography 

http://www.geography.learnontheinternet.co.uk/topics/landusemodels.html  
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APPENDIX E – MULTI-NUCLEI MODEL: 

 

 
 

Source: Wikimedia Commons: 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Multiple_nuclei_model.svg  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Multiple_nuclei_model.svg
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APPENDIX F – KENO CAPITALISM – LA SCHOOL: 

 

 
Source: Cairn.Info http://www.cairn.info/zen.php?ID_ARTICLE=AG_657_0513  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cairn.info/zen.php?ID_ARTICLE=AG_657_0513
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APPENDIX G – CONSENT FORM FOR INTERVIEWS: 

 

 

Dear Potential Research Participant: 

 

My name is Hassan Arif and I am a PhD candidate in the Department of Sociology at the 

University of New Brunswick in Fredericton.  I am inviting you to participate in a research 

project, Saint John and the Metropolitan Problem, which will be my PhD dissertation.  

The aim of the project is to examine and evaluate local government structures in Greater 

Saint John. 

 

An important part of my research will be speaking with expert informants, like yourself, 

to gain a richer understanding of local government in the region. 

 

The interview will either be a half-an-hour interview (by phone, written questionnaire, or 

in person) that will be audio-recorded or it will be done through e-mail by filling out a 

questionnaire with follow up questions if appropriate.  All information collected will be 

used for research purposes with the aim of completing my dissertation which may be 

published in a book.  Your participation is voluntary.  Also, you may refuse to answer any 

questions you do not like, and will be free to discontinue participation at any time. 

 

To respect your wishes with regards to confidentiality, I would like to ask how you want 

quotes from this interview to be used and how your comments should be attributed.  To 

this end, please select one of the three options below: 

 

(A) [  ] High Confidentiality: You will be referred to as “one of the interviewees.” 

(B) [  ] Medium Confidentiality: Your comments will be attributed with regards to 

your relationship to your organization and/or area of expertise (for example: “an 

official with the City of Saint John” or “a policy expert on local government in 

Michigan”). 

(C) [  ] No Confidentiality: Your name can be used and the comments made during 

the interview can be attributed to you (for example “John Smith, Senior Planner 

with the City of Saint John, observed that…”). 

 

Please note that the audio-tapes for in-person or phone interviews, transcripts from these 

interviews, and answered e-mail questionnaires, will be accessible only to me and 

Professor Luc Theriault who is the supervisor for my PhD studies.  After completion of 

this research, the material will be kept in a locked cabinet at UNB-Fredericton campus for 

a period of three years.  After that period, all documents and materials will be destroyed 

and properly disposed of. 

 

Thank you for considering participation in this research.  This project is on file at the 

University of New Brunswick as UNBF RED #2011-051.  Related research ethics 

concerns should be directed to Dr. Nancy Nason-Clark – Chair of the University of New 

Brunswick Department of Sociology – at 506-451-6941.   
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Please feel free to discuss any of your concerns with me prior to signing the enclosed 

statement of consent.  If you would like further information or would like to be informed 

about the results of the study, please contact me at 506-292-2504 or at 

Hassan.Arif@unb.ca.  You can also contact my supervisor, Dr. Luc Theriault, at 

luct@unb.ca or 506-458-7785. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Hassan Arif 

PhD Candidate 

Department of Sociology 

University of New Brunswick 

Fredericton, NB 

 

 

Statement of Consent: 

 

I have read and understood the above paragraphs, and agree to participate in this session. 

 

Participant name (please print): ______________________________________________ 

 

Participant Signature: 

______________________________________________________ 

 

Interviewer Signature: ____________________________  Date: ___________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Hassan.Arif@unb.ca
mailto:luct@unb.ca
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APPENDIX H – INTERVIEWEES*: 

 

LOCATION OF INTERVIEWEE 

 

TYPE OF INTERVIEWEE 

Saint John Anti-poverty activist 

 

Saint John Urban affairs activist 

 

Saint John 

 

Municipal elected official 

Saint John  

 

Municipal elected official 

Saint John 

 

Municipal elected official 

Quispamsis 

 

Municipal elected official 

Quispamsis 

 

Candidate for elected office 

Quispamsis 

 

Community activist 

Grand Bay-Westfield 

 

Municipal elected official 

Hampton 

 

Civil servant 

Rothesay 

 

Municipal elected official 

Rothesay 

 

Municipal elected official 

Rothesay 

 

Civil servant 

 
*Note: Three respondents are not included on this list as they selected maximum level of confidentiality 

and giving their profession would break that confidentiality. 
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APPENDIX I – POPULATION CHANGE – GREATER SAINT JOHN: 

 

 1966 1991 2011 

 

Saint John 

 

51,567* 74,969 70,063 

Lancaster (City) 

 

15,836** ------------------------ ------------------------ 

Simonds 

 

20,434*** 3,615 3,828 

Quispamsis 

 

1,556 8,446 17,886 

Rothesay (Town) 

 

------------------------ ------------------------ 11,637 

Rothesay (Village) 

 

893 1,647**** ------------------------ 

Renforth 

 

1,373 1,474**** ------------------------ 

East Riverside-

Kingshurst 

750 1,049**** ------------------------ 

Fairvale 

 

1,615 5,041**** ------------------------ 

Gondola Point 

 

479 4,218***** ------------------------ 

Grand Bay 

 

------------------------ 3,613****** ------------------------ 

Westfield 

 

331 2,149****** ------------------------ 

Grand Bay-

Westfield 

------------------------ ------------------------ 5,117 

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics (1967); Statistics Canada (1992); Statistics Canada (2012) 

 
*After the 1967 amalgamation, Saint John’s population (in the 1971 census) was 89,039 

** Amalgamated with Saint John in 1967 

*** Part of Simonds amalgamated with Saint John in 1967 

**** Amalgamated with Rothesay in 1998 

***** Amalgamated with Quispamsis in 1998 

****** Amalgamated with Grand Bay-Westfield in 1998 
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APPENDIX J – SAINT JOHN CENSUS METROPOLITAN AREA: 

 

Census 

Subdivision 

Type Population 

2011 

Population 

2006 

Percent 

Change 

 

Saint John 

 

City 70,063 68,043 3.0 

Quispamsis 

 

Town 17,886 15,239 17.4 

Rothesay 

 

Town 11,947 11,637 2.7 

Grand Bay-

Westfield 

Town 5,117 4,981 2.7 

Hampton 

 

Town 4,292 4,004 7.2 

Simonds 

 

Parish* 3,828 3,759 1.8 

Kingston 

 

Parish 2,952 2,888 2.2 

Hampton 

 

Parish 2,734 2,724 0.4 

Westfield 

 

Parish 2,108 2,053 2.7 

Upham 

 

Parish 1,306 1,267 3.1 

Musquash 

 

Parish 1,200 1,235 -2.0 

Saint Martins 

 

Parish 1,145 1,198 -4.4 

Greenwich 

 

Parish 1,047 1,043 0.4 

Lepreau 

 

Parish 752 824 -8.7 

Petersville 

 

Parish 723 758 -4.6 

Rothesay 

 

Parish 347 350 -0.9 

St. Martins 

 

Village 314 386 -18.7 

Source: Statistics Canada (2012) 

 

*Parish refers to an unincorporated area 
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APPENDIX K – PROPERTY TAX RATES IN 2013: 

 

Municipality 

 

Average Tax Rate Per $100 of Assessed Value 

Saint John 

 

1.7850 

Quispamsis 

 

1.2200 

Rothesay 

 

1.1900 

Grand Bay-Westfield 

 

1.3700 

Source: Annual Report of Municipal Statistics for New Brunswick (2013) 

 



 

 

HASSAN ARIF 
261 Montgomery Street, Fredericton, NB  E3B 2X2 

Ph: (506)459-1301 (home); (506)292-2504 (cell); Email: arif.h9@gmail.com   

Education 
 

 2008 – Present               University of New Brunswick     Fredericton, NB 
Doctor of Philosophy – PhD – Sociology (Expected completion date – 
December 2015): Areas of interest include political sociology and urban 
sociology.  The focus of my dissertation research is local government in 
Greater Saint John; I have completed my course-work and comprehensives.  
I have also completed the draft of my dissertation which is pending 
supervisor and committee approval. 

 

 1999 - 2004               University of New Brunswick    Fredericton, NB 
Bachelor of Laws – LLB: Completed courses in Immigration, Business 
Organizations, Human Rights and Employment Law. 

 

 2001 - 2003                Carleton University                                Ottawa, ON                                      
Master of Arts - Political Science: Comparative politics and public policy 
with a concentration on Western Industrialized Countries.  My Major 
Research Paper focussed on analyzing the policies of the Labour 
government in Great Britain and assessing the ideological and policy shifts 
of the party under the leadership of Tony Blair. 

 

 1996 - 2001               University of New Brunswick    Fredericton, NB 
Bachelor of Arts (Distinction) - Political Science: Completed courses in 
Canadian and American Government as well as in History and Economics. 

 

Publications  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Academic: 

 I have been a contributor to Insight articles (short online articles) for the 
University of Toronto’s Martin Prosperity Institute, a think-tank headed by 
Richard Florida. The focus of the articles has been the creative economy in 
smaller jurisdictions, including in Vermont, New Brunswick, and West 
Virginia.  

 “Sustainable Development in Small Jurisdictions: The Cases of New 
Brunswick and Vermont.” Canadian-American Public Policy. 75, 2010.  
Canadian-American Public Policy is a publication of the Canadian-American 
Center at the University of Maine. 

 “New Labour, New Era?”  Anticipations.  7(3) Autumn 2003.  Anticipations is 
the journal of the youth wing of the Fabian Society in Britain. 
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Conferences 

and 

Presentations 

 

 

Public Sector: 

 Assisted in the compilation of a report for the Government of New 
Brunswick, If There Were Legal in New Brunswick… A Review of Legal Aid 
Services in New Brunswick. September 2007. 

 
Popular Press: 

 September 2007-Present, I publish a weekly newspaper column which 
appears in the Telegraph Journal, New Brunswick’s paper of record. My 
columns have appeared in the Huffington Post, Sustainable Cities Collective, 
Spacing Atlantic, and Fredericton’s Daily Gleaner.  

 

 
Academic Conference Presentations: 

 “Local Governance Regimes in the Era of Metropolitanization,”  
Global Suburbanisms: Governance, Land, and Infrastructure in the 21st Century.   
September 26-28, 2013. City Institute, York University, Toronto, ON. 

 “People, Places, and Politics – Contrasting Political Cultures in Cities and  
Suburbs,” Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences. May 28, 2011. 
University of New Brunswick and St. Thomas University, Fredericton, NB. 

 

Public Presentations: 

 “Sustainable Development in New Brunswick, Drawing on the Example of  
Vermont,” Taymouth Speakers Series. February 27, 2013. Note: I also gave  
this talk in Woodstock, NB on May 28, 2013. 

 

 
Organizing: 

 Byrne at 50 Conference – November 4, 2013 – Institute of Urban and 
Community Studies, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, NB: 
Conference on the legacy of New Brunswick’s local government reforms, 
and on local governance and polycentric urbanism. Involved in organizing 
committee, inviting speakers. 

 International Political Economy – March, 2005 – Carleton University,  
Ottawa, ON: I was part of the committee that organized the conference 
which featured presentations from graduate students at Carleton University; 
tasks included determining topics for panels and approving papers for 
presentation. 

 
 

 


